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ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
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MEETING WILL FACILITATE REMOTE ATTENDANCE
Members of the public shall have the right to attend BZA Public Meetings via the following forms of electronic
communication:
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82832045616
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II.
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III.

Approval of the November 4, 2020 Meeting Minutes

IV.

Continuance Requests

V.
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None

November 24, 2020

VI.
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Jeff Sepiol /
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Street
Jeff & Eva
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2020‐36‐DSV

Todd Rottmann

2020‐37‐DSV

Appaloosa
Crossing ‐
Outlot “J”

2020‐38‐DSV

VII.

Name

Appaloosa
Crossing ‐
Outlot “I”

Item to be considered

Petition for a Special Exception to provide for an outdoor dining
space in the Urban Village Business District (VBD).

7529 E. SR 32

Petition for a Special Exception to permit a personal residence
and related accessory building on an parcel in the Rural General
Agricultural District (AG).

320 W.
Hawthorne St.

Petition for Development Standards Variances to provide for:
1) an accessory building which deviates from the required side
yard setback; and
2) a fence which exceeds the permitted height in the Urban
Village Residential District (R‐V).

10901 E. CR 300 S

Petition for a Development Standards Variance for the removal
of the required 6‐foot perimeter planting strip on a site located
in the Rural Local Business (LB) District and the Michigan Road
Overlay (MRO).

3263 S. U.S. 421

Petition for Development Standards Variance to deviate from:
1) Required off‐street parking ratio; and
2) removal of the required 6‐foot perimeter planting strip on a
site located in the Rural General Business (GB) District and the
Michigan Road Overlay (MRO).

Other Matters to be considered:
Docket
Number

Name

Address of
Project

Item to be considered
Unsigned Findings of Fact

If you need technical assistance in logging into Zoom for this meeting, please contact Roger Kilmer, rkilmer@zionsville‐

in.gov or 317‐690‐6539.
Please note that a quorum of the Zionsville Town Council may be in attendance at the meeting.
If a member of the public would like to attend a Board of Zoning Appeals Public Meeting but cannot utilize any of the
access methods described above, please contact Roger Kilmer at rkilmer@zionsville‐in.gov or 317‐690‐6539.
Respectfully Submitted:
Wayne DeLong AICP, CPM
Town of Zionsville
Director of Planning and Economic Development

November 24, 2020

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
November 4, 2020
In Attendance: John Wolff, Laura Campins, Jeff Papa, Steve Mundy, Larry Jones.
Staff attending: Wayne DeLong, Roger Kilmer, Darren Chadd, attorney.
A quorum is present.
Wolff

Wayne or Roger, do you think we’re ready?

Kilmer

Mr. Wolff, we are ready to go.

Wolff

Let’s go. Good evening and welcome to the November 4, 2020 Board of Zoning
Appeals meeting. As you can tell, we are continuing to meet virtually for
everyone’s safety. With that in mind, the first item on our agenda is the Pledge of
Allegiance which I will lead. I will also cover my camera. Thank you, Wayne,
for the flag.

All

Pledge of Allegiance.

Wolff

Thank you everyone. The next item on our agenda is attendance.

DeLong

I can take care of that.

Wolff

Thank you, Wayne.

DeLong

Mr. Papa?

Papa

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Present.

DeLong

Mrs. Campins?

Campins

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff?

Wolff

Present. Thank you, Wayne. The next item on our agenda is the approval of the
October 7, 2020 meeting minutes which were submitted to you in your packet. Is
there any conversation or discussion amongst the group regarding those minutes?
If not, I will entertain a motion.

Mundy

I move to approve the October 7 minutes of the BZA meeting as presented.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Mundy. Is there a second to that motion?
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Jones

Second.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Jones. We probably should continue to do roll call votes just for
clarity’s sake. Wayne, will you facilitate that?

DeLong

Certainly. Mr. Papa?

Papa

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Aye.

DeLong

Mrs. Campins?

Campins

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff?

Wolff

Aye. Thank you. The motion, or the meeting minutes are approved. The next
item on our agenda is continuance requests. We have two items, or two dockets
on our agenda today. Do either one of those petitioners wish to ask for a
continuance to get more time? If so, please kind of raise your hand in the
audience there, the virtual audience. Mr. Kilmer, do you see anybody raising
their hands?

Kilmer

Mr. Wolff, there are no hands raised.

Wolff

Very good. Then, we’re going to move on to continued business which there is
none.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff? John? I do want to interrupt. I do want to create the opportunity for
anybody in the public who would like to raise their hands to get their attendance
right in the record, please do that now.

Wolff

Wayne, you would think after doing this for six, seven, eight months, three years,
however long it’s been that I would remember that but apparently not. So for
those audience members who wish to be recognized, please raise your hand and
we will read your name aloud and record it that you are participating in our
conversation today.

Kilmer

Mr. Wolff, the hands raised are Sally Zelonis, John Tousley, Michael Andreoli,
Charles Hodges.

Wolff

Thank you, Roger. Moving on to new business, that brings us to Docket #202030-UV as well as Docket #2020-32-DSV for the property located at 9385 and
9445 Ralston Avenue. Could we promote the petitioner?
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Kilmer

I’m going to promote Mike Poppe who is, I believe, the son-in-law of Charles
Hodges. I’m also going to promote Mr. Hodges. I’m not sure which of these two
gentlemen will actually be doing the presentation, so I’ll promote both.

Wolff

Very good. Mr. Poppe or Mr. Hodges, will one of you please state your name and
address for the record as well as, in your words, describe what is in front of us
tonight?

Poppe

My name is Mike Poppe. My address is 1409 Helena Drive in Lebanon, Indiana.
I’m speaking on behalf of my father-in-law, Charles Hodges, who owns the
property in Ralston. Currently, there is a barn on the property in Ralston that we
store boats and trailers in. That barn has been there for over 50 years. My fatherin-law and I recently purchased a RV and we would like to store it on that
property as well but the current barn structure is not large enough for it, so we
were asking to build a separate barn to be able to store the RV in.

Wolff

Okay, very good. Can you give us a brief description of the size of the barn? It is
in our packet but just so we have it in the public record.

Poppe

Yeah. It’s a 40 x 52 barn. It would be 16’ height inside for the RV because it will
have two overhead doors, 14’ tall, so the RV can come in. It’s all new
construction and it would be basically solely for that purpose.

Wolff

Mr. Poppe, will there be any plumbing or HVAC fixtures in this structure?

Poppe

No, there would not be.

Wolff

Is there any intent to use it—without putting in a HVAC, it’s difficult to imagine
there be an intent to use it for residential. It would strictly be a storage facility,
correct?

Poppe

It’s strictly a storage facility. There would—we’d run electrical for some lights
and to plug the RV in but that would be it.

Wolff

Okay. What other questions do we have for the petitioner and the petitioner’s
representative at this time? This is a little bit of an unusual petition, so I do have
some questions for staff but in our order of procedure, let’s—if there’s no other
questions for the petitioner at this time, let’s ask if there’s anyone here that would
like to speak for or against this particular project. Mr. Kilmer, if you’ll let me
know if you see any hands go up.

Kilmer

Mr. Wolff, there are no hands raised.

Wolff

Okay, very good. Wayne, will you be providing the staff report?

DeLong

Yes, I will.

Kilmer

Okay. Would you jump into that because this one gets a little unusual for me?
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DeLong

Certainly, happy to do that. Staff is supportive of the petition as it’s been filed
this evening. We’re working with the petitioner for a few months here to get to
this point. In summary, and petitioner has provided an excellent summary of the
matter at hand, it’s a property that looks to be improved with an outbuilding to
support a private use. The oddity here is that you have a—it’s a commercially
zoned property in this area. It looks to be used for not residential purposes but
certainly what we could call and the state of Indiana calls a Class 2 building.
With that in mind, this is private storage on a commercially zoned piece of
property. It’s not residential. Staff finds that request supportable. Certainly, it’s
an interim use for a number of years most likely as this area, change will come
eventually to different parts of Zionsville and certainly this area being out this
far. I mean, I would probably say another decade or so before you see any real
infrastructure to assist with things that you’re focused on residential development
of this area potentially. All this in mind, certainly staff is supportive of the
petition as it’s been filed. The two points of this, first, the use request and the
second part is the variance request. The variance request is primarily designed
because this is a Class 2 structure. The zoning would require that the project be
then taken to the Plan Commission and signed off on. What staff has suggested
because of the private use of this structure that that approval process be
designated to the administrator, our department, to be taken care of during the
normal course of review of the building permit. With all that in mind, again, staff
is supportive of the petition as it’s been filed and I’m happy to answer any
questions.

Wolff

Thank you, Wayne. I have a couple. I’m going to put you on the spot and I
should have thought of these earlier and let you know. This is surrounded by
residential. I’m sure grandfathered in from a long time ago, but do you know
what those other parcels—is the whole area zoned commercial or is it just this
back lot?

DeLong

I believe just this strip itself along the old railroad line is the commercial. Then,
you have the Ralston plat itself which is residential. Then, you do have
commercial uses along 421, the Ralston Cup, some other uses. There is some
commercial zoning out that way but the predominant use is residential within the
plat of Ralston.

Wolff

Is the railroad line immediately to the south?

DeLong

Correct, the former line, yes.

Wolff

Yep, understood. So, that’s how we ended up with this being—okay. What other
questions do we have for staff at this time?

Mundy

Wayne, I think I understand the review of the development plan being assigned
to an administrator but could you explain why we need to do that. I know that
you said the Plan Commission typically would have to see this. So, what does
this do and how does it work?

DeLong

Well, in this particular case, it would—the ordinance does require this petitioner
because of the commercial zoning to file a development plan with the Plan
Commission which would be a public hearing and a process and several steps.
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Instead of the public process being facilitated in a manner that actually causes a
hearing, we would actually facilitate the same process but just in-house, if you
will. Now, that would—this is not designed to reduce public participation and not
designed for any other purpose other than to streamline the process and the
experience of the petitioner specifically because we are dealing with a Class 2
building, a non-commercial structure to be used for private, residential type
purposes, not occupancy but certainly private storage. In essence, the same
process would be facilitated just internally without the conducting of a public
hearing.
Mundy

Does that require notice, public notice, be given?

DeLong

It would not but certainly this board could require that as part of your hearing
process if you were to approve this petition to require the petitioner to give notice
of the filing of their improvement location permit if that is a step you would like
to see facilitated.

Mundy

Thank you.

Wolff

Any other questions for staff? Mr. Jones or Mr. Papa, I certainly appreciate your
efforts on the Planning Commission. This is a little bit unusual. Do either of you
from your perspective on both boards, have any concerns with this?

Papa

For my part, I think this is good use of this property. I’m familiar with this area
here. At least—as Mr. DeLong said, at least in an intermediary period, I think
that’s a very good use of the property.

Wolff

Okay.

Jones

I agree, the same. I don’t see any reason to kind of delay or put additional burden
on the petitioner to go back through the building commission for anything. It’s a
pretty straight-forward situation. I’m sure at some point, somebody had a grand
plan for the town of Ralston and you know, the fact that it’s getting some activity
is a good thing.

Wolff

Very good. If there’s no further discussion, we do have two separate, well
essentially one petition but two separate motions we need to make. I think we
should treat them separately for transparency sake. At this time, I would entertain
a motion.

Jones

So, we’re going to do one at a time, then?

Wolff

Yes, sir.

Jones

I move that Docket #20—I move that Docket #2020-30-UV, a use variance to
allow a private residential storage building of 2,080 square feet as filed be
permitted within the local business rural LB district be approved based on the
findings and based on the staff report and presentation.

Papa

Second.
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Wolff

Thank you. Who was the second? Mr. Papa was the second. Thank you, Mr.
Papa. Wayne, will you facilitate a vote?

DeLong

Certainly. Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Aye.

DeLong

Mrs. Campins?

Campins

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff?

Wolff

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Papa?

Papa

Aye.

Wolff

Very good. Motion carries. We have one more on the floor. I would entertain
another motion.

Mundy

I move that Docket # 2020-32-DSV, a development standard variance to allow
the review of the development plan approval to be assigned to the administrator
for a private residential storage building of 2,080 square feet as filed within the
local business rural LB district be approved based on the findings of fact and
based on the staff report as presented.

Papa

Second.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Papa. Wayne, I’m going to turn it back over to you. For note,
Mr. Papa was the second.

DeLong

I believe that’s correct.

Papa

Yes.

DeLong

Okay. Mr. Jones?

Jones

Aye.

DeLong

Mrs. Campins?

Campins

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff?
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Wolff

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Papa?

Papa

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Aye.

Wolff

Thank you. Motion carries. Mr. Poppe, Mr. Hodges, congratulations on your barn
and good luck with your RV.

Papa

Mr. President, we don’t need to do anything with notice, right, because they used
certified mail?

Wolff

Did—Mr. Papa, good question.

Papa

Looks like they used certified mail.

Wolff

It does look like certified mail. So, I believe you are correct. Thank you for
pointing that out.

Jones

Then, I did have a quick question. So, at the Plan Commission, Wayne, will you
kind of bring up that we put this through?

DeLong

Right, I believe that’s a good thing to share with the Plan Commission when
these actions are taken but I also do think that going forward, we would want to
think about expanding this type of service in the future.

Jones

Okay.

Wolff

All right. Mr. Poppe, Mr. Hodges, you’re good. Enjoy your RV, enjoy your barn.
Next item on our agenda is Docket #2020-31-DSV for the property located at
1861 South 700 East. Will the petitioner’s representative please come forward?

Kilmer

I’m promoting Mr. Andreoli.

Wolff

Good evening, Mr. Andreoli. Would you please state your name and address for
the record?

Andreoli

Yes. Thank you, Mr. President. For the record, my name is Mike Andreoli, 1393
West Oak Street. I represent Jay Bennington, trustee of the Bennington Trust,
who is seeking tonight a variance. Variances that I will get into in a second.
Before I forget some of the housekeeping matters, this was a notice by first-class
mail. We would need a waiver of that as Mr. President indicated in question of
the last applicant. We did give notice by first-class mail. So, we’d need that
waiver for variance request granted.
Quite honestly, the Benningtons have been involved for a little while now on
doing some estate planning. They have, had a 40-acre tract out there. Essentially,
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what they wanted to do and what they’re seeking now is to go ahead and parcel
off a 7-acre tract of that 40 acres. In order to go ahead and sell that, they’re
keeping most of the tillable acreage as far as their estate is concerned. They do
own other acreage from a trust standpoint in the area but with regard to this
particular parcel, they want to divide it, parcel it out to 7-acre tract. It’s in the
agricultural area. Had they done that and were able to accomplish this by 10-acre
tract or 20-acre tract, two 20-acre tracts or 40, they’d be classified as a farm and
we wouldn’t need any special dispensation from the Board. Given the fact that
this is going to be a 7-acre tract, there are old out buildings on the property that
served as accessory structures. There’s a very old farm house that was built in the
60s, approximately 1,602 square feet, and there is a garage that is attached to it as
well that was added later. The original farmhouse is quite small. It has a small
porch on it. It was built, as I said, many, many years ago. So in essence what
occurs if you do that split, we will need to obtain a variance from the Board in
order to go ahead and see that the accessory structures that now exceed not only
the height but the square footage of the primary structure, the old farmhouse,
would be approved in order to make sure we have not only the lot but the
structures on the lot conforming to your requirements.
So it’s no more elaborate than that. I sent pictures. This is out on a gravel road.
Hopefully, you have pictures of the farm house and the original old farm
building, talking about the barn, and then the newer barn as well. That should be
in your packet, hopefully that you had to be able to look at that. I took pictures of
the farm house in two directions, one showing the newer attached garage to it
that’s a much more substantial structure than the actual farm house itself. So,
three of the structures that were out there that showed up on the actual sheet that
we get from the assessor’s office was a lean-to of 588 square feet. A second leanto, same square footage, and a milk house of 80 square feet. Those have been
removed. Those are no longer on the property just the other structures with
regard to the farm building, the second barn and then the attached garage, and
then of course the garage, and then the porch of 128-square-feet accessory
structures. The combined number of those exceed this small farm house
substantially. So, we’re here to ask for your approval both as to square footage as
well as the height because the picture there would show you that the old farm
barn itself is much, much taller than the houses. Thank you.
Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Andreoli. I would note that the home is a ranch which
contributes to it’s height which makes your height problem with the accessory
structure more challenging. In addition, I had one—what is—it’s in here in the
packet and I’m just not looking very closely. What is the height of the proposed
structure?

Andreoli

In terms of the height, the accessory structure, I did not measure them but clearly
the farm house itself, the primary structure, is a one-story building and the roof
doesn’t even appear to have a normal slope to it. So, I suspect it’s probably
maybe 20 feet maximum, maybe not quite that much. It’s very, it’s very small.

Wolff

The challenge is when you build an accessory structure such as a barn with a
limited height, you get into some really challenging roof spans which limit what
you can do structurally.
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Andreoli

Yeah. If you take a look just with an eyeball at this picture, we did not measure it
but I suspected its upwards of 32 feet. The actual old barn itself, the triangularshaped barn is probably at it’s pitch maximum height maybe 32 feet. It’s up on—
it has a second loft on it. So it’s much higher,of course,than the old farm house,
substantially.

Wolff

Understood. Do we have any questions for the petitioner’s representative at this
time?

Jones

Just a couple. One, just to confirm, this isn’t a request to build anything new on
the property, it’s the fact that it’s being parceled off. It’s going to be 7 acres, so
what was previously acceptable as when it was a farm over 20 acres, is now
running into the need of a variance. Does that basically sum it up?

Andreoli

That is absolutely the case, Mr. Jones. In fact, we have shared with the petitioner
that if in fact the board saw fit to grant these two variances to the extent that
anybody seeks to build an additional accessory structure out there or any
additional work with regard to the old farm house, that they need to seek
approvals and need to consult with the Zionsville planning office with regard to
that because this only approves the structures that exist on the property, no other
additional structures. That’s our request.

Jones

Then, when you’re talking about 7 acres, on one of the plans, it kind of shows the
lot with the house and the two outbuildings. Then, on one of the exhibits, it
shows sort of a larger parcel that goes all the way down to the, we assume, that’s
a legal drain or something there on the south end of it. So, is the—is that
accurate?

Andreoli

Yeah, I think it is. I think so. This is—the 7 acres is carved out of the original 40.
So, in essence other than the gravel road that it’s on that it accesses, you have
acreage on either side of it that still belongs to the Bennington Trust. So, it’s
essentially carved out of that.

Jones

So, the 40-acre parcel really is the land on both sides of the gravel road. Correct?

Andreoli

Yes.

Jones

Okay. The last item I’m thinking is, while we’re doing this, we might as well put
a right to farm in it because obviously the intent is to sell the homestead portion
like you said and maintain the farm land which will continue to be farmed.

Andreoli

That is true. Yes. It’s farmed and as a practical matter, it really has no other
topographical features that would make it particularly attractive for another type
of home site on it or anything of that nature. It’s just pure tillable acreage. The
reason they want to keep that is because of the income that’s generated from that
as far as the estate planning that they’ve embarked upon here.

Jones

My last question will be for Wayne. So we approve this, somebody comes along
and they want to buy it and then demo the existing single-story house and build a
larger home and then have the advantage of the two bigger outbuildings.
Basically, what we’re doing is we’ll approve anybody buying the property and
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going forward would not have to come back in front of us for any additional
approvals for these other two buildings. Is my question making sense?
DeLong

Yeah, the challenge is with the residential process is only approved by special
exception. So if someone is coming in and wanting to redevelop an ag parcel, we
would talk to them about the need to go in front of the Board of Zoning Appeals
to secure a special exception to protect that right in perpetuity. So if someone
wanted to redevelop the existing residence into a brand-new structure, that would
end up in front of a board on it’s own.

Andreoli

I tend to agree with that, Mr. Jones, wholeheartedly. In fact, if they would seek to
raze the old building, even build a new building, I think what he has suggested
kicks in. They then, since it’s a brand-new structure, they would have to seek
special exception to locate a single-family residential structure in that ag district
because that other house no longer exists. That’s pre-dated some of those
requests. This house is 1960, so they would have to seek another—they would
have to seek special exception to locate a residential structure if they tore this one
down to rebuild.

Wolff

Any other questions for the petitioner’s representative? Seeing none at this time.
Mr. Kilmer, are there any members of our public who would like to speak about
this particular petition. Please raise your hand in the audience.

Kilmer

Mr. Wolff, there are no hands raised.

Wolff

Thank you, Roger. Wayne, I think it’s probably appropriate for us to have the
staff report at this time.

DeLong

Thank you. Yes, staff is supportive of the petition as it’s been filed. This is a
unique petition in the fact, several different factors. One of which is the splitting
of this land can occur by right. It’s an exempt subdivision based upon the rural
standards. With that happening, and that does happen from time to time, the
recorder’s office is compelled to accept anything that’s presented to that
particular office. In this particular case, a party would split this acreage off, move
on down the road, and this petition could be presented later on. 7-acre tract
seeking a variance to allow for perpetual uses that are there currently. In this
particular case, you’re being asked to consider this in advance of the split,
certainly appreciated. Certainly, again, focusing on the mere fact that your
ordinance already allows this to occur by right without a conversation with the
Plan Commission. So in fact, this petition looks to preserve the improvements
that are there today in the framework that allows the farmstead to stay in the form
of a 7-acre discussion. Certainly, as noted the replacement of the dwelling if that
were to every occur, would require a petition with the Board of Zoning Appeals,
again if that were ever to occur. With all these factors in mind and the fact that
this board has seen these petitions before, the board has generally been favorable
to these items. This is atype of petition that we would want to embrace and think
about differently in the form of a form-based code as we move forward, different
conversation, different day. With all those factors in mind, staff is supportive of
the petition as it’s been filed and I’m happy to answer any questions.
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Wolff

Thank you, Wayne. Are there any questions for staff? All right. Any discussion
amongst the group? Mr. Chadd, as Mr. Papa brought up earlier and also the
petitioner’s representative in the previous, we do need to acknowledge the firstclass mail?

Chadd

Yes.

Wolff

What is the appropriate mechanism to do that?

Chadd

Normally, we’d just approve the waiver from our rules to allow for notice by
first-class mail.

Wolff

Okay. Do we need a motion for that?

Chadd

Yes.

Wolff

Okay. Is there a motion to approve the waiver of the to accept the first-class
mailing as acceptable notification for this particular petition?

Papa

So moved.

Wolff

Thank you. Is there a second?

Jones

Second.

Wolff

Thank you. Yeah, Wayne, I don’t know how to do this. I think we should
probably just continue to do a roll call vote. I know it’s tedious but I think it’s
important.

DeLong

Happy to take care of it. Mrs. Campins?

Campins

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff?

Wolff

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Papa?

Papa

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Aye.

Wolff

Okay. So we now have a motion that has been approved to accept the waiver of
the typical notification requirements. In addition, we have heard the petition. If
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there’s no further discussion, I would entertain a motion on this particular
petition.
Campins

I move—

Papa

I move that—oh go ahead.

Campins

Go ahead. Okay. I move that docket #2020-31-DSV development standards
variance to allow accessory structures which one, exceed the allowable accessory
square footage and two, deviates from the required maximum permissible height
associated with accessory structures in the rural general agricultural zoning
district be approved based on the findings and based upon staff report and
presentation.

Wolff

Thank you, Miss Campins. Is there a second to that motion?

Papa

Second.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Papa. Wayne, I’m going to turn it back over to you.

DeLong

Very good. Mr. Wolff?

Wolff

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Papa?

Papa

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Aye.

DeLong

Mrs. Campins?

Campins

Aye.

Wolff

Thank you. Motion carries. Mr. Andreoli, thank you very much.

Andreoli

Thank you, Mr. President. Good evening, board.

Papa

Mr. President? Mr. Andreoli? Sorry.

Andreoli

Yes?

Papa

Did we cover Mr. Jones’ question about the right to farm?

Jones

I just thought about that.
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Andreoli

Pardon me?

Jones

About adding the right to farm act language to the motion.

Andreoli

If you want to go ahead and add that in, I’d be happy to go ahead and do that by
way of a commitment from the property. We have the legal description for it, so
if the board is so inclined and we have a right to farm act language that they
customarily use, send it to Mr. Chadd, Mr. DeLong, and Mr. Kilmer for their
approval. No problem if you seek to add that.

Wolff

I’m amenable to that. Do we need a motion on that? We do.

Jones

We need to make a motion to amend the previously approved motion to add the
right to farm act language.

Chadd

Yes, that would be best.

Jones

I’ll make a motion that we amend the previously approved motion for Docket #-oh, shoot, now I’ve got to find it.

Mundy

2020-31-DSV.

Jones

Thank you. To add the right to farm act language to the previously approved
motion.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Jones. Is there a second to the amendment?

Campins

I second.

Papa

Second.

Wolff

I saw Miss Campins first. Thank you.

Campins

thank you.

Wolff

Wayne, I’ll turn it back over to you, hopefully for the last time tonight.

DeLong

Very good. Mr. Papa?

Papa

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Aye.

DeLong

Mrs. Campins?
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Campins

Aye.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff?

Wolff

Aye. The amended motion carries. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Andreoli.

Andreoli

Thank you. Members of the board, if I would have been thinking a little quicker,
I would acquiesced into Mr. Jones’ suggestion because since my clients can own
the agricultural acreage around that, they’d probably be happy to have a right to
farm covered with regard to the 7 acres that they’re selling off. So, thank you for
that amendment. Good night.

Wolff

It was a good catch. Mr. Papa, thank you for your attention to detail. Other
matters to be considered, we do have some unsigned findings of fact,
etc…Wayne, I know you’re a little understaffed right now. Should we kick the
can down the road on these items?

DeLong

I think we can work to—with Town Hall being open, it’s been opened for several
weeks now full-time, certainly provides an opportunity to set some items up and
just let the board members come in when it’s convenient to sign away.

Wolff

Okay. I would be amendable to that. It’s fairly easy for us to do. Would the
proper mechanism be that when they’re put in a pile, wherever they are, that
we’ll receive an email about coming in.

DeLong

Yes.

Wolff

Very good. So, I will look for an email as we all will. Are there any other matters
to be considered? Any other things we should discuss?

DeLong

Yeah, I was just going to provide a quick update. Last couple months, we’ve
talked about form-based code, mentioned it again tonight. Certainly, with the
town’s budget being approved, we’ve also moved through some interviews with
some form-based code providers. Certainly, just continuing to work on that
opportunity. More news later, but again just a quick opportunity to provide an
update to you.
Another item on our radar, your 2021 filing schedule. Board members certainly
recall that of late we adjusted your hearing schedule to move your meeting to the
first Wednesday of the month. That’s worked out really well however, we didn’t
amend our own filing schedule to compensate for the adjustment of moving the
date of the meeting a few days forward. All works well, but at the same time with
the amount of work that we’re seeing, amount of petitions that we have, and just
overall case load, I feel that it would be advantageous to adjust our filing
schedule, the deadlines of the date that someone files a petition, the cut-off date,
out a few days to help us facilitate a 35-day filing schedule instead a of a 30-day.
Certainly, to the extent we need to amend the rules of procedure or anything like
that, we can certainly talk about those things but that’s the details. Roger, if I’d
missed anything specific, you’d like to add. Roger’s been doing the bulk of the
work to prepare for this. Certainly not here to take credit for Roger’s efforts.
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Kilmer

Thank you. In reviewing the rules of procedure, it is stated that any filings can
be—they have to be filed at least 30 days prior to the public hearing. So all we
are looking to do is really have a filing date of about 35 days prior to. So we
would still be in compliance with your rules of procedure. It’s just a matter of
what we have run into this year is that occasionally a filing deadline is falling on
the same day when we are required to get packets out to you that being a
Thursday or Friday in the week. So, we’re looking to move that filing deadline to
the Monday of that same week. Just to give us a little bit of a breather as new
projects come in.

Wolff

You know, just as a discussion point, I would be certainly amendable to that. I
think it would, one, we have more and more projects going on with the town and
that’s a good thing for all of us. I know you are very busy so if it allows a little
more leeway for our staff then I would definitely be supportive of that. Wayne,
do you have a concept or an idea of what our neighboring communities—not that
we should mirror those-but what their filing schedule looks like? Darren, maybe
you do?

DeLong

I know that we have a pretty robust process and it’s pretty fast. Other
jurisdictions, I know that they have a little bit longer fuse if you will. Roger, may
have a bit more familiarity given some previous experiences and certainly Darren
as well, Mr. Chadd, here. I’m certainly happy to defer that question to a different
person.

Chadd

Yeah. I would just say I’m not always familiar with all of those filing deadlines
but moving from 30-35 days, you’re still a pretty quick process, quicker than
most still.

Kilmer

I would add that having worked with a number of other municipalities very close
to us geographically, many of them are anywhere from 35-45 days from date of
filing to hearing date.

Wolff

Mr. Chadd, Roger referenced the rules and procedures earlier. So, we would just
need to have an amendment, make a motion and have na amendment to our rules
and procedures. Is that how that would work?

Chadd

Yes.

Wolff

Okay.

Chadd

I’ll tell you, I have not reviewed our rules about this issue. I’d be happy to take a
look at it. If we need to make a formal amendment, we can get that on the agenda
next time, I think, to do that so long as everybody’s okay with moving forward.
We can take a look at it and get it done.

Wolff

I certainly would be in favor of it but I think if anyone else has any thoughts or
concerns, let me know or let us know. With no further matters to discuss, this
meeting is adjourned.
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Petition Numbers:

2020-33-SE

Subject Site Address:

112 S. Main Street

Petitioner:

GEK 5, LLC (Rush on Main)

Representative:

Jeff Sepiol

Request:

Petition for a Special Exception to provide for an outdoor dining space in the
Urban Village Business District (VBD).

Current Zoning:

Urban Village Business District (VBD)

Current Land Use:

Restaurant & Retail

Approximate Acreage: 0.15 acres (approximately)
Zoning History:

No prior petitions are known.

Exhibits:

Exhibit 1 – Staff Report
Exhibit 2 – Aerial / Location Map
Exhibit 3 – Zoning Map
Exhibit 4 – Sketch of Proposed Terrace Seating Area
Exhibit 5 – Petitioner’s Parking Analysis
Exhibit 6 – Findings of Fact

Staff Presenter:

Wayne DeLong, AICP, CPM
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Petition #2020-33-SE

PETITION HISTORY
This Petition will receive a public hearing at the December 2, 2020, Board of Zoning Appeals meeting.
PROPERTY LOCATION, ZONING, AND PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
The subject site is an upper-level tenant area addressed as 112 S. Main Street, currently occupied
and operated as a restaurant, Rush on Main (Exhibit 2). The lower level of the building is occupied by
retail tenants. The subject site and all adjacent parcels to the north, east, and south are zoned Urban
Village Business District (VBD). Parcels to the west, on the opposite side of First Street, are zoned
Urban Office Business District (B-O) (Exhibit 3).
Petitioner seeks approval of a Special Exception to provide an outdoor seating area on the roof of the
lower level of the building, above the retail tenant space. This outdoor seating area would be
accessible from the indoor dining area via a set of double doors. A sketch of the proposed outdoor
dining area (Exhibit 4) identifies a portion of the outdoor dining area to be covered and a portion
which would be uncovered.

ANALYSIS
Section 194.062(B)(2)(d)(3) of the Zoning Ordinance identifies Outdoor Seating for restaurants as a
Special Exception in the Urban Village Business District (VBD) subject to approval by the Board of
Zoning Appeals and the following conditions:
1. Shall not reduce the effective sidewalk width measured from the back the curb to less than
five feet;
2. Shall be located against the building facade;
3. Shall not block access points to the business or the building;
4. Shall be permitted only along the business tenant bay or storefront facade;
5. Shall be permitted only during the hours of operation of the business and shall be removed at
the close of each business day; and
6. Shall require an encroachment permit from the Building Commissioner.
In the opinion of Staff, the six conditions noted above as included in the Zoning Ordinance are
addressed by this petition as the building is a two story building and all standards can be met based
on the relationship of the building with the planned Outdoor Seating area.
Staff is aware that an Outdoor Seating area would increase the number of patrons to the restaurant,
resulting in a need for additional parking as the number of required parking spaces is based upon the
number of seats provided by a restaurant. In discussing this topic with the Petitioner, the Petitioner
noted that the proposed Outdoor Seating area is being pursued to offset the loss of indoor seating
capacity due to the social distancing requirements of COVID. Staff asked the Petitioner to provide an
analysis to determine the net loss or gain of seating due to COVID spacing and the proposed outdoor
rooftop seating area. The Petitioner’s parking analysis (Exhibit 5) shows that the Pre-COVID indoor
seating capacity was 112. This amount has been reduced by 50% due to COVID requirements and is
now 56. The proposed Outdoor Seating area will have 40 - 50 seats. This results in a total seating
(indoor and outdoor) of 106 while complying with COVID social distancing requirements. As there is
a reduction in the number of available seating within the existing indoor portion of the restaurant, no
additional parking would be needed to accommodate the patrons during the time of COVID social
distancing requirements.
Prior to receiving the Petitioner’s parking analysis, the Docket Number of 2020-39-DSV was
established for a potential Development Standards Variance for reduced parking and was included in
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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the Petitioner’s Legal Notices. Due to the provided parking analysis, the need for this Development
Standards Variance, at this time, does not exist and is not being pursued by the Petitioner.
When factors change and the Petitioner seeks to again intensify use of the indoor seating, the
outdoor seating area will be required to be reduced by the same amount (or seek approvals in the
form of 1. a variance from parking requirements as to support the increased seating, 2. secure
approval from the Town’s Public Works Department related to the increased wastewater flow
generated from the increased seating, and 3. the Department of Planning & Economic Development
related to the increased vehicular trips that will be generated by the increased seating).
PROCEDURAL – CONSIDERATION OF A SPECIAL EXCEPTION PETITION SEEKING APPROVAL FOR OUTDOOR SEATING FOR
A RESTAURANT AS A SPECIAL EXCEPTION IN THE URBAN VILLAGE BUSINESS DISTRICT
The Board of Zoning Appeals shall hear, and approve or deny, all requests for Special Exception
requests as provided for by the Zionsville Zoning Ordinance. A Special Exception may be approved
only upon written determination that:
(a) The proposed use will not be injurious to the public health, safety, comfort, community moral
standards, convenience or general welfare;
(b) The proposed use will not injure or adversely affect the adjacent area or property values therein;
and
(c) the proposed use will be consistent with the character of the District, land uses authorized therein
and the Town of Zionsville Comprehensive Plan.
Proposed Findings of Fact are attached for the Board of Zoning Appeal’s consideration (Exhibit 6).
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends approval of the Special Exception Petition, Docket #2020-33-SE, to provide for a
rooftop Outdoor Seating area associated with a restaurant in the Urban Village Business District
(VBD), subject to a re-evaluation of the parking analysis should the Petitioner seek to increase indoor
seating capacity when COVID restrictions for social distancing are lessened or removed as described
in this report.
RECOMMENDATION MOTION
I move that Docket #2020-33-SE, a Special Exception Petition to provide for a rooftop Outdoor
Seating area associated with a restaurant in the Urban Village Business District (VBD), be (Approved
based upon the staff report and the proposed findings / Denied / Continued) as presented subject to
a re-evaluation of the parking demand should the Petitioner seek to increase indoor seating capacity
when COVID restrictions for social distancing are lessened or removed (in terms of requirements
associated with the Zoning Ordinance, the Indiana Building Code, and the Road Impact Fee
Ordinance).
PROCEDURAL NOTE
Petitioner is required to secure an Improvement Location Permit related to the contemplated
renovations, means of ingress and egress, and specially the adequacy of emergency exits prior to any
construction on or use of the rooftop for an outdoor seating area.

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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Site
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Exhibit 4

Date: 11/13/2020
Re: Rush On Main Parking Analysis
Attendees: Zionsville BZA

The following information pertains to our Outdoor dining variance request to the BZA.
Rush on Main has secured an informal agreement with Dr. Brown to utilize his four parking spaces
during dinner hours. 6pm -close. In efforts utilize these spaces on a daily basis we will instruct our BOH
(Back of House) employees to park here for their night shifts. This would open 4 additional parking
spaces in the lot on the corner of Main and Pine.
The analysis we compiled YOY (Year over Year) will show Rush does not anticipate a need for any more
parking spaces in the village due to the added outdoor dining space requested.
Seating capacity - 112
2019 – Rush had a weekly avg. of 752 checks w/ an avg. of $31.21.
2019 Revenue – $1,220,435.00
YTD (Year to Date) 2020 avg. weekly number of checks - 601 w/ an avg. of $31.87.
2020 YE (Year End) revenue projection - $996,001.
2020 YOY Revenue ($224,434.00) and (151) guest checks per week or (7852) checks annually.
Covid – 19 has caused our dining room to be seated in a socially distant manner with tables at 6ft apart.
This essentially shrinks our seating capacity by 50% in the dining and bar areas.
Seating used at one time is currently 56. We anticipate 40-50 seats on our rooftop terrace, thus giving
us a total of 106 seats at a max level while socially distanced.
We also notice during the warm months the walking traffic on main street is much greater than other
months. Maybe upwards to 4xs the amount. We feel this should be considered in the request for
variance as the new outdoor space should see 75% of its use during those months. This logic applies in
perpetuity as the community behavior has always been this way and is likely to continue.
We hope you truly consider this information while rendering a decision for our variance. We believe the
added space to Rush is also a community space that the public will enjoy while helping Rush stay afloat
during what could be long term uncertainty in the village merchant landscape.
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Petition No.: _
_ _ _ _ __
2020-33-SE

TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
BOONE COUNTY, INDIANA
PETITION FOR SPECIAL EXCEPTION
FINDINGS OF FACT
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3. The proposed use (will I will not) will be consistent with the character of the District, land uses
authorized therein and the Town of Zionsville Comprehensive Plan.
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DECISION
It is therefore the decision of this body that this SPECIAL EXCEPTION petition is APPROVED/DENIED.
Adopted this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 20_.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice is hereby given of a Public Hearing to be held by the Town of Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals on
Wednesday, December 2, 2020, at 6:30 p.m. in the Zionsville Town Hall, 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville,
Indiana 46077 to consider the following Petition:
2020-33-SE & 2020-39-DSV, Jeffrey Sepiol (Rush On Main) requests:
1) A Special Exception to provide for an outdoor dining space in the Urban Village Business District

(VBD); and
2) A Variance of Development Standards to allow for the reduction of the required amount of off-street
parking in the Urban Village Business District (VBD).
The property involved is more commonly known as: Rush On Main 112 S. Main St Zionsville, IN 46077, and is
legally described as:
The south half of Lot 1 in Block 2 in the Original Plat of the Town of Zionsville, Boone County, Indiana, as
recorded in Plat Record 2, page 56, Recorder’s Office, Boone County, Indiana.
Also, 8 feet and 3 inches off the south side of the north half of Lot 1 in Block 2 in the Original Plat of the Town of
Zionsville, Boone County, Indiana, as recorded in Plat Record 2, page 56, Recorder’s Office, Boone County,
Indiana.
Also, 19 ½ feet off of the north side of Lot 4 in Block 2 in the Original Plat of the Town of Zionsville, Boone
County, Indiana, as recorded in Plat Record 2, page 56, Recorder’s Office, Boone County, Indiana.
A copy of the Petitions for the Special Exception (2020-33-SE) and the Development Standards Variance
(2020-39-DSV), and all plans pertaining thereto are on file and may be examined prior to the Public Hearing at
Town Hall, 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana, 46077. or at: http://www.zionsvillein.gov/231/Planning-Economic-Development. Written comments in support of or in opposition of the Petition
that are filed with the Secretary of the Town of Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals prior to the Public Hearing
will be considered. The Public Hearing is open to the public. Oral comments to the Petition for the Special
Exception (2020-33-SE) and the Development Standards Variance (2020-39-DSV) will be heard at the Public
Hearing. The Public Hearing may be continued from time to time as may be found necessary.
If supported by Executive Order and/or the Laws of the State of Indiana, members of the public, will be
afforded the opportunity to attend the Board of Zoning Appeals Public Meetings via a form(s) of electronic
communication IF indicated in the Agenda (as amended from time to time) associated with the Board of Zoning
Appeals Meeting. Additionally, upon request, the Town of Zionsville will provide auxiliary aids and services
in association with meetings and hearings occurring in-person. Please provide advance notification to Wayne
DeLong, at wdelong@zionsville-in.gov or 317-873-5108, to ensure the proper accommodations are made prior
to the meeting.
Chairman:
Secretary:

John Wolff
Wayne DeLong

PUBLISH:

Lebanon Reporter
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Date: 11/13/2020
Re: Rush On Main Parking Analysis
Attendees: Zionsville BZA

The following information pertains to our Outdoor dining variance request to the BZA.
Rush on Main has secured an informal agreement with Dr. Brown to utilize his four parking spaces
during dinner hours. 6pm -close. In efforts utilize these spaces on a daily basis we will instruct our BOH
(Back of House) employees to park here for their night shifts. This would open 4 additional parking
spaces in the lot on the corner of Main and Pine.
The analysis we compiled YOY (Year over Year) will show Rush does not anticipate a need for any more
parking spaces in the village due to the added outdoor dining space requested.
Seating capacity - 112
2019 – Rush had a weekly avg. of 752 checks w/ an avg. of $31.21.
2019 Revenue – $1,220,435.00
YTD (Year to Date) 2020 avg. weekly number of checks - 601 w/ an avg. of $31.87.
2020 YE (Year End) revenue projection - $996,001.
2020 YOY Revenue ($224,434.00) and (151) guest checks per week or (7852) checks annually.
Covid – 19 has caused our dining room to be seated in a socially distant manner with tables at 6ft apart.
This essentially shrinks our seating capacity by 50% in the dining and bar areas.
Seating used at one time is currently 56. We anticipate 40-50 seats on our rooftop terrace, thus giving
us a total of 106 seats at a max level while socially distanced.
We also notice during the warm months the walking traffic on main street is much greater than other
months. Maybe upwards to 4xs the amount. We feel this should be considered in the request for
variance as the new outdoor space should see 75% of its use during those months. This logic applies in
perpetuity as the community behavior has always been this way and is likely to continue.
We hope you truly consider this information while rendering a decision for our variance. We believe the
added space to Rush is also a community space that the public will enjoy while helping Rush stay afloat
during what could be long term uncertainty in the village merchant landscape.
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public
notices
BOONE COUNTY

Make sure you’re in the know when it
comes to your community, city,
county, schools and more.

When governments want to
change zoning rules, the law often requires them to inform you by
placing notice advertisements –
also called legals – in your newspaper.
Indiana newspapers and the
Hoosier State Press Association
provide an online clearinghouse of
thousands of public notices. If you
missed it in print or want to find a
notice statewide, look online here
IndianaPublicNotices.com.
For full public notice listings go
to IndianaPublicNotices.com.

Indiana newspapers are the
trusted source that your government uses to inform you about
decisions that affect your life.
Public notice advertisements –
also called legals – provide information about taxes, zoning, new
business and other areas your
government is involved in.
The good news is that this information is easily accessible to you
in print and online.
If you missed it in print or want to
find a notice statewide, look online
at IndianaPublicNotices.com.

ORDINANCE 2020-09
BOONE COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
AN ORDINANCE PARTIALLY VACATING HOLLIDAY ROAD AND
RIGHT-OF-WAY
WHEREAS, The Board of Commissioners of Boone County, Indiana
("Boone County Commissioners"), may, pursuant to Indiana law [I.C. 36-13 (Home Rule)], enact ordinances for effective governance; and
WHEREAS, The Boone County Commissioners had previously vacated a
portion of Holliday Road from US 421/Michigan Road to approximately
fifteen hundred feet (1500') east of Eagle Creek road as set forth in
Ordinance 2019-01; and
WHEREAS, The Boone County Commissioners have received a petition
from the abutting landowners of the Right-of-Way of Holliday Road
requesting the vacation of the remaining portion of Holliday Road from that
previously vacated portion eastwardly to Eagle Creek, [approximately
fifteen hundred feet (1500')], the vacation of such area, which is attached
hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS, Pursuant to I.C. 36-7-3-12, Boone County Commissioners,
the legislative body for Boone County, are empowered to vacate a public
way, after conducting a public hearing in which the abutting landowners
have been notified; and
WHEREAS, a notice of public hearing was published in accordance with
I.C. 5-3-1 and the owners of properties abutting Holliday Road were given
notice by certified mail; and
WHEREAS, the Boone County Commissioners conducted the public
hearing on November 16, 2020, at which persons aggrieved by the
proposed vacation were given an opportunity to object; and;
WHEREAS, the Boone County Commissioners find that the partial
vacation of Holliday Road from that portion previously vacated under
Ordinance 2019-01, eastbound to Eagle Creek, approximately fifteen
hundred feet (1500') in length, is in the public interests and hereby accept
and adopt the petition for vacation.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ADOPTED AND ORDAINED by the Board of
Commissioners of Boone County that the petition of abutting landowners of
Holliday Road as shown in the attached petition is hereby accepted and
adopted by the Boone County Commissioners, including the paved or
unpaved travel portions of Holliday Road, and find the following:
1. A notice of public hearing was published in accordance with I.C. 5-3-1
and abutting landowners were provided notice of the public hearing in
accordance with Indiana law. At the conclusion of the public hearing
the Boone County Commissioners find that petitioners have
established that the partial vacation of Holliday Road as shown in the
petition is in the public interest, and further find that all perquisites of
I.C. 36-7-3-12 have been satisfied.
2. The Holliday Road Right-of-Way from that portion previously vacated
under Ordinance 2019-01 traversing eastwardly approximately fifteen
hundred feet (1500') to Eagle Creek, including travel portions (paved
or unpaved), and all rights-of-way necessary for the maintenance of
said road, previously owned and controlled by Boone County, is
hereby VACATED.
3. Each abutting landowner shall assume the property previously
controlled by Boone County to the centerline of said road/right-of-way.
4. The Boone County Commissioners waive any assessment of benefits
to the abutting landowners and transfer said property without cost.
5. This Ordinance shall be recorded with the Boone County Recorder
and filed with the Boone County Auditor and shall be effective in
accordance with Indiana law.
6. If any provision of this Ordinance is found illegal or unconstitutional by
a court of competent jurisdiction, that provision shall be excised and
removed such that the non-offending provisions of this ordinance
survive in full force and effect.
PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF BOONE COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS THIS 16TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2020.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF BOONE COUNTY
/s/ Donald Lawson, President
/s/ Tom Santelli
/s/ Jeff Wolfe
ATTEST:
/s/ Debbie Morton-Crum, Boone County Auditor
This Document was prepared by Robert V. Clutter, Boone County
Attorney, 117 W. Main St., Lebanon, IN 46052
I, Robert Clutter, have taken case to redact all Social Security Numbers
from this document as required by Indiana Law.
/s/ Robert V. Clutter
TLR-740 11/21 hspaxlp 1679469

Indiana newspapers and the
Hoosier State Press Association
provide an online clearinghouse of
thousands of public notices. If you
missed it in print or want to find a
notice statewide, look online at IndianaPublicNotices.com.
LEGAL NOTICE OF
EVIDENTIARY HEARING
INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY
COMMISSION CAUSE NO. 45424
IN THE MATTER OF THE
PETITION BY BRICKYARD
SOLAR, LLC FOR CERTAIN
DETERMINATIONS BY THE
COMMISSION WITH RESPECT TO
ITS JURISDICTION OVER
PETITIONER'S ACTIVITIES AS A
GENERATOR OF ELECTRIC
POWER
Notice is hereby given that the
Indiana
Utility
Regulatory
Commission will conduct a public
Evidentiary Hearing in the abovecaptioned Cause in Room 224 of
the
PNC
Center,
101
W.
Washington Street, Indianapolis,
Indiana, commencing at 9:30 AM on
January 28, 2021. This hearing is
open to the public.
If an accommodation is required
to allow an individual with a
disability to participate, please
contact the Office of the Executive
Secretary of the IURC at (317) 2322701 or TDD (317) 232-8556 at
least 48 hours in advance.
INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY
COMMISSION
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
(317) 232-2701
BY: IURC CAROL SPARKS DRAKE, ALJ
DATE: 11/16/2020
TLR-725 11/21 hspaxlp 1678335
Hutton
William J. Webster, Attorney
115 N. Union Street
Westfield, IN 46074
317-565-1818
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION
Cause Number:
06D01-2011-EU-000143
In the Boone County Superior
Court, Indiana. Notice is hereby
given that Brock C. Hutton, was on
the 12th day of , 2020 appointed
Personal Representative of the
Estate of Wallace C. Hutton,
deceased, who died on December
6, 2016.
All persons who have claims
against the estate, whether or not
now due, must file the claim in the
Office of the Clerk of this Court
within three (3) months from the
date of first publication of this
notice, or within nine (9) months
after
the
decedent's
death,
whichever is earlier, or the claims
will be forever barred.
Dated at Noblesville, Indiana this
16th day of November, 2020.
Jessica Fouts
Clerk of Boone County Court
TLR-733 11/21, 28 hspaxlp
Notice
Notice is hereby given that I have,
as the owner (or with the owner's
consent) of the property commonly
described as the address of 5875
Perry Worth Road, Whitestown, IN
46075 - Portion of the Emmis
Communication Parcel (South of the
Glasswater Creek of Whitestown
Development),
and
legally
described by the attached legal
description, have filed a petition
before the Whitestown Board of
Zoning Appeals, which petition
requests a/n Use Variance for the
said property in order to:
Develop a Multifamily facility with
associated parking, utilities, and
landscaping.
This petition, File# BZA20-004UV, will come for hearing at 6:30pm
in
the
Whitestown
Municipal
Complex, Veterans Dr, Whitestown,
IN 46075, on Thursday, December
3rd, 2020.
In accordance with the Americans
With Disabilities Act, if anyone
wishes to attend the public hearing
on the above referenced matter and
is
in
need
of
reasonable
accommodation in order to hear,
present evidence, or participate in
the proceedings at the public
continued next column

marketplace

hearing on this matter, please
contact the Town Planner so
accommodation can be made. The
petition and file on this matter is
available
for
examination
by
contacting the Town Planner at
(317) 732-4535 or email at
planning@whitestown.in.gov.
Comments regarding this petition
may be submitted at any time.
Information to be considered in the
Staff Report and distributed to the
BZA members in advance of the
meeting must be received seven (7)
days prior to the hearing and must
be
sent
to
plannina@whitestown.in.gov
or
Whitestown
BZA,
Whitestown
Municipal Complex, 6210 Veterans
Dr, Whitestown, IN 46075.
Petitioner:Strategic Capital Partners
NEW SCP PARCEL OUT OF INST. #200900010345
A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST
QUARTER OF SECTION 36,
TOWNSHIP 18 NORTH, RANGE 1
EAST
OF
THE
SECOND
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, PERRY
TOWNSHIP, BOONE COUNTY,
INDIANA, MORE PARTICULARLY
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING
AT
THE
NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID
SOUTHEAST QUARTER; THENCE
SOUTH
01
DEGREES
03
MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST
(ASSUMED BEARING) ALONG
THE EAST LINE OF SAID
SOUTHEAST QUARTER 1309.95
FEET TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING:
THENCE
CONTINUING
SOUTH
01
10
DEGREES
03
MINUTES
SECONDS EAST ALONG SAID
EAST LINE 648.95 FEET; THENCE
56
SOUTH
88
DEGREES
MINUTES 50 SECONDS WEST
641.D7 FEET; THENCE NORTH 57
DEGREES
45
MINUTES
13
SECONDS WEST 181.87 FEET TO
A POINT ON A NON-TANGENTIAL
CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A
RA Di US OF 1537.50 FEET, SAID
POINT
BEING
SOUTH
57
DEGREES
45
MINUTES
13
SECONDS EAST FROM THE
RADIUS
POINT;
THENCE
NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID
CURVE AN ARC DISTANCE OF
701.69 FEET TO A POINT WHICH
BEARS SOUTH 83 DEGREES 54
MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST
FROM SAID RADIUS POINT;
THENCE NORTH 88 DEGREES 32
MINUTES 47 SECONDS EAST
257.82 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 01
DEGREES
03
MINUTES
10
SECONDS EAST PARALLEL TO
AFORESAID EAST LINE 107.50
FEET;
THENCE
NORTH
88
DEGREES
32
MINUTES
47
SECONDS EAST 294.80 FEET TO
THE POINT OF BEGINNING,
CONTAINING
10.598
ACRES,
MORE OR LESS.
TLR-735 11/21 hspaxlp 1679351
NOTICE OF ORDER AND
PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that
pursuant to the Indiana Unsafe
Building Law, the City of Lebanon's
Enforcement
Authority
on
November 19, 2020 Ordered
("Order") that the property located
at 604 West Chicago Street,
Lebanon, Indiana 46052 (the
"Property"), owned by Victor O.
Argotte is unsafe and that action to
abate said deficiency shall occur
prior to December 13, 2020. The
Order requires sealing an unsafe
building
against
intrusion
by
unauthorized
persons,
in
accordance with a uniform standard
established
by
ordinance;
extermination of vermin in and
about the unsafe premises; removal
of trash, debris, fire hazardous
material, or a public health hazard
in and about the unsafe premises;
repair or rehabilitation of an unsafe
building to bring it into compliance
with standards for building condition
or maintenance required for human
habitation, occupancy, or use by a
statute, a rule adopted under I.C.422-2, or an ordinance; demolition
and removal of part of an unsafe
building; demolition and removal of
an unsafe building if: (A) the general
condition of the building warrants
removal. A complete copy of the
O
continued next column

Order may be obtained from the
City of Lebanon's Planning &
Zoning Administration Department
at 401 S. Meridian Street, Lebanon,
Indiana 46052.
Notice is further given to Victor O.
Argotte, Victor F. Argotte a/k/a
Freddy
F.
Argotte;
Indiana
Department of Revenue, Boone
County Commissioners, and the
IRS Centralized Lien Operations
that on the 15th day of December,
2020, at 1:00 o'clock p.m. a hearing
will be held on the Order before the
City of Lebanon Hearing Authority in
the Municipal Building, Room #208,
401 S. Meridian Street in the City of
Lebanon, IN, 46052 pursuant to the
Unsafe Building Law, Indiana Code
§ 36-7-9-1 et seq., and City of
Lebanon
Unsafe
Housing
Ordinance, Lebanon City Code
92.130 et seq.
The Lebanon Hearing Authority
has set said hearing at the time and
place specified, during which the
Hearing Authority will affirm, modify,
or rescind the Order. The property
owner and representative may
appear at the hearing with or
without counsel, and present
evidence, cross-examine opposing
witness and present arguments. If
the owner fails to comply with the
Order,
the
City
will
seek
repair/rehabilitation
and/or
demolition of the Property, and will
further seek to recover costs of
these actions should the City
of
undertake
them,
recovery
administrative costs and expenses,
fines and fees from those with an
ownership interest in the Property,
and all other relief available. Said
hearing may be continued from time
to time as may be necessary.
Ben Bontrager, Director
City of Lebanon Planning &
Zoning Administration Department
401 S. Meridian Street
2nd floor Planning &
Zoning Department
Lebanon, Indiana
TLR-732 11/21, 28 hspaxlp
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice is hereby given of a Public
Hearing to be held by the Town of
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
on Wednesday, December 2, 2020,
at 6:30 p.m. in the Zionsville Town
Hall, 1100 West Oak Street,
Zionsville,
Indiana
46077
to
consider the following Petition:
2020-33-SE
&
2020-39-DSV,
Jeffrey Sepiol (Rush On Main)
requests:
1) A Special Exception to provide
for an outdoor dining space in the
Urban Village Business District
(VBD); and
2) A Variance of Development
Standards to allow for the reduction
of the required amount of off-street
parking in the Urban Village
Business District (VBD).
The property involved is more
commonly known as: Rush On Main
112 S. Main St Zionsville, IN 46077,
and is legally described as:
The south half of Lot 1 in Block 2 in
the Original Plat of the Town of
Zionsville, Boone County, Indiana,
as recorded in Plat Record 2, page
56, Recorder's Office, Boone
County, Indiana.
Also, 8 feet and 3 inches off the
south side of the north half of Lot 1
in Block 2 in the Original Plat of the
Town of Zionsville, Boone County,
Indiana, as recorded in Plat Record
2, page 56, Recorder's Office,
Boone County, Indiana.
Also, 19 ½ feet off of the north side
of Lot 4 in Block 2 in the Original
Plat of the Town of Zionsville,
Boone County, Indiana, as recorded
in Plat Record 2, page 56,
Recorder's Office, Boone County,
Indiana.
A copy of the Petitions for the
Special Exception (2020-33-SE)
and the Development Standards
Variance (2020-39-DSV), and all
plans pertaining thereto are on file
and may be examined prior to the
Public Hearing at Town Hall, 1100
West
Oak
Street,
Zionsville,
Indiana,
46077.
or
at:
http://www.zionsvillein.gov/231/Planning-Economiccontinued next column

Development.
Written comments
in support of or in opposition of the
Petition that are filed with the
Secretary of the Town of Zionsville
Board of Zoning Appeals prior to the
Public Hearing will be considered.
The Public Hearing is open to the
public.
Oral comments to the
Petition for the Special Exception
(2020-33-SE) and the Development
Standards Variance (2020-39-DSV)
will be heard at the Public Hearing.
The Public Hearing may be
continued from time to time as may
be found necessary.
If supported by Executive Order
and/or the Laws of the State of
Indiana, members of the public, will
be afforded the opportunity to
attend the Board of Zoning Appeals
Public Meetings via a form(s) of
IF
electronic
communication
indicated in the Agenda (as
amended from time to time)
associated with the Board of Zoning
Appeals Meeting.
Additionally,
upon request, the Town of Zionsville
will provide auxiliary aids and
services
in
association
with
meetings and hearings occurring inperson. Please provide advance
notification to Wayne DeLong, at
wdelong@zionsville-in.gov or 317873-5108, to ensure the proper
accommodations are made prior to
the meeting.
Chairman: John Wolff
Secretary: Wayne DeLong
TLR-730 11/21 hspaxlp 1678199
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
This is to inform you that the
Boone County Area Board of
Zoning Appeals will hold a Public
Hearing on December 16th, 2020 at
7:00 p.m. at the Boone County
Annex Building 116 W. Washington
Street Lebanon, Indiana. Call (765)
482-3821 for the exact location
should a conflict occur.
The application submitted by Neil
Butler
requests
a
Special
Exemption to 2.5 acres of property
located in Jefferson Township at
440 South State Road 75; Lebanon,
IN 46052, and which is more
specifically
described
in
the
following legal description.
The
request is for the purpose of:
Special Exception: to building (1)
single family home in general
agricultural (A6) District.
Information
regarding
this
application can be viewed at Boone
County Area Plan Commission
Office, 116 Washington Street,
Lebanon, Indiana on or before such
hearing.
Written suggestions or
objections
relevant
to
the
application may be filed up to five
days prior to the hearing. Interested
persons desiring to present their
views verbally will be given the
opportunity to be heard at the above
mentioned time and place.
Applicant: /s/ Neil Butler
EXHIBIT "A"
Tract One
Lot No. 165 in Fairview Addition to
the City of Lebanon, Boone County,
Indiana, as shown in Plat Book No.
3 page 80 in the records of the
Recorder's Office of Boone County,
Indiana.
Tract Two
A part of the Southeast Quarter of
the Northeast Quarter of Section
Three (3), Township Eighteen (18)
North, Range Two (2) West of the
Second Principal Meridian, situation
in Jefferson Township, Boone
County, Indiana and containing 5.71
acres, more or less, and more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the southeast corner of
the southeast quarter of the
northeast quarter of section 3,
township 18 north, range 2 west,
and run thence north 653.75 feet
following the section line and center
of State Road #75; thence west
380.50 feet following the quarter
section line to the section line,
center of State Road #75 and the
place of beginning.
TLR-741 11/21 hspaxlp 1679477
THORNTOWN TOWING
302 WEST CHURCH STREET
THORNTOWN IN 46077
11/24/2020 AT 10:00 A.M.
2012 JEEP LIBERTY
1C4PJLAK7CW139959 $2238.00
TLR-739 11/21 hspaxlp 1679456

INDIANA EXCHANGE
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buy + sell
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Call: 888-663-1063
• Fax:
765-456-3815
• Online:
www.indlanaexchange.com
765-648-4262
TO PLACE AN AD *HSS!

 -H_!

 6USPUL!
^^^PUKPHUHL_JOHUNLJVT

brought to you by

NICE 2 & 3 BR, 2 BA
w/shed & deck in
Thorntown (765) 746-6869

Security Officers

NEED TO SELL
BABY
FURNITURE?
Let us help
you create
an ad
that will
*ATTRACT*
a buyer.
Call
HOOSIER BUY
CLASSIFIEDS
today!
1-888-663-1063.
BOATS AND MARINE equipment
can be sold quickly when you
place a Classified ad with Hoosier
Buy Classifieds. Showcase your
items to over a half-million readers
daily. Call Hoosier Buy Classifieds
today at 1-888-663-1063 for the
results you want tomorrow.
ADDITIONAL REAL ESTATE Auctions can also be found in the Real
Estate for Sale section under Real
Estate Auctions.

NOW HIRING
Focus Workforce Management
is seeking to interview
Candidates for
Warehouse positions in
Jamestown, IN
Pay-Up to $14.05/hr
Day and Night shifts are
available.
Apply today at
www.focusjobs.com
or call
765-336-4637

brought to you by

Hiring for all shifts; FT/PT hours
available. Apply online at:
www.aus.jobs.com or Call (317)
920-0402 or text ALLIED to 86754
To schedule your interview
today

TO PLACE A Public Notice please
call 1-800-663-1063, Ext. 2318 or
fax to 765-640-2314.

NORTH SALEM. 3 BR, 1
BA House. 100 W. Vine
$700 rent, $700 dep. Tenant
pays all utilities. Mini Barn.
Nice Yard, Gas Heat.
Contact: 765-720-7904

BRAND NEW QUEEN Pillowtop
Mattress W/ Box. Still In Plastic.
Never Used. $195 Or $40 Down
Fin. Can Deliver 317-480-6463

ATTENTION: OXYGEN USERS!
Gain freedom with a Portable Oxygen Concentrator! No more heavy
tanks and refills! Guaranteed Lowest Prices! Call the Oxygen Concentrator Store: 866-770-6849

WANT TO BUILD a new home in
Lebanon? Financing available for
qualified buyers. Call Dave Johnson at 317-371-1960
WANT TO BUY A HOME? Don't
know where to start? Need to sell
your home? Call Dave Johnson
Realty at 317-371-1960

WE CAN HELP YOU
WITH THE
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
"ABC's"
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
OF PLACING
A CLASSIFIED AD.
Call Hoosier Buy
Classifieds today!
1-888-663-1063.

CULLEY'S
TREE SERVICE
Free estimates and Insured.
Dave Culley
765-535-8836

CLASSIFIEDS
WILL SAVE you
time and money. CLEVER
Use and read
SHOPPERS
them! Hoosier Buy USE
classified as a directory of
the city's best buys. Call Hoosier
Classifieds at
Buy Classifieds at 1-888-663-1063
1-888-663-1063. to reach them with your message.

Find more than a job.
Launch a career.
We’re expanding operations and offering more opportunities to join
our growing team in Lebanon. We’re offering premium wages from
$15.65-18.65 per hour PLUS additional overtime incentives, immediate
benefits coverage,
andERH
opportunities
for career
90 days,
FIRIƤXW
GSZIVEKI
STTSVXYRMXMIW
JSV growth
GEVIIVafter
KVS[XL
EJXIV  HE]W
You can even earn seasonal wage incentives and exciting client
product giveaways
during
the holidays!
TVSHYGX
KMZIE[E]W
HYVMRK
XLI LSPMHE]W

We’re looking for the best and brightest:
Material Handlers
- no
required!
1EXIVMEP
,ERHPIVW
ũ experience
RS I\TIVMIRGI
VIUYMVIH
Team Leads
Quality 7TIGMEPMWXW
Specialists
5YEPMX]
Inventory
Specialists
-RZIRXSV] 7TIGMEPMWXW
And
more!
%RH QSVI

Apply today at xpo.com/warehousejobs

SHOP HERE FOR great buys!

Hoosier Buy Classifieds
at 1-888-663-1063.

Petition Number:

2020-35-SE

Subject Site Address:

7529 E SR 32

Petitioner:

Jeff & Eva Tomlinson

Representative:

Jeff & Eva Tomlinson

Request:

Petition for a Special Exception to permit a personal residence and
related accessory building on a parcel in the Rural General Agricultural
District (AG).

Current Zoning:

Agricultural District (Rural)

Current Land Use:

Agricultural

Approximate Acreage: 13.95 acres
Zoning History:

Consolidated within Town of Zionsville’s jurisdiction in 2010. No prior
petitions are known.

Exhibits:

Exhibit 1 – Staff Report
Exhibit 2 – Aerial / Location Map
Exhibit 3 – Existing and Proposed Site Plans
Exhibit 4 – Plot Plan and Site Plan
Exhibit 5 – Home Elevations and Floor Plans
Exhibit 6 – Findings of Fact

Staff Presenter:

Wayne DeLong, AICP, CPM

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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Exhibit 1
Petition #2020-35-SE

PETITION HISTORY
This Petition will receive a public hearing at the December 2, 2020, Board of Zoning Appeals
meeting. As of the writing of this report, Staff is not aware of any prior approvals being
considered and granted by the Boone County Area Plan Commission or Board of Zoning Appeals
related to this property.
PROPERTY HISTORY
The 13.95 acres associated with this petition has historically been both tilled farmland and a
previous residential homestead with a small portion of the subject site serving as a portion of
the flood fringe. Per the Boone County Property Record Card, the parcel currently houses a
barn and previously housed additional outbuildings as well as a mobile home. The dwelling was
likely located on the property prior to Boone County’s adoption of the ordinance language
requiring that a Special Exception be obtained through the Board of Zoning Appeals for
residential structures proposed to be constructed within an Agricultural zoning district.

ANALYSIS
Based on the applicant’s interest in demolishing the existing barn and constructing a singlefamily dwelling and associated accessory structure(s) on acreage zoned AG, the applicant is
required to request a Special Exception. The purpose of the AG Agricultural District is to
encourage agricultural operations while allowing for limited residential development.
In the opinion of Staff, the Petition represents a limited presence of residential development in
the AG district as the proposed improvements are contemplated to be located within the
southern middle extent of the existing acreage, over 900’ to any existing structures (residential
or commercial), and that the contemplated location is consistent with the development pattern
on the north and south sides of State Road 32. Further, as the parcel operates as a farm
containing more than 13 acres and a previous homestead, the petition serves to perpetuate an
established use of the property.

RIGHT TO FARM
As stated in the Zoning Ordinance, the Applicant for a Special Exception acknowledges and/or
agrees that agricultural uses are permitted in the surrounding area, no agricultural or agribusiness operation in the area shall be or become a nuisance, and to not object to the
continuation of any such agricultural or agri-business operation in the surrounding area as long
as such operation does not constitute a nuisance. This acknowledgement will be required to be
reduced to writing as a part of the Petition process.
PROCEDURAL – CONSIDERATION OF A SPECIAL EXCEPTION PETITION SEEKING APPROVAL FOR THE LOCATION OF
A DWELLING IN THE AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
The Board of Zoning Appeals shall hear, and approve or deny, all requests for Special Exception
requests as provided for by the Zionsville Zoning Ordinance. A Special Exception may be
approved only upon written determination that:
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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Exhibit 1
Petition #2020-35-SE

(a) The proposed use will not be injurious to the public health, safety, comfort, community moral
standards, convenience or general welfare;
(b) The proposed use will not injure or adversely affect the adjacent area or property values
therein; and
(c) the proposed use will be consistent with the character of the District, land uses authorized
therein and the Town of Zionsville Comprehensive Plan.
Proposed Findings of Fact are attached for the Board of Zoning Appeal’s consideration.
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends approval of the special exception Petition included in Docket #2020-35-SE,
subject to execution of the Right-to-Farm acknowledgement (as required by Ordinance).
RECOMMENDATION MOTION
I move that Docket #2020-35-SE, a Special Exception Petition in the Agricultural District for the
property located at 7529 E SR 32 be (Approved based upon the staff report and the proposed
findings / Denied / Continued) as presented (If approved, it shall be required that the Petitioner
execute the Right-to-Farm acknowledgement documentation).

PROCEDURAL NOTE
As a portion of the property along the western boundary is within the flood fringe and could be
subject to additional development restrictions (limitations of size, placement, and floor
elevation of buildings). Dependent on the location of any contemplated improvements,
approvals from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, Indiana Department of Natural
Resources, the Boone County Surveyor, and / or the Town (in conjunctions with the Town’s
Ordinance for Flood Hazard Areas) may be necessary (specific to the SFHA).

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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Exhibit 1
Petition #2020-35-SE
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EXHIBIT 2a ARCHITECTURAL SITE PLAN
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Exhibit 5

2020-35-SE
Petition No.:_____________________

TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
BOONE COUNTY, INDIANA
PETITION FOR SPECIAL EXCEPTION
FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The proposed use (will / will not) be injurious to the public health, safety, comfort, community moral
standards, convenience or general welfare;
Construction of a single-family residential home and adjacent structure is not inconsistent with the
public health, safety, comfort, community moral standards, convenience or general welfare.

2. The proposed use (will / will not) injure or adversely affect the adjacent area or property values therein;
and
The petitioner is proposing an investment in residence and adjacent structures of ~$2M, which will
not have an adverse property value effect on the adjacent area or property values.
Likely, it will serve to improve the property values of the adjacent and surrounding area.

3. The proposed use (will / will not) will be consistent with the character of the District, land uses
authorized therein and the Town of Zionsville Comprehensive Plan.
The master plan for this property is to return a homestead to this family farm which is carefully placed
with nearby structures, to allow the natural beauty of the property to be enhanced while ensuring high
quality design and construction throughout the built environment, and preserve the natural environment
of the land by maintaining maximum hay fields and natural terrain areas to remain seamlessly
incorporated with new home and workshop.

DECISION
It is therefore the decision of this body that this SPECIAL EXCEPTION petition is APPROVED/DENIED.
Adopted this 2ND

day of

DECEMBER

, 20 20 .
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_______________
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Town of Zionsville
Petition to the Board of Zoning Appeals
Application Packet and General Instructions
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Town of Zionsville
Petition to the Board of Zoning Appeals
Docket # 2020-35-SE
1. SITE INFORMATION:
Address of Property: 7529 E SR 32, ZIONSVILLE, IN 46077
Existing Use of Property: AGRICULTURAL USE ONLY
Proposed Use of Property:

CONSTRUCT PERSONAL RESIDENCE AND WORKSHOP. CONTINUE AG USE ON REMAINING ACREAGE.

Area in acres: 13.945 +/-

Current Zoning: AGRICULTURE
2. PETITIONER/PROPERTY OWNER:
Petitioner Name:

JEFF AND EVA TOMLINSON

Owner Name (if different from Petitioner): SAME
Petitioner Address: 14583 STONEGATE COURT, CARMEL IN Owner Address: SAME
Petitioner Phone Number: 317-414-2538

Owner Phone Number: SAME

Petitioner E-Mail Address: JTOMLINSON@FROETGROUP.COM

Owner E-Mail Address: SAME

3. PETITIONER’S ATTORNEY/CONTACT PERSON AND PROJECT ENGINEER (IF ANY):
Attorney/Contact Person:

Project Engineer:

Name:

Name:

Address:

Address:

Phone Number:

Phone Number:

E-Mail Address

E-Mail Address:

4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST (Check all requests that apply) (Describe request and reasons for
request / Indicate all applicable Zoning Ordinance Section Numbers / Attach additional pages if necessary):
 Appeal

Variance of Development Standards

 Variance of Use XX
 Special Exception

 Modification

We are requesting a special exception to allow the construction of a personal residence and workshop on the property. The
personal residence will be ~9000 sq ft. +/- and the workshop will be ~3000 sq. ft. +/-. To be green and reduce our energy footprint,
we are installing a geothermal system to heat both the residence and the workshop.

5. ATTACHMENTS:
x Legal description of property

 Owner's Authorization (if Petitioner is not the Owner)
 Statement of Commitments (if proposed)
x Application Fee


x Proof of Ownership (copy of Warranty Deed)

x Site Plan & Exhibits

x Draft of Proposed Legal Notice

x Draft of Proposed Findings of Fact
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PETITION TO BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS:
SUBMISSION OF PETITION TO BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS:
1.

A complete Petition to the Board of Zoning Appeals must be submitted by 3:00 p.m. a
minimum of 30 days prior to the initial hearing before the Board of Zoning Appeals.

2.

Only complete Petitions will be docketed for the next Board of Zoning Appeals meeting. If a
Petition is incomplete 30 days prior to the initial hearing before the Board of Zoning Appeals,
the Petition will not be docketed until the Petitioner submits a complete Petition.

3.

The following information must be submitted with the notarized Petition:
xx

Legal description of property (Metes and bounds description must include
perimeter survey, drawn to scale / Recorded subdivision legal description must
include lot number, section number, subdivision name, either the plat book
number with page number or the recorded instrument number and a copy of the
plat map.)
xx

Proof of Ownership (copy of Deed)
N/A
Owner's Authorization (if Petitioner is not the Owner)

xx

Site Plan & Exhibits
X

Draft of proposed Legal Notice
N/A

Statement of Commitments (if proposed)
X

Proposed Findings of Fact
700.00
Application Fee: $________
(Make checks payable to the Town of Zionsville)


PUBLIC HEARING NOTIFICATION:
Notice of Public Hearing before the Board of Zoning Appeals is to be completed as set forth in the
Zoning Ordinance and Rules of Procedure for the Board of Zoning Appeals. The procedures relating
to notification of public hearings that are contained in this Packet are provided for convenience
purposes only.
1.

Approval of Notice: The Petitioner shall submit a proposed Notice of Public Hearing with its
Petition for review and approval by the Secretary of the Board of Zoning Appeals.

2.

Notice by Publication: Petitioner shall submit the approved Notice of Public Hearing in a
newspaper of general circulation to be published at least 10 days prior to the Public Hearing.
The Petitioner shall bear the cost of publishing the Legal Notice. The Secretary of the
Board of Zoning Appeals will provide the Petitioner with the filing and publication deadlines
for the Legal Notice.

3.

Notice by Mailing: The Petitioner is to send the approved Notice of Public Hearing to each
Interested Party via certified mail-return receipt requested at least ten (10) days prior to the
Board's Public Hearing. Generally, all owners of adjoining parcels to a depth of one (1)
ownership surrounding the perimeter of the area included in the Petition are to be notified.
Please review the Zoning Ordinance and Rules of Procedure of the Board of Zoning Appeals to
ensure that proper notification is given. The names and addresses of Interested Parties should
be obtained from the Boone County Auditor's Office.

4.

Affidavit of Notice: At least three (3) days prior to the Public Hearing, the Affidavit of Notice
of Public Hearing is to be completed and submitted to the Secretary of the Board. Copies of all
4

“Receipt for Certified Mail” (white slips) shall be filed with the Affidavit of Notice of Public
Hearing. The originals of the "Domestic Return Receipts" (green cards) shall be filed with the
Secretary upon the later of (I) the public hearing or (II) receipt by the Petitioner.

PETITION REVIEW PROCEDURES:

1.

Prior to acceptance, the Petition will be reviewed for completeness.

2.

Once complete, the Petition will be docketed for the next Board of Zoning Appeals
meeting. The Petitioner shall be responsible for delivering the Legal Notice (after it has
been approved) to a newspaper of circulation for publication and sending the Legal
Notice to all Interested Parties by certified mail, return receipt requested, at least ten (10)
days prior to the date of the public hearing.

3.

The Petition and all supporting documentation will be forwarded to the Board of Zoning
Appeals members.

4.

The Secretary, members of the Board of Zoning Appeals, staff or advisors to the Board of
Zoning Appeals may submit a written report, stating any facts concerning the physical
characteristics of the area involved in the Petition, together with a recital of surrounding
land use and public facilities available to service the area, or other pertinent facts. A
copy of such statement shall be made available to the Petitioner and all remonstrators of
record, if any.

5.

The Board of Zoning Appeals meets the first Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. in
the Zionsville Town Hall located at 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana. If the
first Wednesday is a holiday, or if it is impossible to conduct the meeting at that time or
place, the regular monthly meeting shall be scheduled for the first Thursday following the
first Wednesday of the month.

6.

The Petitioner or remonstrators may request continuation of the Public Hearing at or one
week prior to the Board of Zoning Appeals meeting.

7.

The Petitioner, Petitioner's attorney, or someone authorized by the Petitioner must be
present at the Public Hearing to make a presentation of the Petition to the Board of
Zoning Appeals.

8.

The Board of Zoning Appeals at the Public Hearing may approve, deny or continue the
Public Hearing on the Petition.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice is hereby given of a Public Hearing to be held by the Town of Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals on Wednesday,
DECEMBER 2, 2020

, at 6:30 p.m. in the Zionsville Town Hall, 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana

(DATE OF PUBLIC HEARING)

46077 to consider the following Petition:
JEFF AND EVA TOMLINSON

,
(PETITION NUMBER)

requests a

(NAME OF PETITIONER)

SPECIAL EXCEPTION

to provide for or permit:

(USE VARIANCE / DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS VARIANCE / SPECIAL EXCEPTION)

CONSTRUCTION OF PERSONAL RESIDENCE AND WORKSHOP

(INSERT DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT)

The property involved is more commonly known as: 7529 E SR 32, ZIONSVILLE, IN 46077
and is legally described as:
(COMMON ADDRESS)

,

A part of the North Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 5, Township 18 North, Range 2 East of the Second
Principal Meridian, situated in Union township, Boone Count, Indiana and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point 1938.75 feet west of the Northeast corner of the Northeast Quarter of Section 5, township 18
North, Range 2 East, and run thence
West LEGAL
567.71 feet
following the section
line and center of State Road Number 32,
(INSERT
DESCRIPTION
OF PROPERTY)
thence south 1070 feet along an existing fence, thence East 567.71 feet along an existing fence to an iron pipe,
thence North 1070 feet to the place of beginning and containing 13.945 acres, more or less. PT N1/2 NE 05-18-2E
13 95 Parcel 010-02700-00

A copy of the Petition for

SPECIAL EXCEPTION

, and all plans

(USE VARIANCE / DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS VARIANCE / SPECIAL EXCEPTION)

pertaining thereto are on file and may be examined prior to the Public Hearing from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday, except for Holidays, in the Planning & Economic Development Department in the Zionsville Town Hall,
1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana, 46077. Written comments in support of or in opposition of the Petition that
are filed with the Secretary of the Town of Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals prior to the Public Hearing will be
considered. The Public Hearing is open to the public.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION
Oral comments to the Petition for
(USE VARIANCE / DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS VARIANCE / SPECIAL EXCEPTION)

will be heard at the Public Hearing. The Public Hearing may be continued from time to time as may be found necessary.
Upon request, the Town of Zionsville will provide auxiliary aids and services. Please provide advance notification to the
Technology Department, assistance@zionsville-in.gov or 317-873-1577, to ensure the proper accommodations are made
prior to the meeting.
Chairman:

John Wolff

Secretary:

Wayne DeLong

Publish:
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AFFIDAVIT OF NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
OF THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS

STATE OF
COUNTY OF
I,

)
) SS:

EVA TOMLINSON

, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT LEGAL NOTICE TO

(NAME OF PERSON MAILING LETTERS)

INTERESTED PARTIES OF THE PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS, to consider the Petition of: JEFF AND EVA TOMLINSON
(NAME OF PERSON ON PETITION)

Requesting:

SPECIAL EXCEPTION
(USE VARIANCE / DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS VARIANCE / SPECIAL EXCEPTION)

7529 E SR 32, ZIONSVILLE, IN 46077

For property located at:

Was sent by CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED to the last known address of each of the following
entities at the following addresses:
OWNERS

ADDRESS
See attached List of Adjoiners

And that said Legal Notices were sent by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested on or before the 16th
day of
November
, 20 20 , being at least ten (10) days prior to the date of the Public Hearing (Copies of "Receipt for
Certified Mail" [white slips] attached).
And that said Legal Notice was published in a newspaper of general circulation at least ten (10) days prior to the date of Public
Hearing (Proof of Publication attached).
EVA TOMLINSON

Name of person mailing letters

Signature
State of

)

County of

) SS:

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

day of

, 20

Notary Public Signature

Notary Public Printed

My Commission No:
My Commission Expires:
My County of Residence is

County
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.

Petition No.:_____________________

TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
BOONE COUNTY, INDIANA
PETITION FOR SPECIAL EXCEPTION
FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The proposed use (will / will not) be injurious to the public health, safety, comfort, community moral
standards, convenience or general welfare;
Construction of a single-family residential home and adjacent structure is not inconsistent with the
public health, safety, comfort, community moral standards, convenience or general welfare.

2. The proposed use (will / will not) injure or adversely affect the adjacent area or property values therein;
and
The petitioner is proposing an investment in residence and adjacent structures of ~$2M, which will
not have an adverse property value effect on the adjacent area or property values.
Likely, it will serve to improve the property values of the adjacent and surrounding area.

3. The proposed use (will / will not) will be consistent with the character of the District, land uses
authorized therein and the Town of Zionsville Comprehensive Plan.
The master plan for this property is to return a homestead to this family farm which is carefully placed
with nearby structures, to allow the natural beauty of the property to be enhanced while ensuring high
quality design and construction throughout the built environment, and preserve the natural environment
of the land by maintaining maximum hay fields and natural terrain areas to remain seamlessly
incorporated with new home and workshop.

DECISION
It is therefore the decision of this body that this SPECIAL EXCEPTION petition is APPROVED/DENIED.
Adopted this 2ND

day of

DECEMBER

, 20 20 .
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EXHIBIT 1 Warranty Deed

EXHIBIT 1 Warranty Deed

EXHIBIT 1 Warranty Deed

EXHIBIT 4 LEGAL DESCRIPTION

TOMLINSON, JEFF AND EVA
7529 E SR 32, ZIONVILLE, IN 46077

A part of the North Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 5, Township 18 North, Range 2 East of the
Second Principal Meridian, situated in Union township, Boone Count, Indiana and more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at a point 1938.75 feet west of the Northeast corner of the Northeast Quarter
of Section 5, township 18 North, Range 2 East, and run thence West 567.71 feet
following the section line and center of State Road Number 32, thence south 1070 feet
along an existing fence, thence East 567.71 feet along an existing fence to an iron pipe,
thence North 1070 feet to the place of beginning and containing 13.945 acres, more or
less.
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EXHIBIT 2a ARCHITECTURAL SITE PLAN
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JEFF AND EVA TOMLINSON
7529 E. STATE RD 32
ZIONSVILLE, IN 46077
PARCEL NO. 010-02700-00
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INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46268
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hbdbuilder.com
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TRUCK TURN AROUND

TOMLINSON HOME
7529 E. STATE ROAD 32
ZIONSVILLE, INDIANA 46077
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NEW SITE - 7529 E. STATE ROAD 32, ZIONSVILLE, INDIANA 46077
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DEED DESCRIPTION
A part of the North Half of the Northeast Quarter of Section 5, Township
18 North, Range 2 East of the Second Principal Meridian, situation in
Union Township, Boone County, Indiana, and more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at a point 1938.75 feet west of the Northeast corner of the
Northeast Quarter of Section 5, Township 18 North, Range 2 East, and
run thence West 567.71 feet following the section line and center of
State Road Number 32, thence south 1070 feet along an existing fence,
thence East 567.71 feet along an existing fence to an iron pipe, thence
North 1070 feet to the place of beginning and containing 13.945 acres,
more or less.
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EXHIBIT 5 Adjoiner List

Petition Number:

2020-36-DSV

Subject Site Address:

320 W Hawthorne Street

Petitioner:

Todd & Sherry Rottmann

Owner:

Todd & Sherry Rottmann

Request:

Petition for Development Standards Variances to provide for:
1) an accessory building which deviates from the required side yard setback; and
2) a fence which exceeds the permitted height
in the Urban Village Residential District (R-V).

Current Zoning:

Urban Residential Village Zoning District (R-V)

Current Land Use:

Single-family Residential

Approximate Acreage: 0.21 acres
Zoning History:

2015-38-DSV – approved December 8, 2015 to deviate from the required 15ft
aggregate side yard setback, to a 9’6” ft. aggregate side yard setback.

Exhibits:

Exhibit 1 – Staff Report
Exhibit 2 – Aerial Location Map
Exhibit 3 – Petitioners Narrative
Exhibit 4 – Photos of Existing Fence & Shed Locations
Exhibit 5 – Petitioners Exhibits: Zionsville vs. Indianapolis Zoning Ordinances
Exhibit 6 – Petitioners proposed Findings of Fact

Staff Presenter:

Wayne DeLong, AICP, CPM

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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Exhibit 1
Petition #2020-36-DSV

PETITION HISTORY
This petition will receive a public hearing at the December 2, 2020 Board of Zoning Appeals meeting.
PROPERTY HISTORY
The property is comprised of approximately 0.21 acres of part of Lot 5 in Cross’ First Addition to the Town
of Zionsville. It is presently improved with one (1) single-story single-family dwelling with finished
basement originally constructed circa 1955 and associated accessory uses. As proposed, the Petitioner
seeks approval to memorialize the placement of an existing shed and the height of portions of an existing
fence. In November of 2015 the petitioner received approval of a Development Standards Variance to
deviate from the required 15ft aggregate side yard setback, to a 9’6” ft. aggregate side yard setback.
PROCEDURAL – VARIANCE TO DEVIATE FROM STANDARDS
The Board of Zoning Appeals shall hear, and approve or deny, all variances from development standards
of the Zionsville Zoning Ordinance. A variance from development standards may be approved only upon
written determination that:
(a) The approval will not be injurious to the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of the
community:
(b) The use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance will not be affected in
a substantially adverse manner:
(c) the strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance will result in an unnecessary hardship in the
use of the property:
The Petitioner’s Proposed Findings of Fact are attached for the Board of Zoning Appeal’s consideration.
ANALYSIS
Section 194.052 of the Zoning Ordinance establishes the minimum side yard and building setback in the
Urban Residential Village Zoning District (R-V) to be no less than 5 feet, with a minimum aggregate side
yard of no less than 15 feet. However, the Board of Zoning Appeals approval in 2015 of a Development
Standards Variance to deviate from the required 15ft aggregate side yard setback, allows for the
aggregate side yard setbacks of this lot to be no less than 9’6” ft.
Per the Petitioner’s narrative, earlier this year the petitioner moved an existing shed from one side of
their yard to the other, mistakenly measuring the placement from an existing fence line. After the
relocation and during the installation of a new privacy fence, it was discovered the existing fence was not
on their property line, therefore the relocation of the shed did not meet the required minimum 5-foot
side yard setback. Additionally, the lot’s topography causes the property to utilize a stepped fencing
system causing portions of the fencing to exceed the 6ft maximum height. As installed, neither the shed
nor the fence comply with the standards of the Zoning Ordinance (as further described in this report).
VARIANCE REQUEST – DEVIATION FROM THE REQUIRED SIDE YARD SETBACK
Per the RV Residential Village District regulations, improvements to the site are required to conform to
minimum setback standards (side yard minimum: 5 feet with 15-foot aggregate, rear yard minimum). As
mentioned, the Board of Zoning Appeals approval in 2015 of a Development Standards Variance allowed
for the aggregate side yard setbacks of this lot to be no less than 9’6” ft. The relocation of the shed,
while it created a larger area to be improved as an outdoor living space, resulted in a non-conforming 2Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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foot 11-inch side yard setback from the west parcel line and reduced the aggregate side yard setback to
7-foot 11-inch.
As a part of the review process, Staff examines the established development pattern found in the
immediate area to the subject site in an attempt to identify similarly situated properties enjoying
comparable deviations. A review of setbacks in the vicinity, shows additional parcels (to the north, east
and west) which enjoy the benefit of reduced side and/or aggregate side yard setbacks for similar uses.
Given the development constraints of the site (lot width, current improvements), the requested reduced
sideyard setback, in the opinion of Staff, constitutes a reasonable deviation from the Zoning Ordinance
for non-livable storage space and, on its face, appears supportable as the requested setback would be
consistent with neighboring properties. With this in mind and barring any concerns of the neighbors
being made of record during the disposition of the Petitioner’s request, Staff would not oppose the
request to allow a variance to deviate from the required side yard setback, as established by the
Exception provided in the Zoning Ordinance of 5 feet, being reduced to 2 feet 1 inch, creating an
aggregate side yard setback of 7 feet, 11 inches. If the request sought to improve the property with an
addition to the existing dwelling which sought reduced aggregate setbacks, Staff’s recommendation may
not be one of support.
VARIANCE REQUEST – DEVIATION FROM THE MAXIMUM FENCE HEIGHT
As proposed, the Petitioner requests approval to allow for a recently installed wood privacy fence to
remain in its current location. Due to the elevation changes within the lot, portions of the fence are 7’-7”
tall (when 6’-0” is the allowed maximum per the zoning ordinance). Per the Petitioner’s narrative, the
fence not only offers privacy but also a safety barrier around the newly installed swimming pool.
Staff’s general concern with fences greater than six feet in height but less than eight feet in height is the
impact it potentially has on sight lines (from the pedestrian’s point of view) when abutting public spaces.
In this particular case, the fence location on this site does not abut public space. Additionally, the Zoning
Ordinance does not consider deviations in the topography of a lot in its consideration of the maximum
height of a fence. As the Petitioner outlines in the filing, for comparison, various neighboring jurisdictions
provide provisions for grade changes within a property with regards to stepped fence installations. If this
language existed, the fence, by right, would more appropriately (in terms of screening) separate the
newly created outdoor living space from all adjoining landowners. As written, the language of the
Ordinance, in the opinion of Staff, negatively impacts a portion of the adjoining landowners. This results
from the reduction in height of the contemplated screening while the elevation of the outdoor living
space remains constant. It is for these reasons Staff is supportive of the proposed fence height. If the
variation of the lot’s topography did not exist, Staff’s support of the request would have to be
reevaluated.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff is supportive of the Development Standards Variance supporting the establishment of an already
constructed fence to remain (height deviates from Ordinance maximums) and an existing shed placement
to continue to encroach into the required minimum 5-foot side yard setback in Docket # 2020-36-DSV, as
filed.

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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RECOMMENDATION MOTION
I move that Docket # 2020-36-DSV, a Petition for Development Standards Variance to provide for:
1) an accessory building which deviates from the required side yard setback; and
2) a fence which exceeds the permitted height
in the Urban Residential Village Zoning District (R-V), be (Approved, based on the findings and based
upon staff report and presentation / Denied / Continued).

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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October 25, 2020

RE:

Todd Rottmann, 320 West Hawthorne Street
Petition for Variances of Development Standards

I am submitting for two zoning variances and wanted to share some more information about
the petition so you would have a better understanding of what is being proposed.
When I moved my existing shed across the yard earlier this summer, I made the mistake of
measuring its new location from an existing fence that was not on the property line or
parallel to the property line. I should have known better and gotten the property line staked
out first. I have since had the property surveyed and the corners pinned. The shed is 2’-1”
too close to the western property line. So I’m asking for a variance to reduce the minimum
sideyard setback for an accessory structure from 5’-0” to 2’-11”. To move the shed at this
point would require excavation in an area where the pool drain pipes are, and would require
building a new foundation on the eastern side. Plus I’d have to move the shed by hand since
large equipment can’t work on the slope without substantial damage to a large portion of our
yard. The Bobcat that previously moved all the dirt around for us shattered one of our glass
doors and took out our gas meter, so I’m really wanting to avoid anything like that again.
The second variance I need is to increase the maximum allowable fence height from 6’-0” to
7’-7”. The only way to stay below 6’-0” for our fence would be to have portions that are as
low as 4’-9”, which would be detrimental to privacy and safety. Unlike other jurisdictions,
the Town of Zionsville does not have provisions for fences that need to step down. I have
included the City of Indianapolis Zoning Ordinance section addressing this, as well as the
Zionsville Zoning Ordinance for comparison. All other requirements for fences in Zionsville
match Indianapolis.
Thank you for your consideration.

Todd W. Rottmann
Mobile: 317-840-3944
Email: todd@rottmanncollier.com

Exhibit 3

View looking North.

View looking East.

View of shed.

Exhibit 4

View along West property line.

View from Hawthorne Street.

View from Hawthorne Street.

View from 3rd Street.
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Exhibit 5
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Petition No.: 2020-36-DSV

.

TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
BOONE COUNTY, INDIANA
PETITION FOR VARIANCE OF DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
FINDINGS OF ACT
1. The grant will not be injurious to the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of the community
because there are no structures on this or adjacent parcels within 10’ of the shed, the shed is not easily
visible from any public way, the shed and fence are located at the rear of the property, a taller fence provides
rd
more safety for the swimming pool, and the fence visible from 3 Street meets the maximum 6’ height
requirement.
2. The use or value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance will not be affected in a
substantially adverse manner because there are no structures within 10’ of this shed and the adjoining
parcels already have their accessory structures in place, narrow setbacks for accessory structures are
prevalent in this area, the pool equipment is being moved out of the sideyard setback in order for the shed to
stay where it is, a taller fence provides more privacy, and a taller fence provides more safety for the swimming
pool.
3. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance will result in unnecessary hardships in the use of the
property because the shed is sitting on a hand-built foundation that accommodates the slope of the lot but will
not accommodate moving of the shed without having to build a new foundation for eastern portion of the shed
which requires excavating close to the pool and its underground drain lines, large equipment can not be used
to move the shed due to the grading and slope so homeowner will have to move the shed by hand, the
western neighbor prefers the shed staying where it is and moving the pool equipment out of the sideyard
setback versus moving the shed and keeping the pool equipment in the sideyard setback, neighbors are okay
with the taller fence height, to meet the maximum 6’fence height would require portions of the fence to be 5’
or less tall which is worse for privacy and safety, and the Town of Zionsville lacks provisions in their zoning
ordinances for stepped fences on slopes unlike nearby jurisdictions.

DECISION
It is therefore the decision of this body that this Variance petition is APPROVED.
Adopted this ________ day of _________________________, 20____.

Exhibit 6

BZA
Board of Zoning Appeals (BZA)
INITIAL Petition Filing

Docket # :

2020-36-DSV
_______________

_

Petitioner:

Todd Rottmann
_______________

_

Public Hearing Date:

12/02/2020
_______________

_

Staff Reports and Petition Packets will be posted with the public meeting
agenda five (5) days prior to the scheduled public hearing date at the
following location http://www.zionsville-in.gov/AgendaCenter

2020-36-DSV

October 25, 2020

RE:

Todd Rottmann, 320 West Hawthorne Street
Petition for Variances of Development Standards

I am submitting for two zoning variances and wanted to share some more information about
the petition so you would have a better understanding of what is being proposed.
When I moved my existing shed across the yard earlier this summer, I made the mistake of
measuring its new location from an existing fence that was not on the property line or
parallel to the property line. I should have known better and gotten the property line staked
out first. I have since had the property surveyed and the corners pinned. The shed is 2’-1”
too close to the western property line. So I’m asking for a variance to reduce the minimum
sideyard setback for an accessory structure from 5’-0” to 2’-11”. To move the shed at this
point would require excavation in an area where the pool drain pipes are, and would require
building a new foundation on the eastern side. Plus I’d have to move the shed by hand since
large equipment can’t work on the slope without substantial damage to a large portion of our
yard. The Bobcat that previously moved all the dirt around for us shattered one of our glass
doors and took out our gas meter, so I’m really wanting to avoid anything like that again.
The second variance I need is to increase the maximum allowable fence height from 6’-0” to
7’-7”. The only way to stay below 6’-0” for our fence would be to have portions that are as
low as 4’-9”, which would be detrimental to privacy and safety. Unlike other jurisdictions,
the Town of Zionsville does not have provisions for fences that need to step down. I have
included the City of Indianapolis Zoning Ordinance section addressing this, as well as the
Zionsville Zoning Ordinance for comparison. All other requirements for fences in Zionsville
match Indianapolis.
Thank you for your consideration.

Todd W. Rottmann
Mobile: 317-840-3944
Email: todd@rottmanncollier.com

View looking North.

View looking East.

View of shed.

View along West property line.

View from Hawthorne Street.

View from 3rd Street.

View from Hawthorne Street.

Petition No.:

.

TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
BOONE COUNTY, INDIANA
PETITION FOR VARIANCE OF DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
FINDINGS OF ACT
1. The grant will not be injurious to the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of the community
because there are no structures on this or adjacent parcels within 10’ of the shed, the shed is not easily
visible from any public way, the shed and fence are located at the rear of the property, a taller fence provides
rd
more safety for the swimming pool, and the fence visible from 3 Street meets the maximum 6’ height
requirement.
2. The use or value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance will not be affected in a
substantially adverse manner because there are no structures within 10’ of this shed and the adjoining
parcels already have their accessory structures in place, narrow setbacks for accessory structures are
prevalent in this area, the pool equipment is being moved out of the sideyard setback in order for the shed to
stay where it is, a taller fence provides more privacy, and a taller fence provides more safety for the swimming
pool.
3. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance will result in unnecessary hardships in the use of the
property because the shed is sitting on a hand-built foundation that accommodates the slope of the lot but will
not accommodate moving of the shed without having to build a new foundation for eastern portion of the shed
which requires excavating close to the pool and its underground drain lines, large equipment can not be used
to move the shed due to the grading and slope so homeowner will have to move the shed by hand, the
western neighbor prefers the shed staying where it is and moving the pool equipment out of the sideyard
setback versus moving the shed and keeping the pool equipment in the sideyard setback, neighbors are okay
with the taller fence height, to meet the maximum 6’fence height would require portions of the fence to be 5’
or less tall which is worse for privacy and safety, and the Town of Zionsville lacks provisions in their zoning
ordinances for stepped fences on slopes unlike nearby jurisdictions.

DECISION
It is therefore the decision of this body that this Variance petition is APPROVED.
Adopted this ________ day of _________________________, 20____.

Home (317) 873-5294
Office (317) 636-2900
Office Fax (317)800-7171
E-Mail jtousley@hotmail.com

John & Carolyn Tousley
305 West Pine Street
Zionsville, IN 46077-1633

November 16, 2020
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
Zionsville Town Hall
1100 W. Oak St.
Zionsville, IN 46077
Re:

Todd Rottmann, 3320 West Hawthorne Street
Petition No. 2020-36-DSV for Variance of Development Standards

Dear Board Members:
My home is one of the two adjacent properties on the east side of the Rottmann
property. Please be advised that my wife and I do not object to the requested variances of
(1) fence height allowing a fence height from 6'-0" to 7'-7" for an existing fence as well
as (2) the request to reduce the minimum sideyard setback for an existing shed from 5'-0"
to 2'-11".
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

John W. Tousley
John W. Tousley
(Signature electronically affixed)
JWT/idm
S:\WP51\JWT\JOHN\Home\2020\Rottmann Variance\2020.11.16 JT to BZA re variances.wpd

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice is hereby given of a Public Hearing to be held by the Town of Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals on Wednesday,
December 2, 2020 at 6:30 p.m. in the Zionsville Town Hall, 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana 46077 to consider
the following Petition:
Petition No. 2020-36-DSV, Todd Rottmann requests Development Standards Variances to provide for: 1) an accessory
building which deviates from the required side yard setback; and 2) a fence which exceeds the permitted height in the
Urban Village Residential Zoning District (R-V).
The property involved is more commonly known as: 320 West Hawthorne Street, Zionsville, Indiana 46077, and is legally
described as:
TRACT #1
A part of Lot No. 5 in Cross’ First Addition to the Town of Zionsville, Indiana, as per Plat Book 2, page 61 in the Office of
the Recorder of Boone County, Indiana, more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the north line of Hawthorne Street 22.88 feet west of the southeast corner of Lot 5 in Cross’ First
Addition to the Town of Zionsville, the plat of which is recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Boone County, Indiana, in
Plat Book 2, page 61; run thence northwardly parallel to the west line of aforesaid Lot 5 a distance of 129.36 feet; thence
eastwardly parallel to the north line of Hawthorne Street 17.88 feet to a point which is 5.00 feet distant west from the
aforesaid east line of Lot 5 a distance of 129.36 feet to a point in the north line of Hawthorne Street; thence westwardly
17.88 feet to the place of beginning, containing 0.053 acres, more or less.
TRACT #2
Part of the South Half of the Northwest Quarter, Section 2-17-2, Boone County, Indiana.
Beginning at a point on the north line of Hawthorne Street 2.88 feet west of the southwest corner of Lot 5 in Cross’ First
Addition to the Town of Zionsville, Indiana; thence northwardly parallel to the west line of said Lot 5 and 2.88 feet
therefrom 129.36 feet; thence East parallel to the north line of Hawthorne Street 50 feet; thence South parallel to the West
line of Lot 5 129.36 feet to a point in the north line of Hawthorne Street; thence west along and with said north line 50 feet
to the point of beginning.
A copy of the Petition for Development Standards Variance, and all plans pertaining thereto are on file and may be
examined prior to the Public Hearing at Town Hall, 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana 46077, or at
http://www.zionsville-in.gov/231/Planning-Economic-Development. Written comments in support of or in opposition to the
Petition that are filed with the Secretary of the Town of Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals prior to the Public Hearing will
be considered. The Public Hearing is open to the public. Oral comments to the Petition for Development Standards
Variance will be heard at the Public Hearing. The Public Hearing may be continued from time to time as may be found
necessary.
If supported by Executive Order and/or the Laws of the State of Indiana, members of the public will be afforded the
opportunity to attend the Board of Zoning Appeals Public Meetings via a form(s) of electronic communication IF indicated
in the agenda (as amended from time to time) associated with the Board of Zoning Appeals Meeting. Additionally, upon
request, the Town of Zionsville will provide auxiliary aids and services in association with meetings and hearings occurring
in-person. Please provide advance notification to Wayne Delong, at wdelong@zionsville-in.gov or 317-873-5108, to
ensure the proper accommodations are made prior to the hearing.

Chairman: John Wolff

Secretary: Wayne Delong
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Eastern hellbender bred in captivity for first time at Evansville zoo

The following people with
name, age, address, charge
and arresting agency were
booked into the Boone
County Jail. Charges are preliminary. The Boone County
prosecutor may change them.

DON KNIGHT
CNHI NEWS INDIANA

EVANSVILLE — Conservation of an endangered Indiana
salamander took a step forward in October when, for the
first time, Eastern hellbenders
were bred naturally in captivity.
T he e g g s
were discovered the
morning of
Oct. 7 in a
nest box in
an artificial
stream at
the Mesker Rod
Park Zoo in Williams
Eva ns v i l le.
Zoo staff
celebrated
as the news
spread.
“Folks were
just calling over the
radio, cheeri n g ,” s a i d Nick
Susan Lind- Burgmeier
sey, animal
curator at the zoo and botanic
garden. “Everybody, even if
they never worked with hellbenders, knew what a big deal
this was.”
Eastern hellbenders are the
largest North American salamander, known to grow up to
29 inches and have a lifespan
of over 30 years.
They are a sentinel species.
Like a canary would warn
miners of dangerous gases, an
absence of hellbenders warns
of poor water quality.
Living their entire lives in
the water, absorbing oxygen
through capillaries near the
surface of their skin, hellbenders need a f lowing stream
with a rocky bottom free of
sediment.
They started to decline in
Indiana in the 1960s, said
Nick Burgmeier, a research
biologist and extension wildlife specialist at Purdue
University.
“By the early ‘80s they were
almost gone, other than in
the Blue River,” Burgmeier
noted. “They’re fully aquatic
and they’re fairly sensitive,
especially their eggs and their
larvae. They are usually one
of the first aquatic animals to
decline when you start seeing
water-quality changes.”

ARTIFICIAL STREAM
Construction of Mesker’s
artificial stream, designed to
mimic the Blue River, began
in 2016. The first hellbenders
were placed in the stream in
2017.
Hellbenders breed in the
fall, and each year changes
where made to the water in the
stream and the ratio of males
and females.
The male, Knick, guarded
the clutch of 68 eggs for the
first two weeks before they

public
notices

BOONE BEAT

NOV. 13

We’re not the biggest zoo in
Indiana, by any means, or the
ones with the deepest pockets.
But this is something that’s
right in our backyard, and we
wanted to help and make a
difference.”
In 2011 the St. Louis Zoo
bred Ozark hellbenders, the
other of the two subspecies.
The following year, the
Nashville Zoo hatched two
Eastern hellbenders using
Submitted photo artificial insemination. In
2015, they did it again using
This is an Eastern hellbender being raised in a lab at
frozen sperm.
Purdue. The salamanders are raised from eggs collected
Mesker was the first to
in the wild.
breed the Eastern hellbender
naturally.

THE WILD SIDE

Submitted photo

This is a clutch of Eastern hellbender eggs inside a nest
box at Mesker Park Zoo in Evansville. During breeding
season in the fall the boxes are checked three times a day.
were moved to a specialized
tank where their development
could be monitored.
Mesker officials are uncertain which of the three female
hellbenders — Tiamat, X-23
and Matilda — in the stream
mated with Knick.
On a trip to Eastern Kentucky to collect eggs with the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife, Burgmeier found
cooler stream temperatures,
and the Mesker artificial
stream was changed accordingly.
“We had just taken the temperature about three or four
days before in Indiana, and
the temperatures over there
were about 3 to 4 degrees
Celsius cooler. ... It was much
cooler,” Burgmeier explained.
While researchers aren’t
sure whether the temperature
modification prompted the
hellbenders to mate, Mesker
plans to use the same variables next year.
“Whether or not it was just
our time, whether or not it
was lowering the tempera-

ture, whether it was some of
the other things that we did
in terms of phosphate values,
we’re not sure which one. But
I tell you we’ll be doing the
same thing next year,” Lindsey said.
The successful hellbender
breeding collaboration was
years in the making. Purdue
has been involved in the effort
since 2007.
“We have an adaptive management model where we
take research, learn from it,
ask new research questions,”
explained Rod Williams, professor of wildlife science and
extension wildlife specialist
with Purdue. “Once we get
those answers, we try to pivot
based on what the research is
telling us.”
When the research showed
captive breeding as the way
forward, Purdue started seeking partners.
“This is very much a project
that couldn’t be done without
partners,” {span}Lindsey said.
{/span} “We were very lucky to
get some funding to help us.

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Notice is hereby given that the
City of Lebanon Indiana, by and
through its Board of Public Works
and Safety, will receive sealed bids
at the Lebanon Municipal Building,
401 S. Meridian Street, Lebanon,
Indiana, 46052 in the office of the
Lebanon Clerk-Treasurer, Room
118 until 3:00 PM, local time, on
November 23, 2020. Bids will be
publicly opened and read aloud
during the Board of Public Works
and Safety meeting at 5:30 local
time, on November 23, 2020. Any
bids received later than the above
time and date will be returned
unopened. No conditional bids will
be considered. Separate sealed
bids for the following supplies are
requested:
1. ASPHALT
2. OIL, GREASE, &
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY
3. STONE & SAND
4. CONCRETE
Specifications, Instructions to
Bidders, and Bid Forms may be
obtained through an online plan
room at the following location:
https://www.reprographix.com/. All
addenda will be distributed through
the aforementioned online service.
Perspective bidders must obtain
bidding documents from this service
to ensure compliance with bidding
requirements.
Specifications,
Instructions to Bidders, and Bid
Forms are available for public
viewing at the office of the City
Engineer,
Lebanon
Municipal
Building, 2nd floor, 401 South
Meridian Street, Lebanon, IN
46052.
Each bid shall be accompanied by
Form 96 Contractor's Bid for Public
Works, including Non-Collusion
Affidavit as prescribed by the State
Board of Accounts, completely filled
out, signed, and notarized as
required by the statutes of the State
of Indiana, Section III of Part II of
Form
96
titled
"Contractor's
Financial
Statement,"
and
acceptable bid security. The bid
security shall be a certified check
made payable to the City of
Lebanon or satisfactory bond by an
incorporated surety company in
good standing and qualified to do
business in the State of Indiana in
an amount equal to 10% of the bid,
said deposit being for the purpose
of ensuring the execution of the
contract for which bid is made. Any
bid not accompanied by the above
required items shall be deemed to
be a non-responsive bid by the City
of Lebanon.
No bidder may withdraw their bid
within a period of thirty (30) days
following the date set for receiving
bids. The City of Lebanon, Indiana
reserves the right to retain the three
lowest bids for a period of not more
than ninety (90) days, and said bid
shall remain in full force and effect
during said time. The City of
Lebanon, Indiana further reserves
the right to waive informalities and
to award the contract to the lowest
responsive and responsible bidder
or bidders, all to the advantage of
the City of Lebanon, Indiana, or to
reject any and all bids.
TLR-693 11/3, 14 hspaxlp

Take Notice. It's your right to
know...and it's the law.
Indiana newspapers are the
trusted source that your government uses to inform you about
decisions that affect your life.
Public notice advertisements –
also called legals – provide information about taxes, zoning, new
business and other areas your
government is involved in.
The good news is that this information is easily accessible to you
in print and online.
If you missed it in print or want to
find a notice statewide, look online
at IndianaPublicNotices.com.

Hellbenders hatched from
eggs collected in the wild at
Purdue’s lab are raised for four
years before being reintroduced to the wild. They start
in tanks before being moved
to two artificial streams
designed to acclimate them to
their native environment.
Williams and Burgmeier
are optimistic about restoring
wild populations in Indiana
with captive-reared animals.
“I think it was 119 hellbenders that we had transmitters
in for the first couple of years,
and they did pretty well. We
got between roughly 50 and
75% survival,” Burgmeier
said.
Thanks to better soil conservation practices, such as
no-till farming and cover
crops, along with the removal
of dams, Purdue is releasing
hellbenders into improved
habitat, according to Williams.
The Natural Resources
Conservation Service and the
Soil and Water Conservation
Districts “folks have been fantastic in working with those
farmers and utilizing those
conservation practices to
improve soil health and minimize erosion,” Williams said.
“We’re really hopeful in the
next two years we start finding eggs from (hellbenders)
that we’ve released, and that’s
what is really going to indicate to us that we’ve turned
the corner.”

12:47 p.m. – Andrew C.
Robbins, 31, Indianapolis,
probation violation, Boone
County Sheriff’s Office
8:58 a.m. – Jovanny
Hipolito, 22, Indianapolis, probation violation, BCSO
2:43 a.m. – Holly L. Proctor,
44, Whitestown, possession
of marijuana, possession
of paraphernalia, Lebanon
Police Department

NOV. 12
4:37 p.m. – Edward J.
Reynolds, 66, Indianapolis,
domestic battery by means
of pointing a deadly weapon,
pointing a firearm, domestic
battery, resisting law enforcement, BCSO
12:39 p.m. – Max F.
Gellersen, 24, Indianapolis, two counts of failure to
appear, hold for another
county, hold for another
agency, BCSO

NOV. 11
9:23 p.m. – Armando T.
Campos, 35, Frankfort, operating a vehicle with an ACE
of .15 or more, public intoxication, operating a motor
vehicle without ever receiving
a license, leaving the scene
of an accident, operating a
motor vehicle while intoxicated endangering a person,
BCSO
1:08 p.m. – Kameron L.
Butler, 20, Louisville, criminal
recklessness while armed
with a deadly weapon, possession of stolen property,
resisting law enforcement,
reckless driving, aggressive
driving, hold for another state,
Thorntown Police Department
2:56 a.m. – Matthew S.
Lane, 29, Logansport, two
counts of possession of methamphetamine, possession of
paraphernalia, unlawful possession of a syringe, Zionsville
Police Department
Area public service agencies responded to the
following calls:

NOV. 13
2:56 a.m. – Ex-wife
attacked him with a knife,
doesn’t believe he was
stabbed, officers report no
screaming upon arrival, lights
were on, no answer, officers
make entry, once upstairs
the officers observed broken
glass by the door and it was
wet, officers observed chairs
knocked over and a large
television that appeared to be
damaged, ex-wife, caller and

two juveniles were located
in the master bedroom, exwife emerged from room and
told officers what happened
without incident, child services contacted, arrest report
taken, 7100 block of Anderson
Drive, Zionsville, Whitestown
Police Department
2:39 a.m. – Another fire
started at this address, officer
put out fire with his water bottle, 900 block of Oak Street,
Lebanon, LPD
1:44 a.m. – Trash fire again,
500 block of Ash Street,
Lebanon, Lebanon Fire
Department

NOV. 12
8:26 p.m. – Male came to
the door and said he was with
the township department and
asked if they called for assistance, then went to another
residence where no one was
home, driving slow, 400 block
of Pierce Street, Whitestown,
WPD
8:17 p.m. – Male was walking his dog and then pointed
a rifle at her, rifle had a green
laser light, 900 block of Cohen
Street, Lebanon, LPD
10:58 a.m. – Subject turned
in a gun that had been stolen,
100 block of W. Main Street,
Thorntown, TPD
8:26 a.m. – Bus on fire,
unoccupied, 4500 block of
S. Indianapolis Road, Whitestown, Whitestown Fire
Department
7:16 a.m. – Car vs. deer,
deer landed in the road, got
up and ran off, no injuries,
deer not found, 400 block of
S. U.S. 421, Zionsville, BCSO
6:31 a.m. – Car vs. deer,
driver said the deer went
through the window and he is
bleeding from the head and
covered in glass, no injuries,
no deer found on scene, 5800
block of W. County Road 200
N., Lebanon, LFD

NOV. 11
8:53 p.m. – Flames coming
out of chimney, homeowners
inside, wood stove is now off,
600 block of W. Main Street,
Thorntown, Thorntown Fire
Department
7:42 p.m. – Man walking on
northbound Ind. 39 lunging
into traffic, Ind. 39 and Ind. 47,
Lebanon, BCSO
6:24 p.m. – Older truck
knocked off mailbox, 3100
block of E. C.R. 850 N., Kirklin, BCSO
3:21 p.m. – Caller complaining about an officer texting
and driving, speeding too, 133
mile marker I-65 north bound,
LPD
12:15 p.m. – Dance studio would like extra patrols
tonight, advised they had a
male looking in the windows
and dancing last night, 6200
block of Central Boulevard,
Whitestown, WPD

Don Knight writes for The Herald
Bulletin in Anderson. Follow him
on Twitter @donwknight, or call
765-622-1212 ext. 204567.

BOONE COUNTY

Make sure you’re in the know when it comes to
your community, city, county, schools and more.

Property Taxes rising? It's your
right to know...and it's the law.
Indiana newspapers are the
trusted source that your government uses to inform you about
decisions that affect your life.
Public notice advertisements –
also called legals – provide information about taxes, zoning, new
business and other areas your
government is involved in.
The good news is that this information is easily accessible to you
in print and online.
If you missed it in print or want to
find a notice statewide, look online
at IndianaPublicNotices.com.
Karkiewicz
STATE OF INDIANA
SS: COUNTY OF BOONE
IN THE BOONE
CIRCUIT COURT
CAUSE NO:
06C01-2010-MI-1256
IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION FOR AN ORDER
TO BMV TO ISSUE A
REPLACEMENT
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
David W. Karkiewicz, Petitioner
PETITION TO ISSUE A
REPLACEMENT CERTIFICATE
OF TITLE
1. The above-named Petitioner
David W. Karkiewicz, has filed a
verified petition for an order to the
Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles to
issue a Replacement Certificate of
Title.
2. The allegations and statements
of fact set forth in the petition are
true and accurate.
3. The Petitioner is the legal
owner of an automobile described
and identified as follows:
Year: Unknown
Make: Unknown
Model: One Axle Trailer
Vin: None
4. The Petitioner acquired legal
title to the Trailer on or about
07/11/2020.
5. The original Certificate of Title
issued to the Petitioner has been
destroyed
and
no
duplicate
Certificate of Title exists.
6. I know of no reason why a
Replacement Certificate of Title
should not be issued to me as the
owner of said vehicle.
I AFFIRM THE FOREGOING
UNDER PENALTIES OF
PERJURY.
Date: 10/19/2020
/s/ David W. Karkiewicz
226 Saddlebrook Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077
DOB 01/04/19xx
Telephone # 317-xxx-xxxx
Driver's License #: xxxx-xx-xxxx
This Petition is assigned for
hearing on December 30, 2020 8:15
AM
TLR-691 10/31 11/7, 14 hspaxlp

For full public notice listings go
to IndianaPublicNotices.com.
IndianaPublicNotices.com.
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice is hereby given of a Public
Hearing to be held by the Town of
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
on Wednesday, December 2, 2020
at 6:30 p.m. in the Zionsville Town
Hall, 1100 West Oak Street,
Zionsville,
Indiana
46077
to
consider the following Petition:
Petition No. 2020-36-DSV, Todd
Rottmann requests Development
Standards Variances to provide for:
1) an accessory building which
deviates from the required side yard
setback; and 2) a fence which
exceeds the permitted height in the
Urban Village Residential Zoning
District (R-V).
The property involved is more
commonly known as: 320 West
Hawthorne
Street,
Zionsville,
Indiana 46077, and is legally
described as:
TRACT #1
A part of Lot No. 5 in Cross' First
Addition to the Town of Zionsville,
Indiana, as per Plat Book 2, page
61 in the Office of the Recorder of
Boone County, Indiana, more
particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the north
line of Hawthorne Street 22.88 feet
west of the southeast corner of Lot
5 in Cross' First Addition to the
Town of Zionsville, the plat of which
is recorded in the Office of the
Recorder of Boone County, Indiana,
in Plat Book 2, page 61; run thence
northwardly parallel to the west line
of aforesaid Lot 5 a distance of
129.36 feet; thence eastwardly
parallel to the north line of
Hawthorne Street 17.88 feet to a
point which is 5.00 feet distant west
from the aforesaid east line of Lot 5
a distance of 129.36 feet to a point
in the north line of Hawthorne
Street; thence westwardly 17.88
feet to the place of beginning,
containing 0.053 acres, more or
less.
TRACT #2
Part of the South Half of the
Northwest Quarter, Section 2-17-2,
Boone County, Indiana.
Beginning at a point on the north
line of Hawthorne Street 2.88 feet
west of the southwest corner of Lot
5 in Cross' First Addition to the
Town of Zionsville, Indiana; thence
northwardly parallel to the west line
continued next column

of said Lot 5 and 2.88 feet
therefrom 129.36 feet; thence East
parallel to the north line of
Hawthorne Street 50 feet; thence
South parallel to the West line of Lot
5 129.36 feet to a point in the north
line of Hawthorne Street; thence
west along and with said north line
50 feet to the point of beginning.
A copy of the Petition for
Development Standards Variance,
and all plans pertaining thereto are
on file and may be examined prior
to the Public Hearing at Town Hall,
1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville,
or
at
Indiana
46077,
http://www.zionsvillein.gov/231/Planning-EconomicDevelopment. Written comments in
support of or in opposition to the
Petition that are filed with the
Secretary of the Town of Zionsville
Board of Zoning Appeals prior to the
Public Hearing will be considered.
The Public Hearing is open to the
public.
Oral comments to the
Petition for Development Standards
Variance will be heard at the Public
Hearing. The Public Hearing may
be continued from time to time as
may be found necessary.
If supported by Executive Order
and/or the Laws of the State of
Indiana, members of the public will
be afforded the opportunity to
attend the Board of Zoning Appeals
Public Meetings via a form(s) of
electronic
communication
IF
indicated in the agenda (as
amended from time to time)
associated with the Board of Zoning
Appeals Meeting.
Additionally,
upon request, the Town of Zionsville
will provide auxiliary aids and
services
in
association
with
meetings and hearings occurring inperson. Please provide advance
notification to Wayne Delong, at
wdelong@zionsville-in.gov or 317873-5108, to ensure the proper
accommodations are made prior to
the hearing.
Chairman: John Wolff
Secretary: Wayne Delong
TLR-720 11/14 hspaxlp 1677730
UPDATED NOTICE OF ANNUAL
MEETING
Notice if hereby given that the
annual meeting for Zionsville Youth
Soccer Association will be held on
November 16th, 2020 at 6:00 p.m.
via Zoom. If you would like to
participate in the meeting, please
contact
Nicole
Wright
at
nicole@zysa.org for the Zoom
participation information.
TLR-719 11/14 hspaxlp 1677724
ZIONSVILLE TOWING &
RECOVERY, LLC
AUCTION DECEMBER 3RD & 4TH
AT 9:00 A.M.
4901 WEST 106TH STREET
ZIONSVILLE IN 46077
2009 CHEVY IMPALA
2G1WB57K891115688 $868.00
2005 CHRYSLER TOWN &
COUNTRY
2C4GP54L25R526073 $529.00
2007 CHEVY EQUINOX
2CNDL73F876030779 $592.00
2008 MERCEDES S550
WDDNG86X48A170703 $1453.00
1999 JEEP CHEROKEE
1J4GW58S1XC784062 $2264.00
TLR-716 11/14 hspaxlp 1677482

When governments want to
change zoning rules, the law often requires them to inform you by
placing notice advertisements –
also called legals – in your newspaper.
Indiana newspapers and the
Hoosier State Press Association
provide an online clearinghouse of
thousands of public notices. If you
missed it in print or want to find a
notice statewide, look online here
IndianaPublicNotices.com.
For full public notice listings go to
IndianaPublicNotices.com.
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Sealed proposals for 2021 Street
Resurfacing Program will be
received by the City of Lebanon,
Indiana (the "Owner"), by and
through the Board of Public Works
and Safety, at the Office of the
Clerk-Treasurer, 40 I S. Meridian
Street, Lebanon, Indiana, 46052
until 3:00 pm, local time, on
November 23, 2020. Bids will be
publicly opened and read aloud at
the Board of Public Works and
Safety meeting, in the Council
Chambers at 401 S. Meridian Street,
Lebanon, Indiana, 46052 at 5:30
pm, local time, on November 23,
2020. Any bids received later than
the above time and date will be
returned unopened. No conditional
bids will be considered.
DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
Various
Locations:
Street
milling to a depth of 2 inches and
resurfacing with 9.5 mm HMA
Surface to original elevations in
addition to removal of existing
adjacent concrete ramps and
replacement with ADA, INDOT,
PROW AG and MUTCD compliant
walks and ramps at designated
intersections adjacent to the
above references milling and resurfacing limits.
BID DOCUMENTS: Specification
and Contract Documents are
available for examination on or after
November 4, 2020 in the following
office:
Office of the City Engineer, 401 S.
Meridian Street, Lebanon. Indiana,
46052
Bidders
may
obtain
Bid
Documents through an online plan
room at the following location:
https://www.reprogra_phix.com/. All
addenda will be distributed through
the aforementioned online service.
Bidders
must
obtain
bidding
documents from this service to
ensure compliance with bidding
requirements.
Bids shall be properly and
completely executed on Biel Forms
contained
in
the
Contract
Documents. Each Bid shall be
accompanied by a completely filled
out Form No. 96 and acceptable bid
security. Any Bid not accompanied
by the aforementioned required
items shall be deemed to be a nonresponsive Bid by the Owner.
No bidder may withdraw their
proposal within a period of sixty (60)
days following the date set for
receiving bids. The Owner reserves
the right to retain the three lowest
bid proposals for a period of not
more than ninety (90) days, and said
proposal shall remain in full force
and effect during said time. The

Indiana newspapers are the
trusted source that your government uses to inform you about
decisions that affect your life.
Public notice advertisements –
also called legals – provide information about taxes, zoning, new
business and other areas your
government is involved in.
The good news is that this information is easily accessible to you
in print and online.
If you missed it in print or want to
find a notice statewide, look online
at IndianaPublicNotices.com.
Owner further reserves the right to
waive informalities and to award the
contract to the lowest and most
responsible bidder or bidders. all to
the advantage of the Owner, or to
reject all bids. No consideration for
escalation on prices can be
considered; therefore, bidders are
advised to not include any such
escalation clauses in their proposal
for this project.
BID SECURITY: Each bid shall be
accompanied by an acceptable
certified check made payable to the
Owner or an acceptable bid bond in
the amount equal to 5 percent of the
total bid price executed by an
incorporated surety company in
good standing and qualified to do
business in the State of Indiana and
whose name appears of the current
Treasury Department Circular 570.
BONDS: The Contractors to
whom work is awarded shall be
required to furnish a Performance
Bond and a Payment Bond, each in
the amount of one hundred percent
(100%) of the contract price, and
they shall be acceptable to the
Owner.
QUALIFICATION OF BIDDERS:
Bidder and Bidder's Sub-Contractors
performing work type, must be on
the most current Indiana Department
of
Transportation
Pre-Qualified
Contractors list at the date of the Bid
Opening for the types of work
involved with this project. including,
but not limited to Bituminous
Paving, Traffic Control, ADA
Compliant Sidewalks and Ramps,
Storm
Sewer
Casting
Adjustments,
Sanitary
and
Miscellaneous Concrete."
All contractors, suppliers and
subcontractors shall demonstrate 5
years of progressive experience in
work similar in nature to this project.
Any general or subcontractor that
has outstanding fees or inspections
or has outstanding work-related,
performance, or quality issues with
the Owner may be deemed as nonresponsive or non-responsible.
PRE-BID MEETING: There will be
an optional Pre-Bid Meeting at
9:00 am local time, on November
9, 2020 in the Council Chambers
of City Hall at 401 South Meridian
Street, Lebanon, IN 46052. Please
direct all questions regarding this
project to Kevin Krulik, City of
Lebanon, Indiana, Department of
Engineering, 401 S. Meridian
Street, Lebanon, IN 46052, (765)
482-8845, kkrulik@lebanon.in.gov.
All Bid Related questions must be
submitted in writing by November
16, 2020.
TLR-695 11/3, 14 hspaxlp

Petition Number:

2020-37-DSV

Project Address:

Approximately 10901 E. CR 300 South (146th Street) and U.S. Highway 421

Project Name:

Appaloosa Crossing - Outlot “J”

Petitioner:

Harris FLP

Representative:

Matthew Price, Attorney for Petitioner
Dentons Bingham Greenebaum LLP

Request:

Petition for a Development Standards Variance for the removal of the required
6-foot perimeter planting strip on a site located in the Rural Local Business (LB)
District (pending) and the Michigan Road Overlay (MRO).

Current Land Use:

Outlot “J” of Appaloosa Crossing

Approximate Acreage: 1.17± Acres (identified as Outlot “J” on pending Plat) within the to-be-platted
Appaloosa Crossing integrated center. The requested Variance is only
applicable to Outlot “J”, not the entire integrated center.
Zoning History:

07-EA-16-839 (2008 Rezoning): While under the jurisdiction of Boone County,
the property was rezoned from the R-1 Residential Zoning Classification
to the GB General Business (44.25± Acres) and PB Professional Business
(13.28± Acres) Zoning Classifications with Commitments (Approved).
2016-45-CA: Commitment Amendment to permit an automobile fuel
station/service station with a convenience store (Approved).
2019-44-CA: Commitment Amendment to permit a liquor store, single-family
dwellings, major residential subdivision, more than two (2) fast food
restaurants, fast food restaurants to be adjacent to each other, a
reduction in the side building setbacks to 30 feet (applicable only to the
south property line of the southernmost outlot), a reduced number of
water features along U.S. 421 to one (1), modifications to the main
access drive off U.S. 421, increased number of outlots along U.S. 421
and 146th Street to eight (8), and five (5) respectively, placement of a
monument sign on either the north or south side of the primary U.S.
421 Entrance, a right-in only access from CR 300 South (146th Street)
west of the main entrance off CR 300 South (Approved).
2019-45-Z: Zoning Change to rezone approximately 1.5 acres from the Rural
(PB) Professional Business Zoning District to the Rural (GB) General
Business Zoning District to allow for additional retail/commercial
opportunities (Approved).
2020-43-DP: Development Plan Approval of a 10,800± sq. ft. multi-tenant
building on Outlot “J” (Approved subject to BZA Approval of this
Petition)
2020-47-Z: Corrective Rezoning of Outlots “I” & “J” which rezones Outlot “J” to
the LB District (Pending approval from the Town Council).
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Exhibits:

Exhibit 1 – Staff Report
Exhibit 2 – Aerial Location Map
Exhibit 3 – Proposed Site Plan
Exhibit 4 – Proposed Landscape Plan
Exhibit 5 – Petitioner’s Proposed Findings of Fact

Staff Presenter:

Wayne DeLong, AICP, CPM

PETITION HISTORY
This Petition will receive its initial public hearing at the December 2, 2020, Board of Zoning Appeals
meeting. A Development Plan Petition for this specific project was approved by the Plan Commission at
its November 16, 2020, meeting pending the approval of this Variance Petition. A related corrective
rezoning petition affecting this outlot, Outlot “J”, and its neighboring outlot to the north, Outlot “I”,
received a favorable recommendation from the Plan Commission at the November 16, 2020 meeting
and is pending approval by the Town Council. This corrective rezoning would rezone the entirety of
Outlot “J” to the Rural Local Business (LB) District which would permit the proposed office uses.

PROPERTY LOCATION, ZONING CLASSIFICATION & PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The subject site is located approximately 1,900 feet south of CR 300 South (aka 146th Street) on the east
side of U.S. Highway 421. The subject site is 1.170± acres and is a portion of the developing Appaloosa
Crossing integrated center. The subject site is bordered on the north by Outlot “I” which is to be
developed with a single tenant retail building (21st Amendment); on the east by an internal road of
Appaloosa Crossing, Appaloosa Drive; on the south by Outlot “K” of Appaloosa Crossing; and on the west
by U.S. Highway 421. The site is zoned Rural Local Business (LB) Zoning District (pending approval from
the Town Council) and is within the Rural Michigan Road Overlay (MRO).
The Petitioner proposes to construct a multi-tenant, retail building of 10,800± square feet with related
parking areas. This is anticipated be the first building constructed within the Appaloosa Crossing
integrated center. Another multi-tenant building, to be located further north within Appaloosa
Crossing, previously received Development Plan Approval (2020-03-DP) in April 2020 and is anticipated
to begin construction in 2021. The proposed building of this petition includes three (3) tenant bays.
Vehicular access to the subject site will be via an un-named, private access drive extending from
Appaloosa Drive. Appaloosa Drive is an internal, private street running parallel with U.S. 421 and
located behind the proposed building; no curb cut directly onto the subject site from U.S. Highway 421 is
proposed. The un-named, private access drive will provide access to Outlots “J” and “K”. Pedestrian
maneuverability on site will include sidewalks along the front façade of the proposed building and a
connecting walk to the 12-foot-wide recreation path along U.S. Highway 421 (Exhibit 4).

ANALYSIS - VARIANCE REQUESTS
The subject site is within the Rural Michigan Road Overlay (§194.079(C) and is, therefore, required to
meet the development standards of the Overlay. The Petitioner requests the following Variance of
Development Standards from the Overlay related to landscaping:
1. Variance of Parking Lot Perimeter Plantings (§194.079(C)(15)(c)5.b.): This development standard
requires “Where parking areas are located in the front yard, with frontage directly on U.S.
Highway 421, a six-foot wide perimeter planting area shall be provided along the front and sides
of those areas.” The Petitioner requests that the six-foot wide perimeter planting area not be
required.
In addition to the six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area, another landscaping
requirement of the Rural Michigan Road Overlay applicable to this subject site is “there shall be a
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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30-foot wide landscaping buffer within the front yard of all lots with frontage on U.S. Highway
421.” The Zoning Ordinance states the six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area be “in
addition to the landscape buffer.” The result of these two abutting landscaping requirements is a
36-foot wide landscaping area be established between the parking area and the subject site’s
property line.
If the Petitioner’s Variance Request is granted, the result would be a 30-foot wide landscaping
buffer within the front yard of the subject site. This same Variance of Development Standards was
requested on the “Shops” lot located further north on the U.S. Highway 421 frontage of Appaloosa
Crossing in Docket No. 2020-03-DSV at the March 4, 2020 BZA Hearing. This same Variance of
Development Standards is being requested in Docket No. 2020-38-DSV affecting the adjacent lot
to the north, Outlot “I”.
With this in mind, Staff is supportive of the requested Development Standards Variance for the removal
of the requirement of a six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area with the landscaping required
of this area to be allocated to eastern portion of the subject site along the interior access drive as noted
on the Landscape Plan filed in Docket #2020-37-DSV (Exhibit 4).
PROCEDURAL – CONSIDERATION OF A DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS VARIANCE PETITION SEEKING APPROVAL
The Board of Zoning Appeals shall hear, and approve or deny, all variances from development standards
of the Zionsville Zoning Ordinance. A variance from development standards may be approved only upon
written determination that:
(a) The approval will not be injurious to the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of the
community:
(b) The use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance will not be
affected in a substantially adverse manner:
(c) The strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance will result in an unnecessary hardship
in the use of the property:
Proposed Findings of Fact from the Petitioner for each requested Variance are attached for the Board of
Zoning Appeal’s consideration (Exhibit 5).

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Staff recommends approval of the requested Development Standards Variance for the removal of the
requirement of a six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area with the landscaping to be allocated
to the eastern portion of the subject site along the interior access drive as depicted on the Landscape
Plan filed in Docket #2020-37-DSV (Exhibit 4).

RECOMMENDATION MOTIONS
I move that Docket #2020-37-DSV, being a Development Standards Variance for the removal of the
requirement of a six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area with the landscaping to be allocated
to the eastern portion of the subject site along the interior access drive as depicted on the Landscape
Plan filed in Docket #2020-37-DSV (Exhibit 4), be (Approved as filed, based upon the findings of fact and
subject to the proposed Commitments / Denied / Continued) as presented.
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Petition No.: _2020-37-DSV___

TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
BOONE COUNTY, INDIANA
PETITION FOR VARIANCE OF DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The grant (will / will not) be injurious to the public health, safety, morals and general welfare of the
community because:
The reduction in parking lot perimeter landscaping will not impact the public health and safety, and
will promote a site development scenario with significant landscaping otherwise provided, which will
benefit the general welfare of the community and the aesthetic character of the subject site.
2. The use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance (will / will not) be
affected in a substantially adverse manner because:
The reduction in parking lot perimeter landscaping will be unnoticeable and immaterial to the
properties adjacent to this commercial development. The subject outlot is oriented toward the U.S.
421 (Michigan Road) frontage, which is a heavily-traveled transportation corridor. Additionally, the
deviation will not be visually noticeable due to the significant landscaping otherwise required within
the Michigan Road corridor overlay, further benefiting the use and value of the area adjacent.
3. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance (will / will not) result in unnecessary hardships
in the use of the property because:
Within the context of this development proposal, located within the Michigan Road corridor overlay,
parking lot perimeter landscaping necessitates a deviation. The Michigan Road corridor overlay
requires significant landscaping above and beyond the typical commercial development scenario.
Therefore, the strict application of the terms of the ordinance, within the context of this specific
development scenario, represents an unnecessary hardship in the use of the property.
DECISION
IT IS THEREFORE the decision of this body that this VARIANCE petition is APPROVED/DENIED.
Adopted this__________ day of _____________, 2020.
_______________________________

_________________________________

_______________________________

_________________________________

_______________________________

Exhibit 5

BZA
Board of Zoning Appeals (BZA)
INITIAL Petition Filing

Docket # :

2020-37-DSV
_______________

(Outlot J)_

Petitioner:

Harris FLP, by Matt Price_
_______________

Public Hearing Date:

12/02/2020
_______________

_

Staff Reports and Petition Packets will be posted with the public meeting
agenda five (5) days prior to the scheduled public hearing date at the
following location http://www.zionsville-in.gov/AgendaCenter

2020-37-DSV
10901 E 300 S (a/k/a 146th Street), and 3201 S. US 421 (a/k/a Michigan Road)

Undeveloped
Office
PB

1.17

Harris FLP, by Matthew M. Price

P.O. Box 37, Zionsville, IN 46077

Matthew M. Price, Dentons Bingham Greenebaum LLP
10 W. Market St., Suite 2700, Indpls., IN 46204
317-686-5225

matt.price@dentons.com

Greg Snelling, PE (Snelling Engineering LLC)
13295 Illinois St., Suite 142, Carmel, IN 46032
317-663-3206

gsnelling@snellingeng.com

X
Request a variance of development standards to provide for:
1. A commercial building on Outlot J without the required 6-foot parking lot perimeter planting strip, in addition to the 30-foot landscape buffer along US 421
which will be provided. Zionsville Code Section: 194.079,C(15)c(5)b(ii).

October 28, 2020

Indiana
Marion
28th

October, 2020

Donald R. Mosson
9E:\Land Desktop 2019 Projects\19-090\Descriptions & Reports\19-090 Outlot J.docx

October 1, 2020

LAND DESCRIPTION – OUTLOT J
October 2, 2020

A part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 23, Township 18 North, Range 2 East of the Second
Principal Meridian, Eagle Township, Boone County, Indiana, more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at the Northeast Corner of the Northeast Quarter of said Section 23, Township 18
North, Range 2 East; thence South 88 degrees 21 minutes 17 seconds West (Basis of Bearings:
Indiana State Plane, West Zone, NAD 83) 1298.66 feet along the North Line of said Northeast
Quarter to the centerline of U. S. Highway 421 (also known as Michigan Road) per Indiana State
Highway Commission (INDOT) plans for F.A. Project No. 221 SEC. A, dated October 6, 1920;
thence South 20 degrees 59 minutes 37 seconds East 1301.82 feet along said centerline; thence
South 20 degrees 54 minutes 20 seconds East 579.20 feet along said centerline; thence North 69
degrees 02 minutes 39 seconds East 50.00 feet to the eastern right-of-way of said highway and
the POINT OF BEGINNING of this description; thence continue North 69 degrees 02 minutes
39 seconds East 300.00 feet; thence South 20 degrees 54 minutes 20 seconds East 170.00 feet
parallel with said centerline; thence South 69 degrees 02 minutes 39 seconds West 300.00 feet to
said eastern right-of-way line; thence North 20 degrees 54 minutes 20 seconds West 170.00 feet
parallel with said centerline along said right-of-way line to the POINT OF BEGINNING,
containing 51,000.0 square feet (1.171 acres), more or less.
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Petition No.: _2020-37-DSV___

TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
BOONE COUNTY, INDIANA
PETITION FOR VARIANCE OF DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The grant (will / will not) be injurious to the public health, safety, morals and general welfare of the
community because:
The reduction in parking lot perimeter landscaping will not impact the public health and safety, and
will promote a site development scenario with significant landscaping otherwise provided, which will
benefit the general welfare of the community and the aesthetic character of the subject site.
2. The use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance (will / will not) be
affected in a substantially adverse manner because:
The reduction in parking lot perimeter landscaping will be unnoticeable and immaterial to the
properties adjacent to this commercial development. The subject outlot is oriented toward the U.S.
421 (Michigan Road) frontage, which is a heavily-traveled transportation corridor. Additionally, the
deviation will not be visually noticeable due to the significant landscaping otherwise required within
the Michigan Road corridor overlay, further benefiting the use and value of the area adjacent.
3. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance (will / will not) result in unnecessary hardships
in the use of the property because:
Within the context of this development proposal, located within the Michigan Road corridor overlay,
parking lot perimeter landscaping necessitates a deviation. The Michigan Road corridor overlay
requires significant landscaping above and beyond the typical commercial development scenario.
Therefore, the strict application of the terms of the ordinance, within the context of this specific
development scenario, represents an unnecessary hardship in the use of the property.
DECISION
IT IS THEREFORE the decision of this body that this VARIANCE petition is APPROVED/DENIED.
Adopted this__________ day of _____________, 2020.
_______________________________

_________________________________

_______________________________

_________________________________

_______________________________
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Indiana
Marion
18th

November
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Central Indiana Health Assoc.
2605 N. Lebanon Street
Lebanon, IN 46052

James & Paula Rabb
10960 E 300 S
Zionsville, IN 46077

Brookhaven Homeowners Assoc. Inc.
c/o Main Street Management
P.O. Box 745
Lafayette, IN 47902

Gregory & Sharon Rexing
11102 Fontaine Way
Zionsville, IN 46077

Samuel & Holly Horton
11108 Fontaine Way
Zionsville, IN 46077

Boone County Commissioners
c/o Boone County Highway Dept.
1925 Indianapolis Avenue
Lebanon, IN 46052

Willow Glen Properties Owners Assoc. Inc
c/o Community Assoc. Ser. of Indiana
11711 N. College Avenue, Suite 100
Carmel, IN 46032

Albert & Lisa Antonacci
3220 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Julie Fisbeck
3228 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

John & Deborah Grecco
3230 Autumn Ash Court
Zionzville, IN 46077

Christopher & Kathryn Fredrick
3234 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Gregory Lutterman
3238 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Dante & Rachel Villavicencio
3240 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Jason & Jeanne Brown
3242 Autumn Ask Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Brandon & Ellen Coates
3244 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Jonathan & Tiffany Powell
3248 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Kimberly Morgan
3250 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Carolyn Nguyen
Halena Lu
3252 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Geoffry & Cierra Downs
3254 Autumn Ash Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Nathaniel & Kristin Norris
3256 Autumn Ash Court
Zionsville, IN 46077

Anthony Teal
Limei Huang
3258 Autumn Ash Court
Zionsville, IN 46077

Liu Xiong
Tai Wang
3260 Autumn Ash Court
Zionsville, IN 46077

Anita Munoz-Boyle
3262 Autumn Ash Court
Zionsville, IN 46077

Andrew & Kristin Hillhouse
3266 Autumn Ash Court
Zionsville, IN 46077

Bennett & Brooke Williams
3425 Bridlewood Court
Zionsville, IN 46077

Scott and Angela Highland
3420 Bridlewood Court
Zionsville, IN 46077

Keith & Mary Beck
3145 S. US 421
Zionsville, IN 46077

William and Brenda Culpepper
3290 S US 421
Zionsville, IN 46077

Jerod & Mary Leman
10655 E 300 S
Zionsville, IN 46077

Aaron and Nicole Busse
13200 Ditch Road
Carmel, IN 46032

20507228.12

Ronald and Mary Wertz
10702 E 300 S
Zionsville, IN 46077

20507228.12
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BOONE BEAT
The following people with
name, age, address, charge
and arresting agency were
booked into the Boone County
Jail. Charges are preliminary.
The Boone County prosecutor
may change them.

NOV. 18
11:08 a.m. – Mario Bryant, 36, Noblesville, failure to
appear, Boone County Sheriff’s
Office
4:23 a.m. – Donald Brumberlow, 37, Lafayette, dealing
methamphetamine, possession
of methamphetamine, possession of marijuana, possession
of a Schedule I-V controlled
substance, possession of paraphernalia, OWI, resisting law
enforcement, Lebanon Police

Department
12:15 a.m. – Anthony J.
Thomas, 41, Lebanon, operating a motor vehicle as an
habitual traffic violator, BCSO

NOV. 17
9:08 p.m. – James T. Ramey,
40, Zionsville, child molesting,
neglect of a dependent, Zionsville Police Department
8:35 p.m. – Marylouis A.
Jones, 45, Indianapolis, OWI,
operating a vehicle with an
ACE of .15 or more, operating a
motor vehicle while intoxicated
endangering a person, Whitestown Police Department
4:56 p.m. – Anthony R.
McClaine, 42, Lebanon, dealing in methamphetamine,
possession of methamphetamine, dealing in marijuana,
obstruction of justice, unlawful
possession of a syringe, two
counts of possession of marijuana or hash, possession of a
controlled substance, leaving
the scene of an accident, two
counts of failure to appear,
violation of a condition of bail,
possession of paraphernalia,
BCSO
4:44 p.m. – Christopher S.
Bartolomei, 39, Lebanon, failure to appear, BCSO

public
notices
BOONE COUNTY

Make sure you’re in the know when it
comes to your community, city,
county, schools and more.

Take Notice. It's your right to
know...and it's the law.
Indiana newspapers are the
trusted source that your government uses to inform you about
decisions that affect your life.
Public notice advertisements –
also called legals – provide information about taxes, zoning, new
business and other areas your
government is involved in.
The good news is that this information is easily accessible to you
in print and online.
If you missed it in print or want to
find a notice statewide, look online
at IndianaPublicNotices.com.
Property Taxes rising? It's your
right to know...and it's the law.
Indiana newspapers are the
trusted source that your government uses to inform you about
decisions that affect your life.
Public notice advertisements –
also called legals – provide information about taxes, zoning, new
business and other areas your
government is involved in.
The good news is that this information is easily accessible to you
in print and online.
If you missed it in print or want to
find a notice statewide, look online
at IndianaPublicNotices.com.
Good news....public notice information is easily accessible to you
in print and online.
If you missed it in print or want to
find a notice statewide, look online
at IndianaPublicNotices.com.
Brown
STATE OF INDIANA
IN THE BOONE
CIRCUIT COURT
SS: COUNTY OF BOONE
IN THE MATTER OF AN
APPLICATION FOR AN ORDER
TO BMV TO ISSUE A
REPLACEMENT
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
JEREMIAH D. BROWN
PETITIONER
CAUSE NO.
06C01-2010-MI-001187
PETITION TO ISSUE A
REPLACEMENT CERTIFICATE
OF TITLE
1. The above-named Petitioner,
Jeremiah D. Brown has filed a
verified petition for an order to the
Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles to
issue a Replacement Certificate of
Title.
2. The allegations and statements
of fact set forth in the petition are
true and accurate.
3. The Petitioner is the legal
owner of an automobile described
and identified as follows:
Year: 1993
Make: Grand Cherokee
Model: Jeep
VIN: 1J4GZ58S9PC555801
4. The Petitioner acquired. legal
title to the automobile on or about
09/26/2020.
5. The original Certificate of Title
issued to the Petitioner has been
destroyed
and
no
duplicate
Certificate of Title exists.
6. I know of no reason why a
Replacement Certificate of Title
should not be issued to me as the
owner of said vehicle.
I AFFIRM THE FOREGOING
UNDER
PENALTIES
OF
PERJURY.
Date: 10/02/2020
/s/ Jeremiah D Brown
Address: 608 W. Pierce St.
Whitestown, IN 46075
Date of Birth: xx/xx/xx82
Telephone #: xxx-xxx-2818
Driver's License #: xxxx-xx-xxxx
This Petition is assigned for
hearing on
December 7, 2020 8:15 AM
TLR-713 11/12, 19, 26 hspaxlp
AVISO DE REGISTRO DEL
INFORME 2019 Consolidated
Annual Performance and
Evaluation Report (CAPER)
Para ver una versión en español
de este anuncio de Aviso de
Registro del Informe CAPER visite
el sitio web www.in.gov/ocra,
www.in.gov.ihcda.
Para
traducciones al español de los
documentos mencionados en este
anuncio, escribir al Indiana Office of
Community and Rural Affairs, c/o
CAPER, One North Capitol, Suite
600, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 o
E-mail
eogle1@ocra.in.gov
or
sspergel@ihcda.in.gov.
NOTICE OF FILING OF
2019 Consolidated Annual
Performance and Evaluation
Report (CAPER)
Notice is hereby given that the
Indiana Office of Community &
Rural Affairs (OCRA), and the
Indiana Housing and Community
Development Authority (IHCDA) will
file their 2019 CAPER with the U.S.
Department of Housing & Urban
Development (HUD) on December
21, 2020.
These programs are funded
through the U.S. Department of
Housing & Urban Development
(HUD) under Title I of the Housing &
Community Development Act of
1974 as amended. Annually, the
state receives approximately $50
million for housing and community
continued next column

development funds. This document
governs the reporting of spending
on activities.
The CAPER provides information
on the expenditures on activities
with regard to the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG)
Program, the Home Investment
Partnership (HOME) Program, the
Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG)
Program, the Housing Opportunities
for Persons with Aids (HOPWA)
Program, and the National Housing
Trust Fund (NHTF). CARES Act
funds will be reported as expended.
The Office of Community & Rural
Affairs will have the CAPER
available for public inspection prior
to its submission. Members of the
public are invited to review the
CAPER prior to its submission
during the hours of 8:30 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., Monday, December 7
through Friday, December 20, 2020
on OCRA's and IHCDA's websites
at
http://www.in.gov/ocra
and
http://www.in.gov/ihcda/.
Information regarding the CAPER
can be obtained by writing to: Office
of Community and Rural Affairs, c/o
CAPER, One North Capitol, Suite
600, Indianapolis, Indiana 462042027. Additional information may
also be obtained via e-mail at
or
eogle1@ocra.in.gov
sspergel@ihcda.in.gov.
Persons with disabilities will be
provided with assistance respective
to the contents of the CAPER in a
format that accommodates their
needs.
For
reasonable
accommodations, please contact
the Indiana Office of Community
and Rural Affairs at its toll free
number
800.824.2476,
or
317.233.3762,
during
normal
business hours or via electronic
mail at eogle1@ocra.in.gov or
sspergel@ihcda.in.gov.
TLR-710 11/19 hspaxlp 1677000
Indianapolis Car Exchange
5161 S Indianapolis Road
Whitestown, In. 46075
Sale Date: Friday December 4th
@ 9 Am
2011 Volkswagen Jetta3VWLL7AJ9BM082182 $1995
2012 Kia ForteKNAFU4A22C5501529 $1990
2010 Dodge Gr Caravan2D4RN4DE7AR238850 $1985
2004 Ford F2501FTNW20L34EA69106 $1250
TLR-731 11/19 hspaxlp 1678973
NOTICE OF DETERMINATION TO
ISSUE BONDS OF
THE CITY OF LEBANON,
INDIANA
Taxpayers and owners of real
property in the City of Lebanon,
Indiana ("City") are hereby notified
that the Common Council of the City
did, on November 9, 2020, adopt an
ordinance authorizing the issuance
of general obligation bonds of the
City in an amount not to exceed
Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($750,000) ("Bonds") for the
purpose of providing funds to
finance all or a portion of the costs
of the construction, acquisition,
installation and equipping of park
improvements including but not
limited to lighting improvements and
related expenses in connection
therewith (collectively, "Project"),
and to pay the incidental expenses
necessary to be incurred in
connection with the financing of the
Project, including funding costs of
issuance of the Bonds. The Bonds
are to bear interest at a rate not to
exceed 4.0% per annum (the exact
rates to be determined by bidding)
and are to mature semiannually on
January 1 and July 1 of each year
with a final maturity no later than
January 1, 2024, and are to be
payable from property taxes levied
and collected on all taxable property
in the City.
Dated this 12th day of November,
2020
CITY OF LEBANON, INDIANA
/s/ Tonya Thayer,
Clerk-Treasurer,
City of Lebanon, Indiana
TLR-712 11/12, 19 hspaxlp
Notice
Notice is hereby given that I have,
as the owner (or with the owner's
consent) of the property commonly
described as the address of 3 S.
Main Street, Whitestown, IN, and
legally described by the attached
legal description, have filed a
petition before the Whitestown
Board of Zoning Appeals, which
petition requests a Use Variance for
the said property in order to:
provide Performance PowerSports
of Indiana with an indoor show
room; along with a small but limited
outside product display area on the
Northside of the building. We are
proud to be an Authorized E-Z-GO
Golf Cart Dealer; as well as
representing these additional brand
name
products;
eNVy
Neighborhood Vehicles, Spartan
Lawnmowers & lntimidator UTV's.
We look forward to joining the
Whitestown Community!
This petition, File# BZA20-003UV, will come for hearing at 6:30pm
in
the
Whitestown
Municipal
Complex, Veterans Dr, Whitestown,
IN 46075, on December 3, 2020.
In accordance with the Americans
With Disabilities Act, if anyone
continued next column

Area public service agencies responded to the following
calls:

NOV. 17
7:19 p.m. – Fifteen passenger, white van vs. deer, dead
deer in roadway, U.S. 421 and
Ind. 47, Sheridan, BCSO
6:05 p.m. – Caller said a male
has been stalking her since
September, spoke with subject
and told her to pursue a protective order against the child’s
grandfather, 10900 Octave
Drive, Zionsville, ZPD
8:45 a.m. – Horses running
across the road, U.S. 421 and
County Road 200 N., Whitestown, BCSO
2:50 p.m. – In the lobby, male
caller thinks he has a warrant
out of Michigan, said he downloaded a dating app called
Plenty of Fish and connected
with a female who stated
she was 22 years old, after
exchanging phone numbers,
the two texted for a few days
and exchanged nude photos
with each other, caller advised
he then received a phone call
from someone claiming they
were with the Oakland County
Sheriff’s Office and stating
there would be a warrant out

wishes to attend the public hearing
on the above referenced matter and
is
in
need
of
reasonable
accommodation in order to hear,
present evidence, or participate in
the proceedings at the public
hearing on this matter, please
contact the Town Planner so
accommodation can be made. The
petition and file on this matter is
available
for
examination
by
contacting the Town Planner at
(317) 732-4535 or email at
planning@whitestown.in.gov.
Comments regarding this petition
may be submitted at any time.
Information to be considered in the
Staff Report and distributed to the
BZA members in advance of the
meeting must be received seven (7)
days prior to the hearing and must
be
sent
to
planning@whitestown.in.gov
or
Whitestown
BZA,
Whitestown
Municipal Complex, 6210 Veterans
Dr, Whitestown, IN 46075.
Petitioner:
Performance Powersports
of Indiana/ Rob Frank
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
EXHIBIT "A"
File # 12320146
HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION
Lot No. 26 in Neese's First
Addition to the Town of Whitestown,
Boone County, Indiana.
MODERNIZED LAND
DESCRIPTION (0.1667 ACRE)
Lot No. 26 in Neese's First
Addition to the Town of Whitestown,
Boone County, Indiana and begin
more particularly described as
follows: Beginning at the Northeast
corner of the Lot No. 26 in Neese's
First Addition to the Town of
Whitestown, Boone County, Indiana
South 00 degrees 00 minutes 00
seconds East 60.52 feet; thence
North 90 degrees 00 minutes 00
seconds west 120.00 feet; thence
North 00 degrees 00 minutes 00
seconds West 60.52 feet; thence
South 90 degrees 00 minutes 00
seconds East 120.00 feet to the
Point of Beginning, containing
0.1667 acre, more or less.
TLR-724 11/19 hspaxlp 1678223
Indiana newspapers are the
trusted source that your government uses to inform you about
decisions that affect your life.

for his arrest, after checking, it
was determined there was no
active warrant, contacted the
sheriff’s office and they were
unable to confirm any open
investigations relating to the
caller, caller requested a report
to document interaction as well
as communication in case the
individual is truly underage,
caller emailed screen shots
of conversations that will be
attached to the report, 1000
Parkway Drive, Zionsville, ZPD
2:42 p.m. – In reference to
dying cat in her backyard,
advised there is not much deputies could do for the animal,
caller will contact the Humane
Society of Boone County on
the matter, 100 Ulen Boulevard,
Lebanon, BCSO
1:15 p.m. – Elderly female
called to say someone damaged her property last night,
criminal mischief report taken,
00 N. Main Street, Whitestown,
WPD
12:34 p.m. – Auto theft, 300
block of N. East Street, Lebanon, LPD
10:47 a.m. – House fire,
electric only, water on fire,
7900 block of Royal Avenue,
Zionsville, Whitestown Fire
Department

desiring to present their views
verbally
will
be
given
the
opportunity to be heard at the above
mentioned time and place.
Applicant: /s/ Will Johnson
LAND DESCRIPTION
Part of the Northwest quarter of
Section 21, Township 20 North,
Range 1 West, of the Second
Principal Meridian in Washington
Township, Boone County, Indiana,
more particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at the southwest
corner of said quarter section;
THENCE South 88 degrees 48
minutes 46 seconds East (bearings
recited herein are taken from the
Amended Mullen Minor Plat) along
the south line of said quarter section
1337.14 feet; THENCE North 01
degrees 14 minutes 19 seconds
East 626.18 feet to the BEGINNING
POINT of this description; THENCE
continue North 01 degrees 14
minutes 19 seconds East 685.05
feet; THENCE South 89 degrees 07
minutes 36 seconds East 762.36
feet; THENCE South 04 degrees 27
minutes 50 seconds East 426.84
feet; THENCE South 28 degrees 34
minutes 55 seconds East 689.87 to
the apparent centerline of Blubaugh
Road as now laid out and in use;
THENCE South 23 degrees 08
minutes 15 seconds West, along
said centerline, 314.62 feet to the
aforesaid south line of said quarter
section; THENCE North 88 degrees
48 minutes 46 seconds West along
said south line 680.46 feet;
THENCE North 01 Degrees 11
minutes 14 seconds East 424.50
feet; THENCE North 45 degrees 31
minutes 41 seconds East 282.00
feet; THENCE North 88 degrees 48
minutes 46 seconds West 546.55
feet to the point of Beginning.
Containing 22.84 acres, more or
less.
Subject to all highways, rights-ofway, easements, restrictions, and
legal drains, if, that may affect the
subject real estate.
TLR-726 11/19 hspaxlp 1678386
Indiana newspapers and the
Hoosier State Press Association
provide an online clearinghouse of
thousands of public notices. If you
missed it in print or want to find a
notice statewide, look online here
IndianaPublicNotices.com.

IndianaPublicNotices.com.

For full public notice listings go
to IndianaPublicNotices.com.

IndianaPublicNotices.com.

For full public notice listings go to
IndianaPublicNotices.com.
Royer
STATE OF INDIANA
IN THE BOONE
CIRCUIT COURT
SS: COUNTY OF BOONE
2020 TERM
M JEWELL, LLC
Plaintiff
And
NINA RUTH ROYER
DANIEL MILES ROYER
AND THE UNKNOWN
HUSBAND, WIFE, WIDOW,
WIDOWER, CHILD, CHILDREN,
DESCENDANTS, HEIRS,
SURVIVING SPOUSES,
CREDITORS AND
ADMINISTRATORS OF THE
ESTATE; DIVISEES, LEGATEES,
TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS OF
THE LAST WILL AND
TESTAMENTS; SUCCESSORS
IN INTEREST AND ASSIGNS
RESPECTFULLY, OF EACH OF
THE FORGOING PERSONS, ALL
OF WHOM ARE UNKNOWN TO
PLAINTIFF;
ALL OF THE WOMEN ONCE
KNOWN BY ANY OF THE
NAMES AND DESIGNATIONS
ABOVE STATED WHOSE
NAMES MAY HAVE BEEN

Notice of Public Hearing for
Surrounding Property Owners
This is to inform you that the
Boone
County
Area
Plan
Commission will hold a Public
Hearing on December 2nd, 2020 at
7:00 p.m. at the Boone County
Annex Building 116 W Washington
Street Lebanon, Indiana. Call (765)
482-3821 for the exact location
should a conflict occur.
The Application submitted by Will
Johnson representing Thomas &
Abigail Hayden requests a Plat
Amendment to 22.84 acres of
property located in Washington
Township at NW of Blubaugh & CR
850 North, and which is more
specifically
described
in
the
following legal description.
The
request is for the purpose of
allowing
a
Plat
Amendment.
Information
regarding
this
application can be viewed at the
Boone
County
Area
Plan
Commission
Office,
116
Washington
Street,
Lebanon
Indiana on or before such hearing.
Written suggestions or objections
relevant to the application may be
filed up to five days prior to the
hearing.
Interested
persons
continued next column

continued next column

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice is hereby given of a Public
Hearing to be held by the Town of
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
on Wednesday, December 2, 2020,
at 6:30 p.m. in the Zionsville Town
Hall, 1100 West Oak Street,
Zionsville, Indiana 46077 to consider
the following Petition:
Petition Number: 2020-38-DSV,
wherein petition, 21st Amendment,
Inc., c/o Ice Miller LLP, requests a
Development Standards Variance to
provide for or permit:
Petition
for
Development
Standards Variance to deviate from:
1) Required off-street parking
ratio; and
2) removal of the required 6-foot
perimeter planting strip on a site
located in the Rural General
Business (GB) District and the
Michigan Road Overlay (MRO).
The property involved is more
commonly known as: 3262 S US
421, Zionsville, IN 46077 and is
legally described as:
A part of the Northeast Quarter of
Section 23, Township 18 North,
Range 2 East of the Second
Principal Meridian, Eagle Township,
Boone County, Indiana, more
particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the Northeast
Corner of the Northeast Quarter of
said Section 23, Township 18 North,
Range 2 East; thence South 88
degrees 21 minutes 17 seconds
West (Basis of Bearings: Indiana
State Plane, West Zone, NAD 83)
1298.66 feet along the North Line of
said Northeast Quarter to the
centerline of U.S. Highway 421 (also
known as Michigan Road) per
Indiana State Highway Commission
(INDOT) plans for F.A. Project No.
221 SEC. A, dated October 6, 1920;
thence South 20 degrees 59
minutes 37 seconds East 1301.82
feet; thence South 20 degrees 54
minutes 20 seconds East 361.20
feet along said centerline; thence
North 69 degrees 02 minutes 39
seconds
East
50.00
feet
perpendicular to said centerline to
the eastern right-of-way of said
highway and the POINT OF
BEGINNING of this description;
thence continue North 69 degrees
02 minutes 39 seconds East 300.00

feet perpendicular to said centerline;
thence South 20 degrees 54
minutes 20 seconds East 218.00
feet parallel with said centerline;
thence South 69 degrees 02
minutes 39 seconds West 300.00
feet perpendicular to said centerline
to said eastern right-of-way line;
thence North 20 degrees 54 minutes
20 seconds West 218.00 feet
parallel with said centerline along
said right-of-way line to the POINT
OF
BEGINNING,
containing
65,400.0 square feet (1.501 acres),
more or less.
A copy of the Petition for
Development Standards Variance,
and all plans pertaining thereto are
on file and may be examined prior to
the Public Hearing at Town Hall,
1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville,
Indiana,
46077.
or
at:
http://www.zionsvillein.gov/231/Planning-EconomicDevelopment.
Written comments
in support of or in opposition of the
Petition that are filed with the
Secretary of the Town of Zionsville
Board of Zoning Appeals prior to the
Public Hearing will be considered.
The Public Hearing is open to the
public.
Oral comments to the Petition for
Development Standards Variance
will be heard at the Public Hearing.
The Public Hearing may be
continued from time to time as may
be found necessary.
If supported by Executive Order
and/or the Laws of the State of
Indiana, members of the public, will
be afforded the opportunity to attend
the Board of Zoning Appeals Public
Meetings via a form(s) of electronic
communication IF indicated in the
Agenda (as amended from time to
time) associated with the Board of
Zoning
Appeals
Meeting.
Additionally, upon request, the Town
of Zionsville will provide auxiliary
aids and services in association with
meetings and hearings occurring inperson. Please provide advance
notification to Wayne DeLong, at
wdelong@zionsville-in.gov or 317873-5108, to ensure the proper
accommodations are made prior to
the meeting.
Chairman: John Wolff
Secretary: Wayne DeLong
TLR-718 11/19 hspaxlp 1677578

I-65/I-70 North Split
construction to begin soon
Contractors for the Indiana
Department of Transportation will begin construction
in three to four weeks on a
nearly $320 million project
to redesign and reconstruct
the I-65/I-70 North Split
interchange in the northeast
corner of downtown Indianapolis.
The project will replace
aging pavement and bridges
near the end of their useful
life and reconfigure traffic
patterns to improve safety
by reducing crash risks.
The North Split project
will also greatly enhance the
look and feel of the highway
and how it integrates with
adjacent neighborhoods by
adding new trees and shrubs,
bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure, decorative lighting
and landscape architecture
aesthetics.
The North Split interc h a nge w a s or ig i n a l l y
constructed in the late 1960s.
Since that time, traf f ic
volumes have increased dra-

CHANGED AND WHO ARE
NOW KNOWN BY OTHER
NAMES; THE NAMES OF ALL
WHOM ARE UNKNOWN TO THE
PLAINTIFF, AS THE SPOUSES
OF EACH OF THE PERSONS
NAMES ABOVE, OR
DESCRIBED AND DESIGNATED
AS DEFENDANTS IN THIS
ACTION WHO ARE MARRIED;
THE NAMES OF ALL OF WHOM
ARE UNKNOWN TO PLAINTIFF;
ALL PERSONS AND
CORPORATIONS WHO ASSERT
OR MIGHT ASSERT ANY TITLE,
CLAIM OR INTEREST IN OR
LIEN UPON THE REAL ESTATE
AND INTEREST THEREIN
DESCRIBED IN THE
COMPLAINT IN THIS ACTION
BY, UNDER OR THROUGH ANY
OF THE DEFENDANTS IN THIS
COMPLAINT AND ABOVE
NAMED; ALL OF WHOM ARE
UNKNOWN TO THIS PLAINTIFF.
Defendant(s)
CAUSE NO:

matically on the downtown
Indianapolis interstate system, making the North Split
interchange the second most
heavily traveled in the state.
The dramatic growth in
traffic volume has rendered
the existing design obsolete
and prone to crashes – averaging about 300 per year
over the last five years.

RAMP CLOSURES
Construction will begin
with the closure of the Michigan Street exit ramp from the
I-65/I-70 collector/distributor road in early December.
That ramp is expected to be
closed for about a year.
Once the Michigan Street
exit ramp reopens following
construction, the Ohio Street
ramp will be closed for about
a year.
The I-65/I-70 collector/
distributor road will be
closed south of the Ohio
Street exit ramp for the
duration of the project with
no access to Fletcher Avenue.

Indiana newspapers and the
Hoosier State Press Association
provide an online clearinghouse of
thousands of public notices. If you
missed it in print or want to find a
notice statewide, look online at IndianaPublicNotices.com.

06C01-2011-MI-001329
SUMMONS BY PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given to the
following named persons who may
claim some interest in the following
described real estate and whose
whereabouts are unknown or some
or all of whom are unknown to the
Plaintiff, to wit:
"SEE DEFENDANTS LISTED
ABOVE"
You have been sued in the above
entitled action to Quiet Title to the
following described real estate
located in Boone County, Indiana,
to wit:
A. Parcel No. 011-03460-00
Legal: PT N1/2 SW13-201W31.63 545-00013-00
Commonly known as:
9335 N SR 39, Lebanon IN 46052
That unless you appear in person
or by counsel and respond to the
allegations of said complaint within
thirty (30) days after the last
publication of this notice a judgment
by default may be entered against
you for the relief demanded in the
Complaint.
/s/ Jessica Fouts
Clerk of Boone County, Indiana
Jon L. Orlosky (10062-18)
116 N Walnut Street
Muncie IN 47305
765-286-5222
765-289-2270 (fax)
TLR-707 11/12, 19, 26 hspaxlp

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
BY THE TOWN OF ZIONSVILLE
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice is hereby given of a Public
Hearing to be held by the Town of
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
on Wednesday, December 2, 2020,
at 6:30 p.m. in the Zionsville Town
Hall, 1100 West Oak Street,
Zionsville, Indiana 46077 to consider
the following Petition:
2020-37-DSV, Harris FLP, by
Matthew M. Price requests a
Variance of Development Standards
to provide for or permit:
Development of a commercial
building on 1.17 acres, known as
Outlot J, including frontage
landscaping treatment without the
additional
6-foot
perimeter
landscape
strip.
Zoning
Ordinance
Section
194.079,C,15,c,5,b,(ii).
The property involved is more
commonly known as: 10901 E 300 S
and 3201 S. US 421 (Michigan
Road), and is legally described as:
LAND DESCRIPTION - OUTLOT J
October 2, 2020
A part of the Northeast Quarter of
Section 23, Township 18 North,
Range 2 East of the Second
Principal Meridian, Eagle Township,
Boone County, Indiana, more
particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the Northeast
Corner of the Northeast Quarter of
said Section 23, Township 18 North,
Range 2 East; thence South 88
degrees 21 minutes 17 seconds
West (Basis of Bearings: Indiana
State Plane, West Zone, NAD 83)
1298.66 feet along the North Line of
said Northeast Quarter to the
centerline of U. S. Highway 421
(also known as Michigan Road) per
Indiana State Highway Commission
(INDOT) plans for F.A. Project No.
221 SEC. A, dated October 6, 1920;
thence South 20 degrees 59
minutes 37 seconds East 1301.82
feet along said centerline; thence
South 20 degrees 54 minutes 20
seconds East 579.20 feet along said
centerline; thence North 69 degrees
02 minutes 39 seconds East 50.00
feet to the eastern right-of-way of
said highway and the POINT OF
BEGINNING of this description;
thence continue North 69 degrees

02 minutes 39 seconds East 300.00
feet; thence South 20 degrees 54
minutes 20 seconds East 170.00
feet parallel with said centerline;
thence South 69 degrees 02
minutes 39 seconds West 300.00
feet to said eastern right-of-way line;
thence North 20 degrees 54 minutes
20 seconds West 170.00 feet
parallel with said centerline along
said right-of-way line to the POINT
OF
BEGINNING,
containing
51,000.0 square feet (1.171 acres),
more or less.
A copy of the Petition for
Development Standards Variance,
and all plans pertaining thereto are
on file and may be examined prior to
the Public Hearing at Town Hall,
1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville,
Indiana,
46077.
or
at:
http://www.zionsvillein.gov/231/Planning-EconomicDevelopment. Written comments in
support of or in opposition of the
Petition that are filed with the
Secretary of the Town of Zionsville
Board of Zoning Appeals prior to the
Public Hearing will be considered.
The Public Hearing is open to the
public.
Oral comments to the Petition for
Development Standards Variance
will be heard at the Public Hearing.
The Public Hearing may be
continued from time to time as may
be found necessary.
If supported by Executive Order
and/or the Laws of the State of
Indiana, members of the public, will
be afforded the opportunity to attend
the Board of Zoning Appeals Public
Meetings via a form(s) of electronic
communication IF indicated in the
Agenda (as amended from time to
time) associated with the Board of
Zoning
Appeals
Meeting.
Additionally, upon request, the Town
of Zionsville will provide auxiliary
aids and services in association with
meetings and hearings occurring inperson. Please provide advance
notification to Wayne DeLong, at
wdelong@zionsville-in.gov or 317873-5108, to ensure the proper
accommodations are made prior to
the meeting.
Chairman: John Wolff
Secretary: Wayne DeLong
TLR-723 11/19 hspaxlp 1678317

Edwards
SUMMONS - SERVICE BY
PUBLICATION
STATE OF INDIANA
IN THE BOONE
CIRCUIT COURT
SS: COUNTY OF BOONE
CAUSE NO.
06C01-2010-MF-001316
WELLS FARGO BANK,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, NOT
IN ITS INDIVIDUAL OR BANKING
CAPACITY, BUT
SOLELY AS TRUSTEE ON
BEHALF OF THE LAKE
COUNTRY MORTGAGE LOAN
TRUST 2005-HEI,
Plaintiff,
vs.
LAURA L. EDWARDS,
LVNV FUNDING LLC and THE
UNKNOWN SUCCESSOR
TRUSTEE OF THE JOINT
REVOCABLE TRUST OF
RICK G. EDWARDS AND
LAURA L. EDWARDS
DATED JANUARY 24, 2011
Defendants.
NOTICE OF SUIT
The State of Indiana to the
Defendant(s) above named, and any
other
person
who
may
be
concerned.
You are hereby notified that you
have been sued in the Court above
named.
The nature of the suit against you
is:
Complaint on Note and to
Foreclose Mortgage on Real Estate
Against the property commonly
known as 4127 S Haffner Dr,
Jamestown. IN 46147-9791 and
described as follows:
LOT NO. 14A IN HAFFNER'S
MOBILE HOMES SUBDIVISION AN
UNRECORDED
SUBDIVISION,
WHICH TRACT IS DESCRIBED AS
FOLLOWS: A PART OF THE EAST
HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST
QUARTER
OF
SECTION
8,
TOWNSHIP 17 NORTH, RANGE 1
WEST
OF
THE
SECOND
PRINCIPAL
MERIDIAN,
IN
JACKSON TOWNSHIP, BOONE
COUNTY, INDIANA, AND BEING
MORE
PARTICULARLY
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: FROM
THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF
THE EAST HALF OF THE
SOUTHEAST
QUARTER
OF
SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP AND
RANGE AFORESAID, PROCEED
SOUTH 0 DEGREES 01 MINUTES
20
SECONDS
EAST
(AN
ASSUMED BEARING) WITH THE

SECTION LINE FOR A DISTANCE
OF
865.35 FEET
TO
THE
A
INTERSECTION
OF
SUBDIVISION STREET; THENCE
NORTH 89 DEGREES 33 MINUTES
00 SECONDS WEST WITH THE
CENTER LINE OF THE STREET
FOR A DISTANCE OF 661.99
FEET;
THENCE
CONTINUE
NORTH 89 DEGREES 33 MINUTES
00 SECONDS WEST FOR A
DISTANCE
OF
89.70
FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 0 DEGREES 02
MINUTES 26 SECONDS EAST
WITH AN EXISTING FENCE LINE
EXTENDED FOR A DISTANCE OF
192.80 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89
DEGREES
31
MINUTES
10
SECONDS
EAST
WITH
AN
EXISTING FENCE LINE FOR A
DISTANCE
OF
89.90
FEET;
THENCE NORTH 0 DEGREES 05
MINUTES 59 SECONDS WEST
WITH AN EXISTING FENCE LINE
EXTENDED FOR A DISTANCE OF
192.84 FEET TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING, CONTAINING 0.40
ACRES,
MORE
OR
LESS
SUBJECT TO HIGHWAYS, LEGAL
RIGHT OF WAY AND EASEMENTS
OF RECORD.
This summons by publication is
specifically directed to the following
named defendant(s):
Laura L. Edwards,
LVNV Funding, LLC
This summons by publication is
specifically directed to the following
named
defendant(s)
whose
whereabouts are unknown:
The Unknown Successor Trustee
of the Joint Revocable Trust of Rick
G. Edwards and Laura L. Edwards
dated January 24, 2011
If you have a claim for relief
against the plaintiff arising from the
same transaction or occurrence, you
must assert it in your written answer
or response.
You must answer the Complaint in
writing, by you or your attorney,
within thirty (30) days after the Third
Notice of Suit, and if you fail to do so
a judgment by default may be
entered against you for the relief
demanded, by the Plaintiff.
By /s/ Matthew S. Love
Attorney No. 18762-29
Attorney for Plaintiff
MATTHEW S. LOVE
FEIWELL & HANNOY, P.C.
8415 Allison Pointe Blvd.,
Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46250
(317) 237-2727
TLR-715 11/12, 19, 26 hspaxlp

continued next column

Petition Number:

2020-38-DSV

Project Address:

3262 S U.S. 421

Project Name:

21st Amendment - Outlot “I” of Appaloosa Crossing

Petitioner:

21st Amendment

Representative:

Timothy Ochs, Attorney for Petitioner
Ice Miller LLP

Request:

Petition for Development Standards Variance to deviate from:
1) Required off-street parking ratio; and
2) removal of the required 6-foot perimeter planting strip on a site located in
the Rural General Business (GB) District (pending) and the Michigan Road
Overlay (MRO).

Current Land Use:

Outlot “I” of Appaloosa Crossing

Approximate Acreage: 1.50± Acres (identified as Outlot “I” on pending Plat) within the to-be-platted
Appaloosa Crossing integrated center. The requested Variances are only
applicable to Outlot “I”, not the entire integrated center.
Zoning History:

07-EA-16-839 (2008 Rezoning): While under the jurisdiction of Boone County,
the property was rezoned from the R-1 Residential Zoning Classification
to the GB General Business (44.25± Acres) and PB Professional Business
(13.28± Acres) Zoning Classifications with Commitments (Approved).
2016-45-CA: Commitment Amendment to permit an automobile fuel
station/service station with a convenience store (Approved).
2019-44-CA: Commitment Amendment to permit a liquor store, single-family
dwellings, major residential subdivision, more than two (2) fast food
restaurants, fast food restaurants to be adjacent to each other, a
reduction in the side building setbacks to 30 feet (applicable only to the
south property line of the southernmost outlot), a reduced number of
water features along U.S. 421 to one (1), modifications to the main
access drive off U.S. 421, increased number of outlots along U.S. 421
and 146th Street to eight (8), and five (5) respectively, placement of a
monument sign on either the north or south side of the primary U.S.
421 Entrance, a right-in only access from CR 300 South (146th Street)
west of the main entrance off CR 300 South (Approved).
2019-45-Z: Zoning Change to rezone approximately 1.5 acres from the Rural
(PB) Professional Business Zoning District to the Rural (GB) General
Business Zoning District to allow for additional retail/commercial
opportunities (Approved).
2020-47-Z: Corrective Rezoning of Outlots “I” & “J” which rezones Outlot “J” to
the LB District (Pending approval from the Town Council).

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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2020-48-DP: Petition for Development Plan Approval for a 12,500 sq. ft.
commercial building on Outlot I of Appaloosa Crossing (To be heard at
the December 21, 2020 Plan Commission).
Exhibits:

Exhibit 1 – Staff Report
Exhibit 2 – Aerial Location Map
Exhibit 3 – Proposed Building Elevations
Exhibit 4 – Proposed Site and Landscape Plans
Exhibit 5 – Petitioner’s Proposed Findings of Fact (One for each Variance
request)

Staff Presenter:

Wayne DeLong, AICP, CPM

PETITION HISTORY
This Petition will receive its initial public hearing at the December 2, 2020, Board of Zoning Appeals
meeting. A Development Plan Petition for this specific project has been filed with the Planning
Department and will be heard by the Plan Commission on December 21 2020. A related corrective
rezoning petition affecting this outlot, Outlot ‘I”, and its neighboring outlot to the south, Outlot “J”,
received a favorable recommendation from the Plan Commission at the November 16, 2020 meeting
and is pending approval by the Town Council. This corrective rezoning would rezone the entirety of
Outlot “I” to the Rural General Business (GB) District which would permit the proposed use of a liquor
store.

PROPERTY LOCATION, ZONING CLASSIFICATION & PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The subject site is located approximately 1,750 feet south of CR 300 South (aka 146th Street) on the east
side of U.S. Highway 421. The subject site is 1.50± acres and is a portion of the developing Appaloosa
Crossing integrated center. The subject site is bordered on the north by one of the primary vehicular
entries into Appaloosa Crossing, Hanovarian Street, and another undeveloped outlot; on the east by an
internal road of Appaloosa Crossing, Appaloosa Drive; on the south by Outlot “J” of Appaloosa Crossing
which is to be developed with a three tenant bay office building; and on the west by U.S. Highway 421.
The site is zoned Rural General Business (GB) Zoning District (pending approval from the Town Council)
and is within the Rural Michigan Road Overlay (MRO).
The Petitioner proposes to construct a single-tenant, retail building of approximately 12,500 square feet
with related parking areas. The proposed use is a liquor store which is a permitted use in the pending
zoning classification. The subject site will have a point of entry on Hanovarian Street and a second entry
point from Appaloosa Drive; no curb cut directly onto the subject site from U.S. Highway 421 is
proposed. Pedestrian maneuverability on site will include a sidewalk along the front façade of the
proposed building. No pedestrian connector is currently proposed to the to-be-installed 12-foot-wide
recreation path along U.S. Highway 421.

ANALYSIS - VARIANCE REQUESTS
The subject site is within the Rural Michigan Road Overlay (§194.079(C) and is, therefore, required to
meet the development standards of the Overlay. The Petitioner requests the following two variances of
development standards from the Overlay, both related to landscaping:
1. Variance of Required Parking Spaces (§194.111(D)(Table 14): This development standard
establishes the minimum number of required automobile parking spaces for different uses. The
proposed use is a liquor store which is interpreted as a General Merchandise/Retail Trade use
requiring 1 parking space per 200 gross square feet. This would result in a required 63 parking
spaces for this 12,500 sq. ft. building. The Petitioner is seeking a Development Standards Variance
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
December 2, 2020
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to provide 1 parking space per 300 gross square feet or 42 parking spaces. If granted, the
Variance would result in a reduction of 21 parking spaces. These standards are provided in the
following table:
Building Size

Ratio of Parking

# of Parking Spaces

Required by Ordinance

12,500

1 / 200 gsf

63

Requested in Variance

12,500

1 / 300 gsf

42

Difference

21

The Petitioner is basing their request on their experience of operating over 20 liquor stores in
central Indiana and stating that a parking ratio of 1/200 gsf “would result in an overparked facility
with more blacktop than necessary.”
Staff does not question the Petitioner’s history with parking ratios for their specific use; however, Staff
must question if the requested parking ratio would be sufficient for another General Merchandise/Retail
Trade use should the proposed liquor store ever vacate the subject site. Staff does also recognize that
the proposed site is part of an integrated center development where it is common for users of one
business find parking on adjacent user’s lots.
With these items in mind, Staff is supportive of the requested Development Standards Variance for the
reduction of required parking spaces as depicted on the Site Plan filed in Docket #2020-38-DSV (Exhibit
4).
2. Variance of Parking Lot Perimeter Plantings (§194.079(C)(15)(c)5.b.): This development standard
requires “Where parking areas are located in the front yard, with frontage directly on U.S.
Highway 421, a six-foot wide perimeter planting area shall be provided along the front and sides
of those areas.” The Petitioner requests that the six-foot wide perimeter planting area not be
required.
In addition to the six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area, another landscaping
requirement of the Rural Michigan Road Overlay applicable to this subject site is “there shall be a
30-foot wide landscaping buffer within the front yard of all lots with frontage on U.S. Highway
421.” The Zoning Ordinance states the six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area be “in
addition to the landscape buffer.” The result of these two abutting landscaping requirements is a
36-foot wide landscaping area be established between the parking area and the subject site’s
property line.
If the Petitioner’s Variance Request is granted, the result would be a 30-foot wide landscaping
buffer within the front yard of the subject site. This same Variance of Development Standards was
requested on the “Shops” lot located further north on the U.S. Highway 421 frontage of Appaloosa
Crossing in Docket No. 2020-03-DSV at the March 4, 2020 BZA Hearing. This same Variance of
Development Standards is being requested in Docket No. 2020-37-DSV affecting the adjacent lot
to the south, Outlot “J”.
With this in mind, Staff is supportive of the requested Development Standards Variance for the removal
of the requirement of a six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area with the landscaping to be
allocated to the eastern portion of the subject site along the interior access drive as depicted on the
Landscape Plan filed in Docket #2020-38-DSV (Exhibit 5).
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PROCEDURAL – CONSIDERATION OF A DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS VARIANCE PETITION SEEKING APPROVAL
The Board of Zoning Appeals shall hear, and approve or deny, all variances from development standards
of the Zionsville Zoning Ordinance. A variance from development standards may be approved only upon
written determination that:
(a) The approval will not be injurious to the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of
the community:
(b) The use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance will not be
affected in a substantially adverse manner:
(c) The strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance will result in an unnecessary
hardship in the use of the property:
Proposed Findings of Fact from the Petitioner for each requested Variance are attached for the Board of
Zoning Appeal’s consideration (Exhibit 5).

STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS
Variance Request #1: Variance of Required Parking Spaces - Staff recommends approval of the
requested Development Standards Variance for the reduction of required parking spaces as depicted on
the Site Plan filed in Docket #2020-38-DSV (Exhibit 4).
Variance Request #2: Variance of Parking Lot Perimeter Plantings - Staff recommends approval of the
requested Development Standards Variance for the removal of the requirement of a six-foot wide
Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area with the landscaping to be allocated to the areas along the interior
access drives as depicted on the Landscape Plan filed in Docket #2020-38-DSV (Exhibit 4).

RECOMMENDATION MOTIONS
I move that Docket #2020-38-DSV, Variance Request #1 being a Development Standards Variance for the
reduction of required parking spaces as depicted on the Site Plan filed in Docket #2020-38-DSV (Exhibit
4), be (Approved as filed, based upon the findings of fact and subject to the proposed Commitments /
Denied / Continued) as presented.
I move that Docket #2020-38-DSV, Variance Request #2 being a Development Standards Variance for the
removal of the requirement of a six-foot wide Parking Lot Perimeter Planting area with the landscaping
to be allocated to areas along the interior access drives as depicted on the Landscape Plan filed in
Docket #2019-35-DSV (Exhibit 4), be (Approved as filed, based upon the findings of fact and subject to
the proposed Commitments / Denied / Continued) as presented.

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
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1

. 42

U.S

Outlot I

Exhibit 3

NOTE: Remove burlap from top 1/3 of
root ball or carefully remove container.
Refer to plans for finish grade.

4. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATING AND
SCHEDULING ALL LANDSCAPING RELATED WORK WITH OTHER CONTRACTORS AND
TRADES.

Width of pit to be three
times ball diameter.

Excavated soil or topsoil backfill.

SHRUB PLANTING

3" high topsoil saucer
Refer to plans for finish grade.

NO SCALE

5. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY THE OFFICE OF THE
ARCHITECT/ENGINEER IMMEDIATELY IF ANY DISCREPANCIES IN THE
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS ARE FOUND.

Set root ball on undisturbed soil "cone"
at bottom of pit.

6. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ROUGH GRADING. THE
LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FINE GRADING IN ALL LAWN
AREAS. THE SITE OR GRADING CONTRACTOR SHALL DEVELOP THE SITE GRADES
TO WITHIN 1 INCH OF FINE GRADE. THIS SHALL INCLUDE TOPSOIL, IF AVAILABLE.

Slope & scarify sides of pit.
Width of pit to be three

7. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING AND INSTALLING
APPROVED PLANTING SOIL MIX. TILL THE EXISTING SUBGRADE TO MINIMUM DEPTH
OF 8" PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PLANTING SOIL MIX. THE FOLLOWING AREAS
SHALL RECEIVE APPROVED PLANTING SOIL MIX PER THE PLANTING DETAILS:

E

Equal to
ball dia.

G

E

3" shredded hardwood bark mulch

2"

times ball diameter.

Set root ball on undisturbed soil "cone"
at bottom of pit.

Areas to receive
re-allocated plantings
from 6' strip.

8. ANY SERIES OF TREES OR SHRUBS TO BE PLACED IN A PARTICULAR ARRANGEMENT
MAY BE FIELD CHECKED AND APPROVED BY THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT FOR
ACCURACY OF SPACING PRIOR TO PLANTING. ANY PLANTS NOT ARRANGED PER
THE LANDSCAPE PLANS WILL BE RELOCATED AT THE EXPENSE OF THE LANDSCAPE
CONTRACTOR.

G

NO SCALE

E

TREE PLANTING

9. CONTRACTOR TO LOOSEN SUBSOIL IN ALL PLANTING AREAS PER SPECIFICATIONS.

G

E

12. DIMENSION FOR HEIGHT AND SPREAD OF PLANT MATERIAL SPECIFIED ON THE
PLANT LIST ARE GENERAL GUIDES FOR THE MINIMUM DESIRED SIZE OF EACH
PLANT. EACH PLANT SHALL HAVE A UNIFORM AND CONSISTENT SHAPE AS IT
PERTAINS TO THE SPECIFICATIONS AND PARTICULAR SPECIES. ANY PLANT
MATERIAL WHICH FAILS TO CONFORM TO THE SPECIFICATIONS IS SUBJECT TO
REJECTION BY THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.
13. THE QUANTITIES INDICATED ON THE PLANT LIST ARE PROVIDED FOR THE BENEFIT
OF THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR, BUT SHOULD NOT BE ASSUMED TO ALWAYS BE
CORRECT. IN THE EVENT OF A DISCREPANCY, THE PLANTING PLANS WILL TAKE
PRECEDENCE OVER THE PLANT LIST. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR QUANTITIES, CALCULATIONS AND THE LIABILITY PERTAINING TO
THOSE QUANTITIES AND ANY RELATED CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND/OR PRICE
QUOTATIONS.
14. ALL PLANTING BEDS ADJACENT TO THE BUILDING SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM SLOPE OF
2% AWAY FROM THE BUILDING TO INSURE POSITIVE DRAINAGE.
15. REFER TO CIVIL PLANS FOR SITE GRADING AND UTILITY PLANS.
16. ALL EXCAVATED AREAS TO BE SODDED AFTER FINISH GRADING UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED. ALL NEWLY SODDED AREAS SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM OF 6" OF
TOPSOIL. HOLD SOIL DOWN 1" FROM PAVEMENT ELEVATION.

1) Shrub Planting Pits 2) Tree Planting Pits

G

Excavated soil or topsoil backfill.

11. PLANTING BEDS TO HAVE A MINIMUM OF 3" PROCESSED SHREDDED HARDWOOD
BARK MULCH, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. ALL SHRUBS TO BE INCLUDED IN A
MULCHED BED AS INDICATED ON PLANS. TREES TO HAVE A 4' DIAMETER CIRCLE
OF 3" PROCESSED SHREDDED HARDWOOD MULCH.

3. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR SHALL FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING UTILITY LINE
LOCATIONS PRIOR TO ANY CONSTRUCTION. ANY DEVIATIONS FROM THE DESIGN
LOCATIONS SHALL BE REPORTED TO THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.

Slope & scarify sides of pit.

Guying system (see SPECIAL PROVISIONS)

2. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR KEEPING ALL ROADS, WALKS,
AND ADJACENT PROPERTIES CLEAR OF ALL LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT, DIRT, AND OTHER DEBRIS.

17. CONTRACTOR SHALL REESTABLISH ALL EXISTING IRRIGATION SYSTEMS,
LANDSCAPE LIGHTING, AND CIRCUITRY. COORDINATE CONNECTIONS WITH OWNER
OR OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE.
18. ALL LANDSCAPING MATERIALS SHALL BE SELECTED AND INSTALLED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CURRENT VERSION OF THE AMERICAN STANDARDS FOR
NURSERY STOCK AS ESTABLISHED BY THE AMERICAN NURSERY & LANDSCAPE
ASSOCIATION.

E

19. LANDSCAPING PLAN SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE STANDARDS OF THE TOWN OF
ZIONSVILLE LANDSCAPING AND SCREENING STANDARDS.

LANDSCAPE SUMMARY

E

G

LEGEND

G

SITE PERIMETER:

E

G

E

US 421 OVERLAY LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS (SW):
PER 194.079(C)(15)(c)5.b., PARKING LOT PERIMETER PLANTING = 6' WIDE PLANTING
AREA ALONG ENTIRE FRONTAGE, INCLUDING:
2 SHADE TREES, 3 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 30 SHRUBS PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 193'; 3.9 SHADE, 5.8 ORNAMENTAL AND 57.9 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 4 SHADE TREES, 6 ORNAMENTAL, AND 58 SHRUBS
G

US 421 OVERLAY LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS (SW):
PER 194.079(C)(15)(c)3.a., PARKING LOT LANDSCAPE BUFFER INCLUDING:
3 SHADE TREES AND 1 ORNAMENTAL TREES PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 193'; 5.9 SHADE, 1.9 ORNAMENTAL TREES REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 6 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES

BUFFERYARD REQUIREMENTS ALONG ACCESS DRIVE (NE):
PER 194.111(L)(3)(g), BUFFERYARD TYPE "C" (10' WIDTH) SHALL INCLUDE:
1 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 3 SHRUBS PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 218'; 2.2 SHADE, 4.4 ORNAMENTAL, AND 6.6 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 3 SHADE TREES, 5 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 7 SHRUBS

E

G

E

'
218

G

E

G

BUFFERYARD REQUIREMENTS ALONG ACCESS DRIVE (NW):
PER 194.111(L)(3)(g), BUFFERYARD TYPE "C" (10' WIDTH) SHALL INCLUDE:
1 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 3 SHRUBS PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 280'; 2.8 SHADE, 5.6 ORNAMENTAL, AND 8.4 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 3 SHADE TREES, 6 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 9 SHRUBS

G

E

G

BUFFERYARD REQUIREMENTS BETWEEN GB AND PB (SE):
PER 194.111(L)(3)(g), BUFFERYARD TYPE "B" (10' WIDTH) SHALL INCLUDE:
1 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 280'; 2.8 SHADE TREES AND 5.6 ORNAMENTAL TREES REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 3 SHADE TREES, 6 ORNAMENTAL TREES
E

INTERIOR SITE:

G

E

G

US 421 OVERLAY INTERIOR PARKING LOT LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS:
PER 194.079(C)(15)(c)5.a., PARKING LOT INTERIOR LANDSCAPING, INCLUDING:
1 SHADE TREE AND 5 SHRUBS PER 7 PARKING SPACES
48 SPACES PROVIDED'; 6.9 SHADE AND 34.3 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 7 SHADE TREES, AND 35 SHRUBS

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE PLAN

E

G

E

'
280

21st Amendment Wine and Spirits - NEW BUILDING
US 421 and Hanovarian Street
Zionsville, Indiana 46077

Equal to
ball dia.

10. APPLY HERBICIDE TO PLANT BEDS PRIOR TO PLANTING FOR WEED CONTROL.
FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS. DO NOT APPLY TO ANY PLANTING BEDS THAT MAY
RESULT IN DAMAGE TO PLANT MATERIALS.

Prepared For:
Accell Construction Management
5701 Fortune Circle South Drive,
Suite O-P
Indianapolis, Indiana 46241
Brian Joseph - 317.445.4886

3" high topsoil saucer for
individual plants.

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Evergreen trees over 8' in height
shall be guyed.
2. Pull away top 1/3 of burlap on root
ball.
3. Provide plastic or metal flags on
guy wires in or near sidewalks.

1. ALL NECESSARY PERMITS AND APPROVALS FROM AGENCIES GOVERNING THE
LANDSCAPE WORK SHALL BE SECURED BY CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO BEGINNING
ANY WORK.

Red Barn Engineering Company, LLC
Civil Engineering Consulting Services
317.677.6797
www.RedBarnEngineeringCo.com
Chris@RedBarnEngineeringCo.com

SITE LANDSCAPING NOTES:
3" shredded hardwood bark mulch

E

FOUNDATION PLANTINGS:

'
193

Certified By

E

G

FOUNDATION PLANTING REQUIREMENTS:
PER 194.079(C)(15)(b)2., 5' wide foundation planting strip
PROVIDED: 5' WIDE PLANTING STRIP WITH 91 SHRUBS

G
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E

L

'
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Date: 11/23/2020

E

15

30
E

G

0

( IN FEET)

E

G

1 inch = 30 ft.

1-800-382-5544

Project Number

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE PLAN
Scale: 1" = 30'

Exhibit 4

20-21-01
Sheet Number

C7

2020-38-DSV
(Parking Reduction)

Exhibit 5

2020-38-DSV
(Landscaping Strip)

Exhibit 5

BZA
Board of Zoning Appeals (BZA)
INITIAL Petition Filing

Docket # :

2020-38-DSV
_______________

(Outlot I) _

Petitioner:

21st Amendment, by Tim Ochs_
_______________

Public Hearing Date:

12/02/2020
_______________

_

Staff Reports and Petition Packets will be posted with the public meeting
agenda five (5) days prior to the scheduled public hearing date at the
following location http://www.zionsville-in.gov/AgendaCenter

2020-38-DSV

NOTE: Remove burlap from top 1/3 of
root ball or carefully remove container.
Refer to plans for finish grade.

4. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATING AND
SCHEDULING ALL LANDSCAPING RELATED WORK WITH OTHER CONTRACTORS AND
TRADES.

Width of pit to be three
times ball diameter.

Excavated soil or topsoil backfill.

SHRUB PLANTING

3" high topsoil saucer
Refer to plans for finish grade.

NO SCALE

5. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY THE OFFICE OF THE
ARCHITECT/ENGINEER IMMEDIATELY IF ANY DISCREPANCIES IN THE
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS ARE FOUND.

Set root ball on undisturbed soil "cone"
at bottom of pit.

6. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ROUGH GRADING. THE
LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FINE GRADING IN ALL LAWN
AREAS. THE SITE OR GRADING CONTRACTOR SHALL DEVELOP THE SITE GRADES
TO WITHIN 1 INCH OF FINE GRADE. THIS SHALL INCLUDE TOPSOIL, IF AVAILABLE.

Slope & scarify sides of pit.
Width of pit to be three

7. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING AND INSTALLING
APPROVED PLANTING SOIL MIX. TILL THE EXISTING SUBGRADE TO MINIMUM DEPTH
OF 8" PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PLANTING SOIL MIX. THE FOLLOWING AREAS
SHALL RECEIVE APPROVED PLANTING SOIL MIX PER THE PLANTING DETAILS:

E

Equal to
ball dia.

G

E

3" shredded hardwood bark mulch

2"

times ball diameter.

TREE PLANTING

8. ANY SERIES OF TREES OR SHRUBS TO BE PLACED IN A PARTICULAR ARRANGEMENT
MAY BE FIELD CHECKED AND APPROVED BY THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT FOR
ACCURACY OF SPACING PRIOR TO PLANTING. ANY PLANTS NOT ARRANGED PER
THE LANDSCAPE PLANS WILL BE RELOCATED AT THE EXPENSE OF THE LANDSCAPE
CONTRACTOR.

E

Set root ball on undisturbed soil "cone"
at bottom of pit.

G

NO SCALE

9. CONTRACTOR TO LOOSEN SUBSOIL IN ALL PLANTING AREAS PER SPECIFICATIONS.

G

E

12. DIMENSION FOR HEIGHT AND SPREAD OF PLANT MATERIAL SPECIFIED ON THE
PLANT LIST ARE GENERAL GUIDES FOR THE MINIMUM DESIRED SIZE OF EACH
PLANT. EACH PLANT SHALL HAVE A UNIFORM AND CONSISTENT SHAPE AS IT
PERTAINS TO THE SPECIFICATIONS AND PARTICULAR SPECIES. ANY PLANT
MATERIAL WHICH FAILS TO CONFORM TO THE SPECIFICATIONS IS SUBJECT TO
REJECTION BY THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.
13. THE QUANTITIES INDICATED ON THE PLANT LIST ARE PROVIDED FOR THE BENEFIT
OF THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR, BUT SHOULD NOT BE ASSUMED TO ALWAYS BE
CORRECT. IN THE EVENT OF A DISCREPANCY, THE PLANTING PLANS WILL TAKE
PRECEDENCE OVER THE PLANT LIST. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR QUANTITIES, CALCULATIONS AND THE LIABILITY PERTAINING TO
THOSE QUANTITIES AND ANY RELATED CONTRACT DOCUMENTS AND/OR PRICE
QUOTATIONS.
14. ALL PLANTING BEDS ADJACENT TO THE BUILDING SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM SLOPE OF
2% AWAY FROM THE BUILDING TO INSURE POSITIVE DRAINAGE.
15. REFER TO CIVIL PLANS FOR SITE GRADING AND UTILITY PLANS.
16. ALL EXCAVATED AREAS TO BE SODDED AFTER FINISH GRADING UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED. ALL NEWLY SODDED AREAS SHALL HAVE A MINIMUM OF 6" OF
TOPSOIL. HOLD SOIL DOWN 1" FROM PAVEMENT ELEVATION.

1) Shrub Planting Pits 2) Tree Planting Pits

G

Excavated soil or topsoil backfill.

11. PLANTING BEDS TO HAVE A MINIMUM OF 3" PROCESSED SHREDDED HARDWOOD
BARK MULCH, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. ALL SHRUBS TO BE INCLUDED IN A
MULCHED BED AS INDICATED ON PLANS. TREES TO HAVE A 4' DIAMETER CIRCLE
OF 3" PROCESSED SHREDDED HARDWOOD MULCH.

3. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR SHALL FIELD VERIFY ALL EXISTING UTILITY LINE
LOCATIONS PRIOR TO ANY CONSTRUCTION. ANY DEVIATIONS FROM THE DESIGN
LOCATIONS SHALL BE REPORTED TO THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.

Slope & scarify sides of pit.

Guying system (see SPECIAL PROVISIONS)

2. THE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR KEEPING ALL ROADS, WALKS,
AND ADJACENT PROPERTIES CLEAR OF ALL LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT, DIRT, AND OTHER DEBRIS.

17. CONTRACTOR SHALL REESTABLISH ALL EXISTING IRRIGATION SYSTEMS,
LANDSCAPE LIGHTING, AND CIRCUITRY. COORDINATE CONNECTIONS WITH OWNER
OR OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE.
18. ALL LANDSCAPING MATERIALS SHALL BE SELECTED AND INSTALLED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CURRENT VERSION OF THE AMERICAN STANDARDS FOR
NURSERY STOCK AS ESTABLISHED BY THE AMERICAN NURSERY & LANDSCAPE
ASSOCIATION.

E

19. LANDSCAPING PLAN SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE STANDARDS OF THE TOWN OF
ZIONSVILLE LANDSCAPING AND SCREENING STANDARDS.

LANDSCAPE SUMMARY
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G

LEGEND

G

SITE PERIMETER:

E

G

E

US 421 OVERLAY LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS (SW):
PER 194.079(C)(15)(c)5.b., PARKING LOT PERIMETER PLANTING = 6' WIDE PLANTING
AREA ALONG ENTIRE FRONTAGE, INCLUDING:
2 SHADE TREES, 3 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 30 SHRUBS PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 193'; 3.9 SHADE, 5.8 ORNAMENTAL AND 57.9 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 4 SHADE TREES, 6 ORNAMENTAL, AND 58 SHRUBS
G

US 421 OVERLAY LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS (SW):
PER 194.079(C)(15)(c)3.a., PARKING LOT LANDSCAPE BUFFER INCLUDING:
3 SHADE TREES AND 1 ORNAMENTAL TREES PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 193'; 5.9 SHADE, 1.9 ORNAMENTAL TREES REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 6 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES

BUFFERYARD REQUIREMENTS ALONG ACCESS DRIVE (NE):
PER 194.111(L)(3)(g), BUFFERYARD TYPE "C" (10' WIDTH) SHALL INCLUDE:
1 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 3 SHRUBS PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 218'; 2.2 SHADE, 4.4 ORNAMENTAL, AND 6.6 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 3 SHADE TREES, 5 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 7 SHRUBS

E
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E

'
218

G

E

G

BUFFERYARD REQUIREMENTS ALONG ACCESS DRIVE (NW):
PER 194.111(L)(3)(g), BUFFERYARD TYPE "C" (10' WIDTH) SHALL INCLUDE:
1 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 3 SHRUBS PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 280'; 2.8 SHADE, 5.6 ORNAMENTAL, AND 8.4 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 3 SHADE TREES, 6 ORNAMENTAL TREES, AND 9 SHRUBS

G

E

G

BUFFERYARD REQUIREMENTS BETWEEN GB AND PB (SE):
PER 194.111(L)(3)(g), BUFFERYARD TYPE "B" (10' WIDTH) SHALL INCLUDE:
1 SHADE TREES, 2 ORNAMENTAL TREES PER 100 FEET
LENGTH = 280'; 2.8 SHADE TREES AND 5.6 ORNAMENTAL TREES REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 3 SHADE TREES, 6 ORNAMENTAL TREES
E

INTERIOR SITE:

G

E

G

US 421 OVERLAY INTERIOR PARKING LOT LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS:
PER 194.079(C)(15)(c)5.a., PARKING LOT INTERIOR LANDSCAPING, INCLUDING:
1 SHADE TREE AND 5 SHRUBS PER 7 PARKING SPACES
48 SPACES PROVIDED'; 6.9 SHADE AND 34.3 SHRUBS REQUIRED
PROVIDED: 7 SHADE TREES, AND 35 SHRUBS

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE PLAN
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21st Amendment Wine and Spirits - NEW BUILDING
US 421 and Hanovarian Street
Zionsville, Indiana 46077

Equal to
ball dia.

10. APPLY HERBICIDE TO PLANT BEDS PRIOR TO PLANTING FOR WEED CONTROL.
FOLLOW LABEL DIRECTIONS. DO NOT APPLY TO ANY PLANTING BEDS THAT MAY
RESULT IN DAMAGE TO PLANT MATERIALS.

Prepared For:
Accell Construction Management
5701 Fortune Circle South Drive,
Suite O-P
Indianapolis, Indiana 46241
Brian Joseph - 317.445.4886

3" high topsoil saucer for
individual plants.

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Evergreen trees over 8' in height
shall be guyed.
2. Pull away top 1/3 of burlap on root
ball.
3. Provide plastic or metal flags on
guy wires in or near sidewalks.

1. ALL NECESSARY PERMITS AND APPROVALS FROM AGENCIES GOVERNING THE
LANDSCAPE WORK SHALL BE SECURED BY CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO BEGINNING
ANY WORK.

Red Barn Engineering Company, LLC
Civil Engineering Consulting Services
317.677.6797
www.RedBarnEngineeringCo.com
Chris@RedBarnEngineeringCo.com

SITE LANDSCAPING NOTES:
3" shredded hardwood bark mulch

E

FOUNDATION PLANTINGS:

'
193

Certified By

E

G

FOUNDATION PLANTING REQUIREMENTS:
PER 194.079(C)(15)(b)2., 5' wide foundation planting strip
PROVIDED: 5' WIDE PLANTING STRIP WITH 91 SHRUBS
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1 inch = 30 ft.

1-800-382-5544

Project Number

PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE PLAN
Scale: 1" = 30'

20-21-01
Sheet Number
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2020-38-DSV
(Parking Reduction)

2020-38-DSV
(Landscaping Strip)

Home (317) 873-5294
Office (317) 636-2900
Office Fax (317)800-7171
E-Mail jtousley@hotmail.com

John & Carolyn Tousley
305 West Pine Street
Zionsville, IN 46077-1633

November 16, 2020
Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
Zionsville Town Hall
1100 W. Oak St.
Zionsville, IN 46077
Re:

Todd Rottmann, 3320 West Hawthorne Street
Petition No. 2020-36-DSV for Variance of Development Standards

Dear Board Members:
My home is one of the two adjacent properties on the east side of the Rottmann
property. Please be advised that my wife and I do not object to the requested variances of
(1) fence height allowing a fence height from 6'-0" to 7'-7" for an existing fence as well
as (2) the request to reduce the minimum sideyard setback for an existing shed from 5'-0"
to 2'-11".
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,

John W. Tousley
John W. Tousley
(Signature electronically affixed)
JWT/idm
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